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EDITORIAL NOTE

During the period underreview (April2001 to Marc hzOO2),Lhe Association of Retiredtag nant Omcers
(ARFRO) has had several activities and the membership has steadily grown to 92. There are still a few retired Flag
Rank Officers who have not joined.

There were several lecture/discussions during this period and these are reproduced in the joumal. In
addition, members discussed and prepared three papers for the governrnent and the opposition and for the public.
The subjects covered were :-

a. National Security - First Priority of a Nation State

b. Action by the military during the ceasefire period ;

c. Post conflict arrangements for the military.

The first was given wide publicitiy in the news media and accepted by the public as a valuable contribution.
It is reproduced in this journal as the keynote article. The second paper was submitted to the Minister of Defence at
his request and our suggestions are being implemented. The third is also published in this journal.

The Ranaviru family counselling service is making tremendous strides under the able leadership of Air Mce
Marshal Harry Goonetilleke. In May 2001 the foundation stone for a kindergarden school for children of dead/
disabled servicemen was laid at the Sama Vihara at Anuradhapura. At the same time, handicraft and wares of widows
in the Anuradhapura area were displayed and sold. An Open Air public concert was also staged at the Anuradhapura
stadium by the Army.

Various skills classes are being conducted as shown in the report in this journal, whereby widows are able
to learn skills which enable them to supplement their incomes and also keep themselves gainfully employed.

A major event of significance to the nation was the arrangements made by the organisation to bring 25
widows and orphans from the North and East to Colombo, where they lived in the Sugathadasa Stadium Hotel for 3
days together with an equal number of widows and orphans from the South. A full programme of events including
shows by well known artistes at the BMICH was arranged. This was a highly successful event. The assistance of
the Ministry of Defence, the Air Force (for transportation from Jaffna and return) together with the co-operation of
the Embassies of Holland and Norway and the High Commission of Canada is greatly appreciated.

Special mention must be made of a member, Major General S. M. A. Jayawardena VSV now resident in the
USA who makes collections from Sri Lankan residents in the U.S.A. to support the fund.

In January 2002 a kindergarden for children of Ranaviru Gama in Kosgama was established under the
auspices of the Ranaviru Family Counselling Service.

Members of the Association, their spouses and guests met at informal functions held in the Naval Officers
Wardroom and Army Headquarters officers mess by the kind courtesy of the Commanders of the Navy and Army.
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l
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insist on the best seed.

CIC Agri Biotech - Anthurium, strawberry, i

banana, prebasic potato seed, Zantedeschia tubers
and vegetable seedlings are available at short notice.

We can also undertake contract propagation of
plants in our modern tissue culture lab.

Efficient lrrigation Systems - Design and installation of
low volume drip and sprinkler irrigation and " bt

fertigation systems, in collaboration with
lsrael's Global Giant - plastro.

Modern Greenhouses and Accessories - Design and
lnstallation of modern Greenhouses and polytunnels to

suit different climatic zones, as well as supply of
accessories and liners for water reservoirs,

in collaboration with Rovero, Holland.
Leaders in Greenhouse Technology

Accurate Analytical Services and Consultancy
Soil, water and foliar analysis and

Agro Consultancy Services.

CIC Agri Businesses
Advancing r,vith Tbchnology

205, D. R. Wijewardena Mawatha, Colombo 10.
Tel: 688200-2 Fax: 691909
E-rnail: cicfhol @sltnet.lk
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It is with deep sorrow that we record the passing away of
Major General D. U. Weerasinghe
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NATIONAL SECURITY . FIRST PRIORITY OF A NATION STATE

By rHs AssocrAnoN oF Rerlneo FLrc RnNr Orptcpns (ARFRO)

After President Bush appfoved of US$ 40 billion
to be utilised for the reconstruction of New York. a

question was asked whether this would involve
adjustments to the national budget. The answer was

tlational Security comes first". This indeedis axiomatic

and it is the prime responsibility of any government to

ensure the security of the state and its peoples. What

constitutes National Security? What is it that the nation

has to protect and what strategies are required to be

followed for this purpose? Is it just protection of a

country's frontiers or is it other factors affecting the

personal security of its citizens? These questions have

tobe examined, assessments made and timely remedial

measures taken to prevent disaster. A government must

ensure National Security at all times and maintain such

forces that are necessary to safeguard the nation' It
must do so prudently and effectively and not impoverish

the nation. Impoverishment leads to instability, which

in turn jeopardizes security.

It is indeed a sad reflection on our state that no

national security assessments have been made after

the nineteen fifties. Two occasions on which National

ity assessmentshavebeen made were during the

3ffi6fugovernmen(
LnTe.rdence, when it was

Ceylon would not
because there were

mry at that time. Mr.
!f-. Council in December

coun\ry\s one ol t)ire pr\mary
of anlndependent State and this is not the

rr of world in which small nations can be secured
sidtout a large and expensive Armed Force. We are in
a specially difficult position because we are in one of
fte strategic highways of the world. The country which
would capture Ceylon would dominate the Indian
Ocean." It was then resolved to raise a regular Army,
Navy and Air Force and in the interim invite the British
Forces who were already stationed in Ceylon to
continue to provide protection under the newly
promulgated "Visiting Forces Act". The Defence pact
with Britain had several advantages to Ceylon as free
training was provided in the U.K. Io Ceylonese
seryicemen and equipment required for the nascent
armed forces were also obtained through the Crown
Agents in London.

The second National Security Assessment was
made in I 95 1. when there was a large influx of Iidian

illicit immigrants flooding the job markets, particularly

in the plantations. The anti-illicit immigration operation

using unarmed troops was appreciated to be the answer,

which was highly successful in combating this menace

which could have had serious repercussions on the

demography of the counffy and the employment market'

Take the example of Fiji (8,000 miles away) where

immigrants who wanted to take control of that state

overtook the indigenous population.

Unfortunately no such assessments were made

when the "sinhala Only Act' was promulgated and when

the 'open economy' was introduced and indeed before

the Indo-Sri Lanka Accord in 1987. These important
phases in the country's recent history had

repercussions, which could have been avoided if a

proper National Security assessment had been made at

the time of implementation. In this context it is relevant
to note that immediately after the 'terrorist attacks' on

September 11, the President of the United States went
to his retreat at Camp David alone with his national
security advisers. The President's original 'kneejerk'
reaction to attack Afghanistan was more soberly
assessed and various options studied by the exPerts

6,6" (uun"(6gt6,attacki onOctober 7. The resolve
now is not to act unilaterally but to take measured and
decisive action against global terrorism in collaboration
with a coalition.

Terrorism

One of the most appropriate definitions of terrorism
is the "implementation of the strategy of fear by the
use of vio\ence when its most important result is not
the physical and mental or total damage of the direct
victims, but the psychological effect produced on
someone else." Terrorism is an age-old phenomenon
adopted by various individuals or organisations in
furtherance of some cause. With the advance of
technology terrorism has also become more deadly e.g.
The hijackings and skyjacking of the sixties and
seventies, the Sarin gas attacks in Tokyo progressively
leading to suicide attacks.

The first acts of terrorism in Sri Lanka were by a
group of amateurs in 1971. Those insurgents who
resorted to acts of terrorism by killings were soon
destroyed by the state's security forces with Indian
and Pakistani assistance. or were called upon to
surrender and that period of terror was ended in a few
months time. A few years later, other groups in the
North commenced acts of terror that were interpr.r:ted
by the authorities as banditry and criminal activity, until

11



199. Intelligence revelations prompted the government
to promulgate .The prevention of Terrorism Act,
temporarily and intense security operations were
conducted and by the end of 1979, it was accepted that
the-insurgency in the North had been quelled.
Unfortunately this was not so, the rebels went
underground and intensified attacks-by rebel forces
were accelerated after the ethnic clashes in l9g3 and
continue up to the present day. Successive
governnients have not yet fully addressed the causes

lor the uprising and taken adequate steps to eradicate
them.

Terrorists have become increasingly sophisticated.
Many present day terrorists ari middle class
professionals with a good understanding of advanced
technology. Terrorism is the soul mate of organized
crime; terrorists' resort to narco terrorism and some
seek weapons of mass destructioir such as nuclear,
chemical or biological. The phenomenon of suicide
bombings to which no known antidote is available,
except perhaps early detection and neutralization is fast
gaining usage by terror groups. The LTTE is reported
to have committed the largest number of suicide attacks
and recent reports reveal some connivance between
the LTTE and 'Al eaeda, fed by Osama bin Laden, the
prime suspect in the attacks on New york and
Washington.

The US govemment,s resolve to eradicate terrorism
in all its forms and manifestations, together with the
United Nations Security Council Resolution of 29
September are a ray of hope to countries such as Sri
Lanka who have had this scourge for over two decades.
Our government and in particular our Foreign Ministry
must pursue these openings amongst the international
community and ensure that Sri Lanka will get the right
assistance to tackle its insurgency and rid terrorism
from our shores.

One remedy to ,,Terrorism', is the preempt its
explosion by addressing the causes for which people
resort to "Terror Tactics',. This can be done Uy itre
continuous assessment of National security by various
study groups assigned to do so, so that timeiy action
can be taken to thwart the outbreak of violence leading
to 'Terror Thctics,'.

The military situation in Sri Lanka

It is not prudent to discuss too much detail of the
military situation in a paper to be published for public
consumption. The relevant authorities to which this
paper is being submitted will be advised on some of
the measures to be taken, however it is relevent to state
the following so that the general public will be aware of
the objectives and strategies'that are being adopted
by tbe insurgents (i.e. LTTE) and rhose whiih strould
be adopted by the government.

, two states. By calling the North_East conflict a,,waf,
statehood is being bestowed on ..Eelam,,. 

Tlre LTTE,s
struggle isan "insurgency,,i.e. an armed rising in active
revolt against an established state.

. T" LTTE's objective is ,,Thamil Eelam,,_ quite
clearly articulated. Their strategies to realize this
objective are discerned to be:

i) To maintain the allegiance of the Tamil people.

ii) Militarily neutralise the states, forces by
employing guerilla and conventional tactics.

iii) Terrorise the civilian population of Sri Lanka to
break their will to resist violence.

i1)-.f.o-aegtroy the political leadership of the country
and divide the Sinhala community.

v) Destroy the economy of the country.

We believe that the government,s objective
should be to retain .National Unity, and pieserve
Territorial Integrity. This has not been articulated or
demonstrated as yet. To achieve this objective it should
adopt the following strategies.

vi) Marginalize the
community.

from

vii) Destroy the military capability of the insurgents
especially by preventing their aims build_up and
destroying their arsenals.

viii) hevent the build-up of all their resources, human,
material, financial and intelligence.

ix) Negotiate a solution to the perceived ethnic
problem.

x) Adopt a constitution which will give equality toall citizens of Sri Lanka. There 
-strorti 

be'no
discrimination due to ethnicity, religion, caste or class
and all persons should be fresto [v; where they wish.

x) Create a media blitz promoting National Unity
and forging such unity even amongst political rivals.

xii) Create media awareness to report on security
issues preserving the integrity of a plural ,o"i"iy.

_ The readership can discern the success or
otherwise ofthe respective antagonists in this respect.

The military are the butt end of much criticism.
Undoubtedly they have more resources than the
insurgents but we have seen more powerful militaries

12
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nrlh uemendous resources being defeated by' hqgents. One of the major reasons for some of the
Hues our military had to contend with is because
r;Erations were conducted on a political agenda and
mt on a military appreciation of the situation. This
*rference must stop. Whilst broad national policy
frrections have to be given by government in
msultation with service chiefs and.,think tanks',, the
mduct of operations must be in professional hands.
Ercn the capture of Jaffna, laudable though it was, has
bcn a "phyrric" victory. The grand strategy to be
edopted is to prevent the insurgents from getting
ninforcements of men and materials. The ground
&rtegy must be evolved on the men and materials
eueilable to our own forces and tactical deployment
d operations determined on these imperatives.

Military doctrine too requires to be revised. The
British systems adopted are now outdated. We have to
evolve our own after 20 years of combat experience
ad perhaps seek foreign insights of their experiences
before we formulate our doctrine. It might be relevant
to refer to the new department established in the USA
efter the September attacks. It is designated the
Departnent of 'Homeland Security' meant to coordinate
dl home-land defences against terrorism and it is
baded by a person of Cabinet rank. Sri Lanka had a
ilfinistry of National Security which was unfortunately
short lived, but necessary in the context of the prevailing
irmrgency. Even during World War 2, Ceyion had a
tvil Defence Commissioner, to deal with local security
d the protection of civilians.

Resource allocation to the military has to be
orrdstent whether there is a combat situation or not.
Erpens have recommended that a country should
*cateat leastl.5Vo of GDpforNational Security (i.e.
Amy, Navy and Air Force) and a separate amount for
lrintenance of Law and Order, *Hctr is a police
hrrion. Sri Lanka's Defence Ministry (which includes
rcaI other departments) always received niggardly

ry amounting to an average of 0.5Vo of GDp,
. tcas as a result today al most6Voof GDp is allocated
n&fence !

In fact, there was a senior bureaucrat, who was all
|nrcrful and resentful of the Navy. He arbitrarily*ifd some years ago to srop recruirmenr to the Navt
idcprived it of equipment. Such stupid decisions
f&dmental to National Security and should not behlt hands of bureaucrats. Civilian coritrol over the

Intelligence and security strucfile

Intelligence is an important aspect, which has got
politicized instead of being an indipendent operarion
assisting in National Security asseisments and other
necessary follow up action. The technology for
intelligence purposes is sophisticated and we should
negotiate with those who have the technological
capability to assist us. This is also applicable to
electronic warfare technology particularly for
surveillance of our coastal areas and the hideouts of
the insurgents. Satellite photography will enable proper
detection. Our own intelligencJmust be modernized
and centralized as there are too many comperping groups
in this field. 

UA 1f-&
Security s""to, RuF6#, *: ,:;;.""ssarv in rrre

light of rhe combat experience gained in tfre iast iO
years. The entire Defence Structure has to be
modernized because at present it is still based on the
organizations established at the time ofindependence,
though 'ad hoc' changes which do not appear to be
successful have taken place from time to time. A
Prsidential Commission comprising persons familiar
with Security Structures/Organisations must be
established and public views invited. It might be
desirable to divorce the police Service from the Defence
Ministry and entrust it to the Home Ministry as in the
case of most democracies.

It must be bome in mind that the internal dynamics
of a country can be aggravated by the activities of
other countries in the region. South Asia is very rnuch
in-focus after the attacks on Afghanistan from Octsber
7-India, Pakistan and Sri Lanka have all pledged support
to the coalition of forces anaigned foritre Jimination
ofterrorism. The implications to us, such as the possible
suicide attack on a nuclear plant where pakistan is
particularly vulnerable and the possible restrictions on
availability of oil from the Middle East ; the effect of
Tea exports to those regions and the general effect on
the economy needs a deep study and aNational Security
Assessment. The unfortunate deterioration of Indo_
Pak relations, which are emerging in the current
tumultuous situation in South Asia, is a matter for
concern and study.

peace negotiations

^ ..]here 
is currently a huge chorus of voices calling

for "Peace". Unfortunately in Sri Lanka, there has been
no National Commitment towards the operations a;ain
of the insurgents. It was left purely in tire hands of the
Defence establishment. The country is said to be made
on.a war footing but only those families which have
made human and material sacrifices seem to be making
any effort to fight the insurgency. Contrast this attitude
with those of the Americans who showed unity in

*Ef'ry should be at the political level and that too on
and not operational. The bureaucracy must
that, policy is properly executed, but not dictate
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adversity. Politicians make pious pronouncements

occasionally and provide handouts amidst much

publicity. There are of course some exemplary

individuals and organizations - too few indeed who

unobtrusively dedicate themselves to contribute in
many ways to wards caring for those afflicted by the

conflict.

Every right thinking Sri Lankan should want Peace

and National Unity, but the implications of Peace

Negotiations must be properly assessed. The offer of
Norwegians to facilitate 'Peace Talks' is laudable and

should be followed up, because 'Peace Talks' as we

know from what has transpired in other places are long

drawn out. The negotiators on the government's side

should have the blessings of all major political parties

because they represent the majority view. The

provisions of the Liam Fox agreement are a basis for
this. The negotiators must be competent persons who

are aware of the views of the people and who should be

aware of the implications of the 'peace offers' such as

devolution of political authority. The post conflict
arrangements for disarmament or decommissioning of
arms must have expertise and so also the rehabilitation

and employment of the cadres is an important aspect to

be handled by experienced and knowledgeable persons.

There are a plethora of post conflict issues to be

considered on both sides of the divide and in the

meantime eternal vigilance is required to prevent

outbursts of violence. The acquisition of 'Peace'

therefore is a long drawn out process, which must be

steadily developed where both sides must be in a 'win-
win' situation. Making 'Peace' is indeed far more

arduous than making 'war'.

Other national security issues

Nations of the developing world are faced with

challenges of maintaining unity and cohesion as they

evolve into stable nation states. It is widely recognized

that several of the threats to security of a country are

non-military in character and invariably are from with-in

the country. The greater the vulnerability of the state

from within, the more serious are the thrdats to its
security. Conversely domestic stability and national

cohesiveness reduce the magnitude of the threat.

Challenges ofkeeping a plural society together and at

the same time coping with weak and unstable internal

structures not only pose a serious threat lo the state's

territorial and political integrity but also erode the very

base on which national security is built. Internal factors

can sometimes jeopardize a state's security more than

any external source.

We believe that there are a number of internal

threats to Sri Lan[a's security, which have to be

examined, and remedial measures found before they

blow up into violent situations affecting the nation.

They are neither listed in order of priority nor is it a

comprehensive list but they constitute the internal

dynamics of national security. They are:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(0

(e)

(h)

o
(k)

(1)

The economic situation and cost of living.
Poverty.

Unemployment and labour unrest.

Student unrest and violence in Universities and

other institutes of learning.

Brain Drain.

Food Security and Technology for the poor.

Indiscipline and deterioration oflaw and Order.

Comrption, Accountability and Political
Patronage.

Power, Energy and its impact on national life.

Environmental degradation.

Dangerous Drugs and Narcotics.

We briefly describe the perceived threats by the

above named factors:

(a) The economic situation and cost of living -_
The Business Community, the Chambers of Commerce

and Industry and several other bodies and individuals
have highlighted the deteriorating economic condrrpn
not only due to the prosecution of the conflict but also

because of World Recession which has been

aggravated by recent terrorist attacks in the USA. These

are factors which make the economic situation a cause

of great concern in the context of National Security,

especially when the cost of living becomes unbearable

to the poorer classes in particular. The recent reliet
given, hopefully is not an election gimmick but,
something which can be sustained despite very poor

economic growth.
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trbr Poverty is endemic in the region. Sri Lanka is
matrtively better placed than our neighbours, however
tffic impetus given to Poverty Alleviation is inadequate

nund inappropriate in that persons are made to accept
"ftmrud outs' rather than being given opportunities to

sustain themselves and improve their lot by their own

etrforts. It is also known that Poverty Alleviation funds

Efrc.. are distributed to supporters of the party in power
ffrd the rest are ignored. This is unjust and can definitely

lbul to violent protests. The government in power must

ihe strong enough to resist temptation to pamper their
supporters and ignore the rest. This is the bane of our

mation and this must be arrested by a strong leadership

andjustice done to all deserving citizens ofthe country

urrespective of political beliefs and party alignments.

There has to be complete transparency in the operation

ol this system.

Unemployment and Labour unrest

These are twin problems, which require an

enlightened approach. Perhaps, the private sector

inputs into this sphere can be valuable. Just as much

es the plantation sector is well managed by the private

sector. Certain other enterprises such as agriculture

and live-stock farms can be run successfully by the

private sector without political interference as it is
alleged to be happening. The volatility of this sector

can be accelerated by those employed overseas being

repatriated consequent upon recession affecting those

countries now employing almost one million Sri

Lankans. A very deep study of the implication of this

tactor must be undertaken urgently to prevent an

outbreak of violence due to joblessness.

One way in which the employment potential can be

improved is by launching a massive project in the ocean

area bestowed to Sri Lanka by the 'Law of the Sea'.

The resources available, the boat building, repairs etc.,

and other industries to support this endeavour have

',"ast employment potential. The utilization of this vast

resource will also provide security to the shores of Sri

t-anka if a 'maritime force' is deployed by the defence

forces to protect the resources ofthe ocean and prevent

infiltration into our territorial waters. This scheme

requires similar impetus as given to the Mahaweli
Der-elopment project. The marine resources available

c.re reckoned to be valuable and the fishing intlustry

can also thrive and provide the nation with
nourishment. '

(d) Student unrest and violence in Universities and

other institutes of learning : Many commissions
appointed by various governments have examined this

subject. A Youth Commission was also appointed.

What has happened to their recommendations? These

must be implemented. There is emphasis now on
'Information Technology' - this is laudable, but it is
not available to the poor who live in rural areas with-out

electricity and access to computers! Once again there

will be a revolt against this just as there is resentment

against English speaking students. The ,Kaduwa'

mentality will be further developed, so there must be

some means of making the rural youth also accessible

to technological advances.

(e) Brain Drain - In a way is connected to the above.

Educational reforms in consonance with world
standards are necessary to enable Sri Lankan students

to achieve excellence in their respective fields and

employment, opportunities in both the public and

private sectors, which must be made attractive. The

vast exodus of students and indeed professionals, is a
sad reflection of our employment policies. Are we going

to be a nation of mediocrities whilst everybody else is

striving for excellence? Sri Lanka must be made

attractive for people to live and work. Those who have

had 'free education' both at primary and secondarrr

level and particularly tertiary education must realize
their debt to the nation, but government must also

ensure that ample opportunity exists for talented and

capable people to remain in the country without
migrating to greener pastures.

(t) Food, security and technology for the poor Sri
Lanka is still not self sufficient in her staple food
requirements. Drought and flood conditions aggravate

shortages in these commodities. A traditionally
agricultural rural population is dwindling, as the

younger generation demands the use of modem
technology in preference to the traditional farming
methods. This is an inevitability with educatron,
television and other media inputs showing world trends.

Technology will make the pursuit of agriculture more

expensive consequently adversely affecting the

consumer's cost of living. This requires a deep study
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and not the 'ad hoc' measures adopted by politicians
when there are shortages. Another important aspect is
the nutrition of the peasantry in particular and the
poorer segment of society. The introduction of a white
revolution with milk production being the objective is
necessary. There will be less demand on artificial milk
foods and an improvement in health standards. In both
these respects India has made great strides and we
should attempt to adopt some of their systems. Failure
to meet these requirements will be detrimental to society
causing unrest.

(g)Indiscipline and deterioration of law and order
The rapid deterioration of accepted moral and
behavioural standards can be attributed primarily to
the bad example set by those in power. Schools, uni
versities. offices, factories, streets, highways, railways
and indeed in most segments of society indiscipline
thrives. The private sector employees fortunately are

not as bad as the public sector employees. Law and
Order must be enforced fairly and squarely with no
exceptions.

The nation's leaders and their families must give the
lead in this respect and not interfere with the
administratron ofjustice. If the present trend continues,
there will be absolute mayhem and national security
will be severely jeopardized. Weapons in the hands of
politicians and their bodyguards must be withdrawn
and security provided on an official basis to those
considered vulnerable to attack by insurgents. Law
enforcement is a must. Another disconcerting feature
is that one is now not certain of what is truth and what
is fiction, because as a nation we seem to indulge in
being more untruthful than ever before. Credibility is a

rare feature!

(h) Conuption. accounrability and political patron-.
age - corruption in public life and in certain elements
of the private sector is endemic. The root causes must
be eliminated, accountability at all levels must be
enforced and stringent action taken against those who
are corrupt and those who are required to be
accountable if there are lapses. Character building at
school level will be a remedy to be considered, provided
those in authority set an example. The failure to arrest
the trend of corruption particularly with political
patronage and interference will be an incurable cancer

in society which will impinge on Sri Lanka's standing
in the world community. A comrpt co.untry can be
destroyed by world and regional organizations
adopting stringent measures in their dealings with such
a country. The Bribery Commission must be expanded
to coverevery Ministry and every province if this trend
is to be stemmed. Arms procurement is reported to be
corrupt. As far as possible procurement should be on a
government-to-government basis and the rest on a
scrutiny by an Independent Board. The public Accounts
Committee of Parliament should be reactivated and
COPE strengthened.

() Power and Energy - This factor which is
essential for the efficient running of a country requires
to be assessed and their availability at all times assured.
The current power failures though glibly attributed to
unfavourable weather is undoubtedly due to lack of
planning and proper appreciation of the country's
needs. These shortcomings have obviously been
exaggerated by inefficiency and comrption as numerous
reports reveal. This is an unforgivable lapse oo the
part ofthose responsible and should never occur again
Immediate remedial measures are necessary if this
dangerous trend is to be arrested to prevent numerous
repercussions in society. We are reliably informed that
power could be purchased cheap from Kerala and
Karnataka in India, where there is excess power. This
source can be tapped temporarily until we develop our
own alternate power sources. It is not desirable in the
long run to be dependent on other states for our own
power needs.

ft) Environmental degradation is an important aspect
to be watched. Water can become a scarce resource if
not properly managed. The nation's water resources
can be denuded by deforestation; soil erosilon
detrimental to agriculture and several other aspects
including industrial pollution can cause harmful effects
to our population and our fauna. The establishment of
a separate Ministry in this connection is laudable but
studies connected with National Security must be made.
It is reported that genetically engineered organisms
released into environment can cause darnage to the
environment, human health and sustainable agriculture.
All these aspects can cause unrest and thereby affect
National Security.
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([) Dangerous drugs and narcotics - There is an

qganisation to detect and prevent this abuse but, it
trs to be strengthened and that menace eradicated by

rtict enforcement of Laws. As we have seen this evil

can assist in narco-terrorism.

All these factors if properly assessed by a special

group or groups, should advice the government on

peventive or remedial action to be taken. None of these

can be assessed, prevented or remedied unless there is

'Good Governance'. The subjectof Good Governance

has been commented on in the recent past by

individuals and organisations especially the

Organisation of Professional Associations of which

ve are a constituent membet, so we will not elaborate

on this important subject. except to refer to the

requirement to re-introduce a super grade of public

servants on the lines of the erstwhile 'Ceylon Civil
Service' which at that time attracted very capable

persons whose integrity both financially and

intellectually was beyond question.

Selection ofpersons to this super grade should be

on the same basis as that of the 'civil service'.. Perhaps

with advances in technology and education, a person

aspiring to enter this service should have a 'doctorate'

and be an all rounder not a mere book worm.

Remuneration and perquisites should be comparable

to those offered in the private sector. Under no

circumstances should 'Political appointees' be made

to this grade. It has to be purely on merit controlled by

a Public Service Commission.

The provisions of the 17th amendment to the

Constitution rr,ust be effected fairly and very early.

The Constitution and Parliamentary representation

In the past few months, the nation has watched

rith dismay the political circus performing and

manoeuvring without due regard to national issues,

but in their own interest. The dissolution of Parliament

m l0 October is a welcome relief, so that the people

cm express their views in a democratic way by electing

e new Parliament. We trust that those elected to

Hiament will be persons concerned about the nation

end its development and not their personal

development. We trust that the new Parliami tifl
evolve a new constitution or am'end the pre.$Lt
constitution to fulfil the aspirations of ALL the people

of Sri Lanka without discrimination. We also trust that

an example will be taken from the Singapore govemme{rt

to have a capable Cabinet of Ministers with a mixture

of technocrats as well as persons with grass roots

connections, who would be able to govern the counffy

effectively.

Human development and moral uplifftnent

There has been a steady deterioration of the

traditional Sri Lanka way of life - respect for law and

order; respect towards elders and those in authority;

truthfulness and honesty and social consciousness.

Today most people are selfish; lack credibilit|,
unconcemed about law and order and generally self

seeking and dependent on political patronage. Future

generations have to be prevented from getting into

this groove and a spirit of patriotism, team spirit or

togetherness and a sense of responsibility must be

cultivated. Forthis purpose we had recommended four

years ago, the introduction of a form of National Services

(non-military) for all youth between the ages of 18 and

24 years. Details of this scheme can be released to the

media so that public opinion can be gauged.

It might be relevant to mention that two countries

which currently have 'National Service' and tiat too

for a long time are Switzerland and Singapore. Sorne

Scandinavian countries too have this scheme in
operation. They are perhaps the most prosperous small

nations, with very little crime and where the people

enjoy a high standard of living.

Recommendations

The first priority for the new govemment is to devise

ways and means of ending the conflict. Whilst the

facilitators from Norway can in the meantime prepare

the ground fortalks some constitutional experts can be

mobilized by the 'caretaker' government to do some

ground work on constitutional issues that can arise.

The escalation of the conflict must be prevented and

American or "coalition" assistance sought to provid6

intelligence on any strengthening of the insurgent

forces and their deployment in the field. Sri Lankan
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forces must endeavour to stealthily weaken the military
capability of the insurgents. Our own coastal
surveillance must be built around a 'maritime' force,
which would also act as a deterrent to poachers into
our EEZ. In short, a two pronged approach of
negotiation and military action must be pursued. A
strategic planning organisation should be appointed
to formulate plans for various military contingencies.

National security

This subject must be taken more seriously and efforts
directed towards preventive measures rather than
curative measures. A number of 'Think Tanks' must be

engaged in studying the various threats and a

concerted timely effort to thwart them has to be
devised. The present structures require reorganization
as many of them are out of date. Being proactive all the

while is an absolute necessity to prevent National
Security disasters, instead of being reactive as in the

past.

Governance and Constitutional changes

We trust that the forthcoming elections will provide
the country with a more enlightened Parliament than
we have had for a few recent decades. We also trust
that our recommendation for establishing a super grade
non-political adininistrative service will be created to
execute policy sensibly and honestly, instead ofpolitical
stoogery being encouraged. Politicians must formulate
policy and monitor the progress of implemeniation
whereas officials should be permitted to execute policy
unfettered by interference.

Ariy constitutional changes must be to ensure that
ALL citizens of Sri Lanka are treated equally and fairly.

Human development and moral uplifunent

The recommendations of the youth Coir.irrion *a
our own recommendations on .National Service', we
trust will be implemented with aview to improvingthe
quality of youth in this county and providing them
with a promising future bereft of political interference
and making the country an attractive place not only for
tourists and visitors but more importantly for the citizrns
of this country, who seem to want to leave the countrT
in large numbers both legally and illegally because of
prevailing unsatisfactory conditions. Education
Reforms in consonance with world standards are
necessary in this era of globalization.

There has to be a renaissance in Sri Lanka, where
the state, civil society and the corporate sector will
work together to achieve prosperity for the nation and
not amere section of it. Since 1972 the political Executive
has had untrammelled power over the public service
resulting in almost anarchy.

Politicians must legislate and oversee the
implementation of their policies without interfering with
the public sector in particular and with civil society
and the private sector. They rnust abandon their self
appointed role of being guardians of their supporters
from 'Womb to Tomb' and permit people to stand on
their own feet without patronage. We trust that the
people in turn will send sensible and straightforward
persons to represent them in parliament and not
succumb to the hollow, promises marketed in the run
up to elections. We trust that the new parliamentarians

will work together to make Sri Lanka a safe haven for its
inhabitants and make national unity their objective.
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PROLIFERATION OF SMALL ARMS IN SOUTH ASIA

(Meron GeNrne,l Dtpr.Nrcn BlNrn:rr)
Executive Director

Regional Centre for Strategic Studies, Colombo, Sri Lanka

Introduction by Lieutenant GeneralJED PERERA VSV D.Litt, FBIM, PresidentARFRO

This is the second time we are having General Banerjee with us, so I will not go into the details

of his bio data, He was the Chief Instructor at the Staff College in Wellington, I donl not know

whether any of you were there in his time, and his last Military appointment was as General

Officer Commanding a Division in Kashmin He subsequently worked at the Institute of Defence

Studies in Delhi. He 's now here as the Director General of the Regional Centre for Strategic

Studies. I hope you have heard of the place, it's located in Elibank Road, Havelock Tbwn near

the Havelock Town Post Office. He has been very kind to permit members of ARFRO to use their

library, they have afine reference library which they have established recently. He will tell you

more about it when he speaks. I hope people will make use of that library because we do not

have very many good libraies on Military affairs and current affairs in this country. Now the

subject today is on the Proliferation of Small Arms in South Asia and its impact on society and

the Military. The Regional Centre has produced the books edited by General Baneriee on this

subject and is available to those intrested. The - proliferation of small arms is e matter of great

concern to us Sri Lankan* In 1989/90 When the JVP insurrection was on the National Securiry

Establishment made a decision to hand over weapons to bodyguards of politicinns. That was

the start of this nonsensical game of the proliferation of small arms. We read in the newspapers

these days that there are hold-ups, this, that and the othen and invariably they say supposed to

be by Army deserters. Sometimes they say the Navy and sometimes they say Air force also, but

generally they say Army deserters. Now that is a terrible thing. Desertion is bad enough, but to

desert with ones weapons is ridiculous. I have checked with other Armies and if there is a

weapon missing from a llnit, the Commanding Officer has to hang. I don 't know how many

Commanding Officers who are present today are prepared to hang in the future, because you

are responsible for the loss of weapons. You can't say, that fellow took it, this fellow took it. The

Commanding Officer is responsible for the protection of the weapons in his Unit. So I hope when

we listen to this tqlk by General Banerjee, we will understand the seriousness of the situation.

This situation in Sri Lanka which we are now facing apart from what is going on in the

baxlefield, is highly dangerous. Civil society is perturbed by this. So this is an important

lecture.

General Denis Perera, Senior Officers of the Sri

Lankan Armed Forces, and friends who are still in active

Service. For me it's a great honour and a privilege to

have this opportunity to come and address this very

distinguished audience. I look forward to it as it gives

me an opportunity, especially being away from India,

to interact with the Forces. I have spent at least 44

years in uniform out of which I had 36 years as a

Commissioned Officer. I've spent all my life in the

Services. And of course, it is a great honour to be

present here amongst You.

Before I commence my address, the point that

General Perera has mentioned, The Regional Centre for

Strategic studies on 2, Elibank Road has expanded its

facilities and now provides a library. Thecollection of
books is not large enough but we do have a significant

number of periodicals, current journals from around

the world and provides some facilities for some

concerned Officers like you , to come and refresh your

memories or to do any research that you might like to

do. This facility is opened to all Officers. The issue of
books we will impose a certain fee. I have arranged the

procedures. We have appointed a librarian, but you

could join only from the 1 st of March. But that doesn't
mean that the library is not opened. The library is open

now and you can make use of it and feel wblcome' We

also propose to have an interaction at RCSS on issues

of global strategic concerns, or regional strategic
concerns. For a country such as Sri Lanka with its
enormous intellectual connections, it is important also

to be aware of developments in international security

that are currently taking place. And issues such as

arms control, disarmament, nuclear proliferation,
restructuring of military forces, civil/military relations

need to be addressed.

The topic for today is Proliferation of Small Arms
and Light Weapons and its Impact on Security and on

Society. I've been here in Sri Lanka forjust a year and a

half. I do not claim much knowledge of the Sri Lankan
environment and therefore perhaps I'll desist from
speaking too much on Sri Lanka on which all of you are
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experts. But rihat I would like to say is the international,

the regional dimensions of the small arms and light

weapons proliferation and also highlight some of the

security measures that General Perera mentioned needs

to be taken at the Unit level in order to ensure that

these proliferations domestically by security forces are

minimised to an extent that is possible. It's no longer

light weapons that kilts more people than conventional

*iuponr. Especially after the Second World War at

leasig}Eo of all prolific casualties were caused by small

arms and light weapons and not by heavy artillery

missiles or other such weapon systems. And therefore

the proliferation of this weapons system should be a

cause for enormous concern globally' Unfortunately

that has not quite been the case. It is only in the last

decade or so that international attention has been

focused on the proliferation of small arms and light

weapons. And in consequence a large number of
confirences and meetings have been held under the

United Nations, under regional organisations and other

establishments, and some progress is being made in

that direction. A definition regarding small arms and

light weapons had been arrived at in the United Nations

which posed much problems in the earlier years' But

small arms is now defined no longer by calibre, but a

weapon that can be handled by an individual and inflict

casualties. Earlier the Nato definition limited the small

arms to a .50 mm calibre. A light weapon includes all

mortars and light guns betow 100 mm calibre generally'

but on that there is no consensus as yet, Therefore the

small arms and light weapons definition today includes

a whole range of weapons and not just rifles, light

machine guns, pistols and such. On the gap between

addressing conventional weapons disarmament and the

small arms and light weapons proliferation when the

Gulf Warbegan, with the invasion of Kuwaitby Iraq, it
was revealed that over the last decade or so Iraq had

imported approximately 50 billion dollars worth of arms

and the international community was not fully aware of

the dimension of the problem. And therefore' after the

war the intemational community got together to address

the question of conventional weapons proliferation'

United Nations convened a group of governmental

experts committees and discussions and decisions

fin:ally arrived at what was called a conventional arms

register under the United Nations' Under the

conventional arms register the United Nations calls

upon all countries to report all transactions of major

offensive conventional weapons. These are seven

mainly offensive in character, these are large weapon

systems, artillery guns above 100.mm calibre, tanks,

amoured vehicles, combat air-craft, attack helicopters,

war ships above 700 tons and missile systems beyond

a range of 25 kms. All these weapon systems purchase

and sale are to be reported to the United Nations which

maintains a register' In addition to that nations are

rcquested to provide information regarding'respective

rational defence policies, overall holdings of defence

equipment. By and large regions ryhere there are no

conflicts, these reportings does take place. Therefore

there is today a degree oftransparency regarding the

conventional weapons transferred in the world. Every

three years the United Nations convenqs a conference

of GovemnrentalExpensof 25 maj<xnations in the world'

Their Ambassadors meet at the United Nations. This

meeting took place last year and I was the Consultant

to the Secretary General atthis group of Governmental

Experts Committee. And I sat through the these

sessions of their meetings for five weeks and then

prepared a report on behalf of the Comrnittee'
Unfortunately the International Security environment

is not such as to elucidate significant co-operation from

amongst the countries towards these tasks. Therefore

though there is this system ofreporting, and from South

Asia most countries report to the weapons register, it
is not an effective transparency measure. But
nevertheless there is a global system that is in existence'

But in the case of small arms there has been no such

developments. That development took place almost a

decade later and in the last few years the Secretary

General of the United Nations instituted two commifiees

one after the other, once again under the group of
Governmental Experts, a Japanese Ambassador who

Chaired those conferences and it came out with
substantial recommendations. And suddenly this yea'
a general conference is being convened by the United

Nations in July at New York to discuss the whole issuc

of Small Arms and Light Weapons Proliferation- I'll bc

also involved in that process. Unfortunately there Ls
been no substantial discussion, dialogue or agremt
that has been arrived at so far' And though fu finsr

and second Preparatory Conferences of tbe lJrigl
Nations has taken place, the first Preparetorlr
Conference took place last year in March' fu icd
one took place in January this year and- th ttird
Preparatory Conference will take place in ltlattrfu
United Nations and the formal conference will & plrcc

in July. But not much progress is to be elgocd in
those forums.

Now, especially in South Asia we have becn hoed

with this proliferation of small arms andligttwcapm
and this has major adverse consequences for all

countries in the Region. Last June at Kandalama the

RCSS convened a conference on the Pnoliferalon of

Small Arms and Light Weapons focusing on South Asia

with Govemment participants from all countries of South

Asia, some Military Officers, and experts other than

Government officials, and we discussed this issue over

four days. And as a result of that we produced a book
' 

which highlights and identifies very broadly the isss
that are relevant to South Asia. This book is aveilnblc

and I've got a few copies for your use and othersmld

also make use of this from our library.

2',1

you are



The three broad issues that need to be discussed
today - first is the dimension of this problem. Second
more specifically the impact on security of States. Third
impact on the society. And perhaps at the conclusion
one could suggest some measures that may be taken at
lower levels to address the whole question of defusion
of small arms essential what I would call through
government stocks, others from Units or from
Government establishments and stores. The
proliferation of arms, conventional weapons as well as

small arms was prevalent in very large measures during
the Cold War. During the Cold War in the developing
world, both sides competed against each other to send
and distribute arms. And therefore we have had
competing aflns race all over the world. If one country
supplies arms to one side, the other group would
support or supply arms to the other. And sometimes
when the relations would change the other side will
supply arms to that country which was being supported
by the other and so this would carry on. Forexample, in
the case of Somalia. For two decades, massive quantities
of arms were supplied to the Forces that were opposing
the Communist system. But after the removal of Haile
Selassie, Communist take-over of Etheopia, in Sudan,
in Somalia and neighbouring areas, and the large
presence of Cuban soldiers in Africa during the '70s
and early '80s led to a massive arming of that region by
the Communist block. So you had this competing
arming by these super powers or the conflicting groups.
Again in Cambodia, after the Pol Pot Regime was
overthrown by Vietnamese Forces all the countries of
Asia and China provided huge quantities of weapons
primarily small arms. to all neighbouring countries.
Primarily to the opposing forces in Cambodia and the
countries of South East Asia also got into a game of
developing weapons and supplying it to the other sides.
And later of course, in Eastern Europe the Yugoslavian
situation was once again accentuated to a very large
extentby this competitive selling and supply of weapon
systems. Small arms also proliferate because weapons
get old and have to be replaced with modern and new
generation of systems and therefore the older variety
ofweapons become available. So obsolescence becomes
one major reason for the surplus of weapons around
the world. And as in about approx.imately 2-3 decades
the small arms systems change and countries also
adapt to a new generation of weapon systems. Now all
those weapons that were in existence then would then
be transferred. Quite often they are sold. And those
that are not sold directly by Governments, then find
their way through the black market all over the world.
Then you have the whole change in the manufacturing
process itself. The Kalashkinov Rifle wihch was
designed by a Kazakh General, I think who died just a
couple of years ago, and he developed this weapon in
Irlmaki in Kazakhstan's former Soviet Union and the
main 4lv3p13ge of that system was that it had the least
number of parts, easy to manufacture and could be .

produced in mass production in the millions.And
therefore there are at least 1 10 million Kalasbkino Riffles
that are in existence in the world. These are produced
by a large numberof countries, requires very elementary
production - capabilities and therefore the access to
this has become a very common phenomenon around
the world. The third factor - after the Cold War in Europe
you had a Treaty, Conventional Forces in Europe Treaty
under which Armed Forces of the countries that
participated were reduced and through a Treaty each
country agreed as to how much of Armed Force it would
maintain and how much of large conventional, once
again offensive conventional weapons it would retain.
Now that was a large reduction. And here again you've
had a massive surplus of small arms available. And
especially with this massive surplus when the
economies ofEast European countries collapsed after
the Cold War this was a major source of their foreign
exchange earnings. So you have countries such as
Yugoslavia, whole Bosnian area, and Eastern Europe -
Hungary, Poland and others become an emerging and
major sources of sophisticated arms including small
arms and light weapons. Therefore the availability of
small arms and light weapons is not the issue. It is not
the problem. There are enormous quantities of small
arms and light weapons available around the world,
there is only the question of being able to purchase it.
Costs vary depending on the circumstances and the
conditions. But they're available. They're available and
there are people and Governments who are willing to
sell them. Govemments sell it through underhand covert
means. There are Officers of Armed Forces who have
access to these weapons and therefore they sell them
and make profit out of it. And there are many ways
through which this illegal transfer takes place all over
the world. In a Regional environment this issue is
complicated by insurgencies, internal ethnic conflicts
and when these are linked to other issues such as
narcotics trafficking, law and order problems and other
issues. If you look at the evolution of any insurgency
movement in the world, it passes through distinct
stages. The first stage is the emergence ofa cause. The
cause or an issue which engages the minds of a large
number of people, an important segment of the people,
the cause could be anything at all, but a cause or a
grievance on which people feel that they can associate
themselves as they feel that the cause is so strong that
they are willing to rake on the might of the State and
perhaps risk their lives in the process. Once they have
a so-called cause, and ofcourse this cause can be real,
can be imaginary - it is not necessary that there has to
be a very substantive and a real cause - it could bejust
created out of nothing, and many people do that.
Religion is often a method of doing that. Now based on
that, a group gets formed, now it requires to challenge
the Government. Quite often the initial source of
acquisition of weapons is from the Police Forces,
renegade elements in the State Security Forces, they
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would sell certain number of weapons. And with just a
half a dozen of weapons these groups could then
launch attacks on Police Stations, ambush a few groups
which are in the outlying areas of Police Forces or
perhaps even the regular Military. And having got say
3G40 weapons, they then have the capabiliry of carrying
out terrorist acts. The next important development is
the acquisition of money. The money is required
through first robbing of banks, treasuries and such
establishments and kidnapping and imposing a ransom
on the release of those kidnapped persons. With those
&velopments and depending upon the situation and
then depending upon the ability of the money that can
be acquired through that process in a particular situation
that would take a year, two years and so on. And once
a substantial amount of money is now available to such
groups, then they go and enter into the international
arms market. And then depending upon the individual
group's capabilities they exploit the situation that
already exists in the world and then they begin to acquire
more and more weapons, build up more andmore forces,
and then over a period can then seriously challenge
tlrc State Security Forces. So these are very distinct
stages. And with each of these distinct stages, other
illegal and unlawful activities merge - not just
kidnapping, but also acquiring and the ability to
produce narcotics. The Golden Triangular Area in the
Northern Myanmar, Yunnan Province of China and
Khailand has emerged as a major source of narcotics
there. And that was linked very closely with all the
insurgency movements in Myanmar, in Thailand and
in Cambodia, Laos and Vietnam. Golen Crescent in
Northern Afghanistan. The entire Afghanistan Region
especially as a consequence of the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan became a battlefield uncontrolled by any
Force, either the Soviet puppet Government established
a Kabul, all the other Forces, and therefore there was
large production of narcotics and such developments
Once narcotics is produced in large quantities, it
develops its links with Security Forces because it
S3nerates an enormous amount of wealth. Wealth that
is unimaginable under normal conditions. And once
that wealth is available it can corrupt people. It comrpts
Socurity Forces, Senior Government Officials, and
wherever there has been a spread of narcotics, there
bs been massive comrption. And through this process
dcomrption and narcotics trafficking the very ability
of the State to withstand these challenges gets
fiminished. Because the sociefy itself becomes affected
ty this virus and therefore to overcome that becomes a
rcqr formidable challenge quite often beyond the
cqability of countries to resist. Another major source
dproliferation of weapons is within the country. Within
ft country it can be from many sources. Either from
rithin the armouries of Security Forces, Police Forces,
&rcgular Armed Forces. It could be from their stock

fihs, the ordinance depots, the manufacturing
cueblishments where the weapons are actually

produced, during transhipment from the proauctim
area to the depots and from the dopots to ttre Units.
And quite often, especially in areas which are troubled
by insurgency, the security measures will always be
inadequate to deal with the situation. Then you have a
situation of illegal domestic production. In areas such
as the North West Frontier of Pakistan, the domestic
production of small arms is carried out on a massive
scale. And whole regions of the Province live entirely
on this illegal production of weapon systems. It's,a
traditional skill acquired by the people over centuries
and therefore it comes naturally to them. The
infrasffucture has been developed and ofcourse during
the Afghanistan War all through the .80s this
infrastructure was strengthened and supported and
therefore you have the capability of production, of a
whole range of latest sophisticated version of weapons
entirely as a cottage industry in the respective houses
of these people. And therefore this in its own way
generates further interests and establishments. Tribal
Chiefs become very powerful, they challenge the State.
The State has very limited capabilities of trying to
prevent that happening and therefore that continues
to take place.

Along with this is the lack of political will and
effective intelligence organisations. Unfortunately in
most cases where proliferation of weapons takes place,
the Governments are weak, perhaps illegitimate, they
do not have an effective control over the Security
Forces. The Security Forces themselves are not
disciplined enough to be able to control their re;regade
elements within that organisation. One example :n a
sense is the ISI ofPakistan which has a different agen(a
sometimes to that of the established Govemment #d
that of the regular Army. Personal aggrandisement and
willingness to become rich plays an important factor in
that process as well. So you have these enonnous
difficulties to control this possibility. poliricians often
get involved in the process. Import and export of
weapons is a very lucrative business. It is lucrative all
over the world. There are preventive measures
instituted, but because the Governments and States
are weak they cannot be implemented. And because
the surplus supply is enormous, those who can capture
this surplus and have it transported to different areas
make an enormous profit out of this process. There are
illegal shipping lines, there are illegal airlines, or airlines
on charter which are flown across Nations with minimal
control with bribery of the ground staff and others.
Just a few years ago a major arms shipment was dropped
from the sky in the Eastern part of India. An aircraft:
went and dropped a very large number of small arms
and light weapons. Essentially small arms these were
essentially riffles and light rnachine earbines. And the
links,- it was established were money from England
and other places, the leader from England and the crew
were Ukrainian and the weapons were got from Eastern
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Europe. Who they were actually meant for was not
very clear but once again these small arms and light
weapons do not have a distingt owner. Ownership is
not a sanctified element - it goes from one place to the
other. All terrorist elements all over eitheq regionally or
internationally have a degree of linkages amongst
themselves and there is a constant transfer of these
weapons depending upon the cost and the ability to
pay. Those terrorist organisations which have money
from domestic collections or illegal means. In the area
of Myanmar and South East Asia that was the case.
Where weapons were in large numbers, also in the
Northwest part of South Asia, in Afghanistan the
weapons were in large numbers. The people who had
the weapons needed money, they had a terrorist
organisation or an insurgent group who were in control
of those weapons. But others were perhaps operating
inside another country or anywhere else who had the
money but did not have the weapons could then tap
these groups and deliver and get and obtain weapons
from them. So these are various ways through which
weapons would actually move and become available
internationally.

What are the effects of security? First of course it
undermines State security. By the very fact of its
corrupting the major influences either when the Military
or the bureaucracy or the political establishments
because of the large amounts of money involved it
undermines State credibility, it undermines the State's
ability to react to situations where determined action is
required. And therefore in a very significant way it
contributes to undermining State security. Secondly it
permits the easy ffansfer of these small arms and light
weapons to insurgent groups all over. And once again
movement, especially in South Asia across land
borders and even across the sea is easy. The
international laws of the sea prevents certain actions,
there have been a number of cases where ships have
been interdicted by the Indian Navy in the high seas.

when court cases were instituted against those in Indian
courts, the accused or those who were actually
transhipping those weapons vere allowed to go scot-
free. Because they were in the high seas or there were
some doubts that they may have been operating in the
high seas and not either within the territorial waters of
the country or the extended economic zone. If you do
not have that legal backing then the courts are likely to
release them. And that has happened in a number of
cases. So there are legal problems. There is a lack ofan
international legal mechanism to prevent or arrest this
proliferation. As I mentioned the question of small arms
and light weapons has only come onto the int'ernational
agenda now. It is beginning to come onto the
international agenda now. So far there are no
international laws or regulations that can be utilised to
interfere with this process and therefore the
Govemments themselves are legally weak to enforce

these conditions. The impact on the law and order of
the country itself is a very major effect. For example in
all of South Asia the proliferation of small arms is
playing havoc in the lives of the common people. In
North Eastern India you'd see occasionally reports of
large numbers of killings. Once again the weapons
proliferate enormously there. They've come from all
over the world - from Myanmar, some from South East
Asia, and Bangladesh. There are known to be bases in
the Alderman islands. These are bases where insurgent
groups from all of South Asia have a degree, of co-
operation amongst them. They are more proficient in
transporting of weapons because they have ships and
other capabilities or resources to do that. They are paid
by the other groups and the operations are supported
by them. Once these weapons come to these islands in
the Alderman then they are trarns-shipped in smaller
boats to the other target countries. Target countries
vary from Myanmar, North Eastern India, some
insurgency groups in Bangladesh, well in Bangladesh
now major insurgency of the Chackmar Hill Tribe has
ended and there is no major demand there, but
Bangladesh continues to be a major conduit for the
supply of movement of weapons and of course a major
supplier to the LITE is from that area because they are
the best organised and best structured to do this. So
therefore the impact on civil society and internal law
and order is such that it undermines the entire
democratic process and the credibility of the nations.
For example the Bangladesh elections are likely to be
held at the end of this year September or October. A
major impact or a major factor in that elections would
be the availability of small arms, and the role of the
Mustangs as the Bangladeshi's call them, the groups
or the thugs in society to manipulate the people and
support the political parties. And all political parties
have their own such groups that the voting pattern
itself will to a large extent in Bangladesh will be
determined and perhaps even dictated by these persons
using such weapon systems. In much of India not just
in the Punjab in the 1980's that has ended - but Jammu
and Kashmir throughout the 1990's there was an
enornous quantity of weapons. A very large nunlber
of weapons came to Pakistan in the 1980s through thc
American aid. Weapons purchased from Egypt, from
Communist countries essentially Communist weapons
but acquired by those countries then paid for by the
USA and supplied to the ISI of Pakistan. At least 3
million small arms were transferred through that
process. Approximately 956 stringer missiles were
supplied. And unlike in the Vietnam War the
understanding here in Afghanistan was that the US
Army will not be directly involved in the supply of
weapon systems. The US Army's responsibility Unlike
in Vietnam where tht US Army controlled and supplied
each rifle to the various groups fighting the Vietcong
or the North Vietnamese Army in South Vietnam during
the '60s and the early '70s, here the weapons were
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*Iued at fhe Karachi port or in the airfields by
Fire Cl30 transport aircraft and they were handed
fr !o tbe ISI and the ISI was responsible for the
Idiprnent and the distribution of weapons. It is
qglfy and approximately assessed that 40Vo of all
qoo systems that were supplied by the Americans
ittrr pocess were retained by the I SI and 60Vo were

;:!fry6 distributed to the Afghan resistant groups.
Lmmunition dump explosion thattookplace in 1990

-lla been said was a consequence of an attempt to
mil for these weapons that were supplied and the
@A wanted some sort of an accountability in that
mpess and of course that could not be allowed and

lh this dump was allowed to be blown up. And
mrally after that there was no possibility of any
mmtability in that process. That particular system
rrryply of weapon systems there has continued and
hrtfghanistan now these are available in plenty and
lkc is actually a reverse flow and there are large
Imrtsof weapons that suppliedfrom the Communist
llnrt 6 the Central Asian Republics and, from the
Mem and the captured weapons from there find
ftir way quite often to Pakistan and they are also
adable. So Pakistan is awash in weapons. In many
mrof lndia - the weapons in Jammu and Kashmir are
L such enormous numbers that they are almost
Llmsibleto check. They come in enormous numbers
d where they go afterwards it is very difficult for
qfrody to keep a check over those. therefore you
hrrc this enormous possibility of such movement of
itrqal weapons and the its consequences.

Even though this has been the reality but till very
redy all over South Asia there has been areasonably
r&ctive control over the internal distribution of
ncTon systems. In a sense that leakages from Official
,uces were very minimal in South Asia. This has a
lqg history and has to go back at least to the Indian
riny in the mid l9th Century - 1857 where because
rrne people could loot the armouries and rise against
ft sate very "tringent procedures were laid down to
umre that no such leakage would be possible in the
hrrc. I've seen at least over (?) 15 to 20 Armies around
& world, seen some of these processes - domestic
o:rtols etc., working, but I must say the systems that
rce in operaiion in the British Indian Army and the
hlan and Pakistani Armies were amongst the most
*fugent. There were always Kotte NCOs, Armouries
nurc alongside with the guard rooms. Very detailed
hructions regarding when these could be opened,
hry these could be opened, how weapons wilt be
hmcd. Were laid room. Every evening, after retreat
- e would be a reporting system, there would be a
tifi fiat is followed. The Kotte NCO, the Duty NCO
d tlrc Duty JCO (Junior Commissions Officer) of
d Sub Unit and five to six such Sub Units would fall
Lmgether, check the Arms Kotte.

The Northwest Frontier Province conflict was
mogst the most intense small unit actions that the

world has seen. Operations by Companies and Platoons
indifficult areas - sharp craggy moilntains and hilltops
- very difficult to climb. The opponents in that conflict
called the British Indian Army deployed in the
Northwest Frontier Province fighting against the
Afghans and other groups - tribd groups there - who
had throughout their lives and for centuries been taught
to use weapons and so it was a very difficult operation.
When the convoys had to pass along the road through
the valleys the hilltops had to be secured. And as the
hilltops were secured groups would go up to secure
the hilltops and continuously secure hilltops by
stepping one step over the other and the convoy or the
group would move in the central road and &e pickets
from the hilltops would go there. At the time of going
there they may well be ambushed by the opponents,
the tribes who would have taken positions two or three
days in advance and just be lying under those rocks
for days at a time without food or without anything,
without being detected, and they would ambush those
groups. And once they are ambushed They were
brutally massacred, but the most important thing was
they would snatch away their weapon and the
ammunition. And it is the availability of the weapon
and the ammunition that would sustain the tribes in the
future. And so it become an absolute sanctified truth
in all Units of the British Indian Army that you could
not afford to lose a single weapon, a single round or
leave a wounded in combat. So if that was the case a
company would launch an attack to recover one
wounded soldieq or one weapon that was left therel
And in the process they will perhaps suffer five to ten
additional casualties. But that was the principle that
remained and that was strictly followed throughout that
period of the 1920's and the 1930's. Again in the
Nagaland operations in the Indian Army in the inrdal
period the weapons that the Naga and the Northeast
Guenillas fought the Indian Army with were weapons
that were left behind by the various forces in the Second
World War. The British and the Americans armed them,
the Japanese armed various groups and large numbers
of these weapons were available. But still they were
accounted for and perhaps the weapons that were
available were in the hundreds. In their hundreds all
over lhe North Eastern Province. And over the years
one of the main tasks of the intelligence agencies and I
remember this in the 1950's and 1960s was to identify
each and every individual weapon. Each and every
individual weapon had to be accounted for and there
used to be enormous calculations to find out as to how
many light machine guns and how many rifles were
held. Because if the hostiles had an additional light
machine gun that would give them a capabiri'y of
launching one more ambush. And therefore you cciuld
assess the number of ambushes, the number of hostrle
acts that the terrorists will undertake by being able to
predict the number of weapons that they had. Therefore
it became absolutely vital that not a single weapon
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could be lost by the Soldiers themselves in that process.

So whenever tt'oops were ambushed and other things

happened, an enornous effort would have to be made

to ensure that none ofthose took place. Yet later in the

Indian Army itself in the 1970s there were a number of
losses from ammunition stocks. I know in Central India

there were these acquired groups - they would infiltrate
some of the Military Units and then be able to got

close Quarter Master NCO or somebody in charge of
amrnunition in these Units and through bribing and

through paying a lot of money be able to acquire

ammunition from those areas. Quite often weapons were

also taken away through that process. And therefore it
becomes vital that very stringent precautions are

established to prevent those leakages from taking place.

These actions have to be at different levels. First of
course at the political and higher levels to ensure that

no such weapon systems enter the country. Second,

that these do not proliferate from within the country.

Illegal manufacture of small arms, quite common, and it
takes place very widely - in all of India, in Pakistan

and also in Bangladesh - that needs to be very
strongly put down. If that be put down, then of course

many Politicians will find that their goonsquads will
not be supplied. In India this is a major problem amongst
the renegade politicians of today. Because they have
to maintain these squads in order to ensure that their
own security is being maintained and also at the timef
of elections. And thirdly, a very important element is to
ensure that from the Police, and the regular Armed
Forces no leakage takes place, A major source of
leakage in the Indian experience later had been from
the so-called Village Civil Force, Village Guards, Civil
Defence Forces and things like that. In a terrorist
inflicted area you need to provide security to the normal
village people. There would never be enough Soldiers
to stand picket over each village. They can at best go
and patrol cccasionally but the terrorists would always
have the upper hand and strike where they please. In
order to give a capability to the village to withstand
that coercion of the terrorist all countries over the years
have followed some procedure of arming the villages
or legalising the possession of weapons with some
people. Hopefully they are trusted, they'Il not go against
the State, they would also not go against the society
but a decision would have to be taken. That's a very
hard decision. But these weapons are neither well
gualded, so terrorists themselves can often pick these
up from. the so called Village Guards and take these
away because they will not be guarded well. People
would perhaps sell these for profit ifthey do not have
the money with them for a particular need. And
therefore that is a major source of diffusion. So it
becomes a very major challenge to try and prevent this.

Action has to be at many levels. There has to be
an international agreement of some sort in order to ban
the activities of large groups which are well organised,
function as almost independent actors independent of

the State. Action have to be taken within the regh.
There has to be much better regional nlechanisms.Iiil
to identify the problem - how do leakages take pM
How does proliferation happen'? Detailed analysisd
that. And then to work out co-operative systems b qt
and monitor and prevent these happening. So far. I I
afraid the prospects are very bleak. We in South ArL
have taken no initiative so far. Our effort last June r=
to adopt a process like that. RCSS is attempEtls b
develop certain measures to make that happen bur'rc
could only discuss on the steps that need to be t4ht'
but not be able to implement these. Implementatimb
to be under National and Regional authorities lr:gil,
set up with the powers entrusted to them. And drend
course there has to be resilience within civil sociry
itself. Thank you very much.

Discussion

Chairman: Thankyou. Gen. Banerjee refers to Indio,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan and lhc
proliferation of arms in those countries, he
diplomatically avoided Sri Lanka. But we are in a
mess at the moment. So Gentlemen, those of youwho
are in Service must make sure that you understand
how to prevent these things, so please ask questions-
And may I request those who are asking questions to
ask questions and not make speeches. Thankyou.i

Not clear -not close enough to microphone..... 
t

Air Commandore E. V Tennakoon : lt hos been
generally said that low intensity conflicts are a
defensive way offoreign policy. And increasingly over
the last 30-40 years it has become a major slot of
foreign policy. With regard to the proliferation of small
arrns you are actually considering the symptoms of a
problem rather than the cause. Would you like to
comment on this?

The Lecturer: Well, yes. In many cases especially
in the past it has been a major tool of foreign policy. It
was also a major tool of foreign policy particularly
during the Cold War era. It was one way of destabilising
Governments - it was a very cheap, low-cost oXrtion.
Now Global support to that has diminished enormously
after the end of the Cold War. And States are beginning
to realise that this has to be addressed in a much more
co-operative manner. And certain norms etc. have to
be established for this purpose. In South Asia in recent
years there were attempts to move in that direction.
Through the SAARC process there was an attempt to
have an agreed agenda to deal with such types of
terrorism. And as a consequence it will I hope curb the
means of transfer of the weapons. So globally we are
likely to be moving away frorn that slowly. For example
the problem in Congo now is that enormous amounts
of weapons that are available. But whether it's a
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sytrrptom or the problem per-se. Yes, when a situation
&velops where there are certain issues in society which
mme people feel has to be resolved through the use of
ueapons, then they do acquire the weapons. So

furefore there are certain reasons or certain situations
rithin a society, which need to be fundamentally
eddressed in order to prevent people taking recourse
b arms. There can be very many different types of
mch causes and the fundamental problem perhaps in
many cases is an attempt to address the cause. But it's
eho a realistic approach to take situations as they are.

once a situaticn has evolved to a stage as it has, then
rithout an element of force against the terrorist you
€annot bring them to reason. So coercion by the State
Las to be a part of the response as well. Now at what
hvel we address the cause and at what level the coercive
force of the State, should dominate, is a matter of
sEategy. That is a matter of National strategy to be
&veloped by the Political Leadership and the Security
Forces combined. And that is what is a fine-tuned
rtrategy will try to aim at.

Of course, one reason I did not talk much of Sri
I-anka is that I am not fully aware of the developments
in Sri Lanka and of course the peculiarities of this. But
I must say in'bur book we had a very chapter by Rohan
C-mneratne who analysed the whole problem and the
rhle process of the arms transfer. the LTTE's arms
llnks, the methods that they are adopting historically
b date. It was a very well researched chapter and
perhaps that does throw some light on the problem.

Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke: Whcnwe look
o the Sri lnnkan problem today, and as you stated
similar problems all over the world entirely depend
ut the ability of those groups to obtain small arms.
Nan:whenyou apply that principle to Sri Lankawhich
is also true and consider thct Sri Lanka is an island
d this problem is concentrated to the North and the
fust, the secondfactor is that in Sri Lanka itself small
arms Gre not being manufactured and the terrorists
ttt using modern small arms brought in, smuggled in
u Si l^anka - now when you look at that picture they
bw to obviously smuggle it in along the coastline
first and the coastline in effect is the Northern
wstline and the Eastern coastline. And the second
rcthod though dfficult is also there - that is to smuggle
il in through the harbours down South and then across
bd- Even that, Sri Lanka being a small country can
dways have a barrier. Now if you are a Sri Lankan
f*aeral, involved directly in meeting this problem,
qtv,hat principle - or principles - I'm not talking of
crty operations or anything like that,'I don't want you
b da that - bilt on principle, what area of weakness
wld you concentrate on in order to find a solution

f,oc binging in arms to these groups?

The Lecturer: That's a very interesting question.
(he again I am probably not very well equipped to

answer it. But given the fact that small arms adlidr
weapons are available internationally in emrrrlrc
quantities, the only thing that prevents its movemcnt
is money and organisation. They require money to
purchase these - quite often the costs are high - and
of course the ability to move them to the target
destinations. Now in the case of the LITE in particular
they have acquired a very sound economic base for
acquiring these weapon systems. And you'll know as

to where the money does comes from. Unless that
ability is targeted, they have access to funds, movement
is as per Rohan Gooneratne' s book it says that the
LTTE has a very large fleet of ships-he doesn't know
how many, but it will be within the region of about 40.

Trawlers, ships, and these are ocean going ships, pert
of their business is also legitimate, economic business
that also acts as cover. Thousands ofships in the world
fly on flags of convenience. Registration of ships,
operating of dhips is no problem intemationally, and

therefore their ability to move also remains very,high
and very credible. So given the large oceans around Sri
Lanka, the limitations of all areas all over the world.
And it's not just restricted here - look at the effort by
the USA Panama, Columbia for example. All of Latin
America once again is awash with arms. They don't
have wars but the civil disturbance is so enornous
that in Brazilian cities cars do not have to stop at red
lights. Nobody will charge you if you don't stop at a
red light. Because if you would stop at a red light,
immediately somebody with a gun will come and point
the gun at you and then probably jump into the car and
extract money from you. And of course problems in
Columbia are enonnous. There again the flow of arms
across the oceans is an extremely difEcult thing to stop.
No doubt successes can be achieved through co-
operation once again among Regional Navies. Regional
Navies should develop much greater co-operation to
achieve this. There was a lady from Pakistan who
recommended joint patrolling of the borders in uhe

Punjab, Jammu and Kashmir - a very interesting
suggestion.

Perhaps some of these need to be followed up. So
there are technical ways of trying to curb some of these
activities. It requires political will, it requires all sorts of
otherthings. We are still far away from developing either
regional co-operation or any international agreerl
systems through which we can deal with this problem.

Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonethilleke

General, can I askyou to comment on something,
in the book that you edited yourself, it says, " Sources
of arm supplies to the LTTE. Successes andfailures of
the Sri lnnkan State," perhaps you can elaborate on
that just a little bit.

The Lecturer: Well, that is the chapter by Rohan
Gooneratne and he has analysed the whole flow anC

supply systems of the LTTE. And then he has gone on
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to suggest some measures that the Government should
have taken. And he has called that ..successes 

and
failures". Those are his personal views and whether
they are right or wrong, I cannot comment. But he has
made some very strong recommendations, some of
which are perhaps not very practical, but the others are
fairly legitimate. And so perhaps adiscussion amongst
the people here and the others as to whether those
particular steps are right or what other steps need to be
taken is necessary. The chapter is fairly well analysed
- it gives details of names of ships, even the places it
has docked, stores they have carried. When, if they
were intercepted, where they were intercepted and how.
lfthey have not where have they gone, what have they
carried. For example, the whole question of in 1994 the
LTTE imported 60 tons of RDX from Ukraine and that's
a very very large amount. 60 tons - a very large amount
- and this was available at that time. Even now of course,
it's available. So Ronan says that what was obtained at
that time will see them through for another five to six
years from now. So large quantities have been acquired
through those processes. And he has tried to elaborate
as to exactly how that movement took place. We are all
professionals here. We have in some capacity or the
other perhaps dealt with these situations. putting our
heads 16gg1her everyone can evolve some very
satisfactory solutions. And it is perhaps some of those
things that need to be put across to Governments. And
then through Goyernmental dialogues it should be
implemented both within the Narion and perhaps
regionally.

Chairman:I hope Serving Officers know all the
answerJ and we will be safe in this country from all the
nonsense that is going on with illegal arms and they
will take all tho'steps to prevent the loss of arms from
the Armed Forces. May I now call upon General G. H.
de Silva to deliver the Vote of Thanks.

General Denis perera, president of the
Association of Retired Flag Rank Officers, Major
General D Banerjee our Honoured Guest Speaker this
evening, Senior Officers of the Armed Forces,
participants, lady, and gentlemen. I consider it as a
great privilege to propose the vote of thanks this
elenlnS on behalf of the Association of Retired Flag
Rank Officers. Friday, last week when I received the
notice for today 's lecture the topic being the
proliftration of small arms in South Asia and its
impact on Military anil society, two things flashed
inro my mind which stirued my mind to attend this
lecture. The first llash in my mind was that Sri Innka
is a South Asiai coulntry andfighting awarfor almost
*o decades that should furnish a fertile ground for
small arms proliferation. The second flash was the
fact tlut in Sri Lanka today behind every major crime
reprted - maybe a big hold up, a bank robbery, gang
wurfaw, murde4 a rape, there is a deserter from the

Armed Forces with an unauthorised weapon in his
hands. The topic also indicatedthe imfact in Military.
Being a one-time Military man it urged me to attend
this lecture today. The fare presented by General
Banerjee was very, very interesting. To recapitulate
by point he started off the definition what small arms
and light wectpons are. Earlier during our time it was
by calibre 50 mm calibre and below was considered
as small arms. Then he touched on how a 50 billion
Dollar purchase of weapons were done by lraq before
they marched into Kuwait. Well, this prolifuration made
them even make procedures to record varioui.ltrms
purchases and holdings by various nations and alto
to maintain a weapons register by the United Natior.s.
And there are other United Nations conferences going
on. His lecture based on three broad categories. First
the dimension where he started offwith ie Cold War
where the pro-Communist blockwas arming their side
and the anti-Communist block were takiig turns in
arming their sides. And later it came to a stage where
due to poor economy the East European iountries
were also selling at cheap rates. Then the second
aspect was the impact on security of States qnd the
third aspect that was the impact on society. He also
mentioned weapons get obsolescent and they go in
for replacement and after afew years when these are
replaced the old weapons are there for disposal and
these are easy acquisitionfor terrorist orginisations.
He also told us how small groups eithir ethnic or
trib-al obtain first weqpons as a first stage attacking
Police Stations, small Army detachments and gairutg
some weapons. The next stage is to accumulate mone,t.
And when once they accumulate enough money they
are in the international arms market searching for
yeapon:. A good example of proliferation of weapons
he syid was in Afghanistan. And the riasons forproliferation he said - weak Governments,
adv ertisement of P oliticians for more w eaponry ille gal
airlines, illegal shipping 

- the case he pointed out
an airline which crashed in India. We know of a case
where a ship was apprehended off the Indiin coast.
Then the linlcs between terrorist organisations he said
the Bangladesh, Myanmar, Andaman island, borders
and he even mentioned of an illegal movement of
weapons - a supply of weapons by the United States
to the ISI of Pakistan. Goveraments are legally weak
to take preventive measures. And it also indirmines
the democratic process in a country. And fina,ly he
touched on the recommendations. He saii adopttcn
of stringent measures he recalleds tringent measures
adopted by the British Army in India, British Army in
Pakistan - for that matter even I recollect my yo'ung
days as a Junior Officerwhere every evening we have
to go through, and check the armouries with the Arms
Kotte NCO, check everything and I hope you,d
remember - we used to use two padlocks _ one
padlocked and the keys lefi with the Duty Officer, the
other keys sent to the Brigade. Head euarters or the
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Area Head Quarters and again in addition there is a
seal. So these are stringent measures which we
undertook those days. I hope those are in practice
dotu He also said prevention of local manufacture I
don't know if any local manufacture is still going on
ercept galkattas. General Banerjee, Sir; I thank you
or behalf of the ARFRO and the participants present
here for your thought-provoking lucid lecture this
evening. There is food for thought and lessons to be
learnt from yaur presentation, I thank General Denis
Perera, the President of ARFRO and the members of
the Executive Commette of the ARFRO for planning,
organising and aruanging this lecture for the benefit

of all of you present here. Thanks goes to the
Commanders of the Army, Navl and Airforce for
accepting the invitation of ARFRO and responding
by sending participants to this lecture. Next Ithan*
the Commanding Officer of the 4th Engineer Regimgnt
and the Stafffor making available all the facilitiei ta
hold this lecture here. I also thank the Commanding
Offtcer of the Sri Lanka Signal's Corps and the staff
for providing the public address, recording and the
sound systems. Last but not least a big thank you for
all of you present here on invitation. If not for your
participation this event could not have taken place.
Thank you very much.
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SECURITY SECTORREFORM

(Dn. CHrus Sr',rmr)

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D PERERA VSV D.Litt, FBIM, President ARFRO

Today, we are privileged to have a lecturer from the University of London - King's
College, in the person of Dr Chris Smith. He's here on a short spell in Sri lnnka that is why we
have had to have a rushed programme today, because he has to leave Sri l,anka on Friday. We

are happy he is here and he has found the time to speak to us. Dr Smith is a Senior Reseqrch
Fellow at the Centre for Defence Studies, Director of South Asia Studies Centre and Research
Director of the International Policy Institute of Kings, College, London. He is also Editor in
Chief of Conflict Security and Development lournal. Dr Smith has been involved in South Asian
Securiry Studies for the past 20 years and he has spent some time in India in particular, but he

knows all of South Asia. He has published a book India's Ad Hoc Arsenal that was published in
1994. His current researchinterests are in lllegal Arms Trfficking, Security Sector Reforms and
Trans National Crime. He is currently writing a paper on lllgal Light Weapons Proliferation -we had this topic spoken to us by General Bannerjee who is also present today. Dr Smith is
currently a Vsiting Fellow at the Regional Centre for Strategic Studies in Colombo and will be
a Visiting Fellow at the Centre for Preventing Trans National Crime at the University of
Wodongong in Australia. He's going there on Friday. So, it is indeed a pleasure to have you here
Dr Smith and we lookforward to your talk on Security Sector Reform. Now the Security Sector
Reform, he is to speak to you about is not how to reform our Security Services in Sri l"anka. But
in general terms of what the world thinks of what Security Forces should be and the emphasis
that is placed more on peace and prevention of war rather than conJlicts as we are used to.
Anyway, may I now welcome Dr Smith to speak to us.

Security Sector Reform - not least with the final word
reform - I have a lot of problems with the way in
which it's being thought about and conceptualised in
European Countries but perhaps more so in the United
States. And I'll be saying something about this at the
end of my talk. I also question the right and also to
some extent the ability of countries from Western
Europe to be able to tell developing countries, what
they should and should not be doing in relation to
security - security formulation, security definition and
so on. And at the very end I shall be raising some
questions rather than making points about what this
whole debate might mean for Sri Lanka and where
perhaps gentlemen such as yourself rniay be able to
make a contribution. And I think what's useful about
this opportunity for me and I hope for yourselves as

well is that without a question of a doubt this may he
the first time that you've heard about Security Sector
Reform - the tag, the concept and so on and so forth

But what I vranted to really share with you this but I promise you it won't be the last. And I think that
evening is some thoughts and some ideas of what is in the work that I am going to be doing in the future, the
called Security Sector Reforrn. ,A,nd I'd like to make it work that you are going to be doing in the future, the

Thank you very much General and I'd like to thank
you enormously for giving me an opportunity to come
along and address such a professional and broadly
talented audience and I look forward to the discussion
that's going to occur afterwards. I'd also like to thank
General Benerjee for giving me the opportunity to
spend a sabbatical 3 or 4 months or so at the Regional
Centre for Strategic Studies. It has given me a good

deal of time for my research particularly on illegal arms

proliferation. It's also allowed me to spend time in
Sri Lanka, which is one of my favourite countries in the
World. It has also given me the opportunity to go and
watch some cricket which I don't have the chance in
the UK and I thoroughly enjoyed the weekend, I spent
in Galle - I didn't like much the result in Galle, but
I enjoyed the cricket and I certainly look forward to the
next few days here - It's going to be a very interesting
final match.

clear at the outset that this is not something that I
personaily am advocating. I have advised the British
Government for two years on this subject - I am not

more interaction we have around this subject, the more
we are able to discuss and debate. And the more that
I am able to take your views back to Western Europe

advising them airy more which gives me the liberty to and integrate them into the international debate then I
come along and talk to gentlemen such as yourself on think that can only be a good thing. As I say the
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think Security Sector Reform means in a few minutes
but first of all I should explain where I am coming from
in relation to the perspective that I want to develop.
What I'm going to talk about is what I believe the
International aid donors - that's the bilateral donors,
the group that we call in the West the like-minded the
Scandinavians, the Dutch, the Canadians, the Swiss
and I suppose latterly the British as well since the
election of the LabourGovernment andthe development
ofnew perspectives or a British perspective on security.
This is where most of the thinking is being done. It is
being done in other communities not just development
but defence as well. But I'm most familiar with the way
in which the development - the world of development
thinks about this area and this is the perspective that
I'd like to share with you. Not least because Sri Lanka
is not necessarily a country that is dependent upon
overseas economic aid, international aid but it is a
country that receives a fair amount ofoverseas aid and
therefore it's going to be raised in a development
context in the future.

Now the main - central idea of Security Sector
Reform is to make certain countries that - is to really

-the development community in the West is really
looking at (a) dependent, developing countries to see

to what extent these countrieS conform to growing
international norms and standards that relate to the
Security Sector. ffiffity Sectorl don't just

,Foiees I also ,mean the Police,

tffiryffid so on. And I should stress from the
ouf5et and I'm going to stress it again later on that this
does not have an operational edge. It's policy, it's
Itrocess, it's the way in which decisions are made. It's
not about how countries fight wars. It's not about when
countries decide to go to war. It's not about intemal
oonflict. It's about the way in which resources are voted
for Defence and Security issues accountability and
tansparency within the Defence sector, the Security
Sector. Itls not operational - and I don't think that it
everwill be. Now the development commiunity is abit
of a curious animal when it comes to thinking about the
Security Sector. Basically, you can say that really the
development community is about 50 years old. It was a

community born of the Cold War - the end of the
Second World War - the onset of independence in
Africa, in Asia - the disintegration of empire and the
reed for richer cou ntries to extend overseas economic
aid to former colonies to enable them to become
idependent and to become economically developed.
The idea being that there would be an international
Eickle down so that as the world - the international
sJ.stem as a whole became richer then there would be a
tsickle down to developing countries. In some cases
iltel has happened particularly in Asia - in other places

mch as Africa it's been the most terrible failure. Failure,
rct just on the part of Africans but also on thepart of
fr.;ard community as well. Now for many years the

development community has sort of ignored th
Defence Sector, the Armed Forcei, the Military- AiI
things related to security have been really kind of
pushed to one side. For a long time development was
about food, basic needs, living standards and so on
and so forth. In the 1950s or probably more accurately
the 1960s there was a certain group of academics -political sociologists, academics like myself from the
United States who did begin to think quite carefully
ab,ffi&tite oTthe Military in development. ?he role
of theMilitary bec?ruse the Military is a major institution
in the national life of any country. The Military because
sfi.&g-*esources that they command - I don't know
what the Sri Lankan defence budget is but there is
usually a healthy percentage of Government
expenditure is turned over to defence and for well
understood reasons. So there is also I suppose what
one can do is divide this the interest of the development
community until now into two phases. The first was as

I say the political sociologists mainly from places like
Chicago in the United States who really thought that
t{l8l$Hfftary could play a positive role in development.
They could assist with the development of
infrastructure. They were well organised. They were
well trained. They could impart the example of good
practice that they absorbed from their training. Basically,
they could be a role model for other areas of society.
Now I must stress this is not something that I
necessarily believe in or endorse, what I'm trying to
say is to reflect on what was being thought about in
the 1960s. Another role that was ascribed to the Military
was a political role. Understated but nevertheless it
was thought by the major donors particularly the United
States that the Military could play a role in shoring up
the international system against Communism, of
ensuring that in any given country Communism did
not prevail and so on and so forth. And so this was
used by the United States during the Cold War - lots
of Military aid, lots of international Military assistance
was actually tied to certain positions within those
countries and the majority of the thinking was relating
to preventing the further spread of Communism. Now
in the 1960s/1970s particularly the l90s all this changrd.
Development thinking about the Military up changed a
180 degrees. It was completely became entirely different.
Reason for this is the introduction of Marxist and near-
Marxist views into development thinking. And to a
certain extent those ideas are still there. And
fundamentally these ideas were very very anti-Military.
They were anti-arms sales particularly from North to
South. Because they believed that the International
Arms Trade showed up the Military Industrial Complex
in the West and impoverished the countries that were
buying those weapons systems. Particularly as those
weapons systems were excessively expensive and not
considered to be the appropriate equipment for the
countries concerned. It was also thought that - and
there is some truth behind this I will accept - that high
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llilitary expenditure can have an impact on
development. If you are spending a lot on Military then

you cannot spend a great deal on health education,

welfare, building schools, building roads, building
infrastructure. Therefore, the more you spend on

defence the less you'll spend on development. We now

argue that sometimes it is essential, it is necessary to
have high levels of defence expenditure. In the 70s

they didn't think that, that was the case. Military
expenditure was always thought to be too high no

matter what the security conditions. And so in general

what we find is in the 1950s and the early 1960s the

people who defined development in the West were

thinking first of all that Military institutions are a good

thing. And then come the late 1960s - the early 1970s

all that thinking is turned around - they started to think
that the Military is not a good thing. It's too expensive,

the resources are too great, lots of implications for
democracy and so on and so forth.

Let me bring you slightly more up to date now in
the 1980s, The development community suddenly went
very, very quiet on all things to do with defence, security

and the Military. And also in the 1980s there was a

complete and devastating revolution in the world of
development thinking. This was the era when the liberal
agenda prevailed. It coincided with the arrival of
Margaret Thatcher in London, Ronald Raegan in
Washington. People who had very different ideas on

how economies should be run including Britain's! -
Mrs Thatcher brought Britain - as you will probably

recall - to the brink of economic collapse and then

back again. But with very very distinct thinking about

how economies should be organised and with these

views, with this ideology came a certain thinking about

development and the stated intention of this new regime

was that the role of the State should be reduced. The

State should be as small as possible. There should be

certain economic conditions that should prevail. The

currency should be properly valued. I know this is a
debate that's occurred recently in Sri Lanka and certainly

in other parts of South Asia over the past five years.

There should be an elimination of State subsidies. The

Market forces should prevail wherever possible. What
they also said was that the countries that received
economic aid, that if they didn't meet certain conditions
then certain penalties would be imposed. Therefore,
effectively what the World Bank and the IMF and

certain bilateral donors started to say was to developing
countries dependent upon aid ifyou don't do A, B and

C with your economy and if you don't do X,Y andZ
with the size of the State then loans will not be

forthcoming. And we are going to monitor you very
closely and that at any moment we can stop/stall
existing loans if the conditions that we impose are not

met. Now this process was known as conditionality.
stmctural adjustment programmes were conditional -
or funding was conditional upon the introduction.of

structural adjustment programmes. And this was
without doubt un-mitigating disaster. And,I think rightly
so. So much so that you will never actually hear
anybody now talk about conditionality. What you will
hear instead of talk about performance criteria.
Conditionality has such a bad name that no body darc

mention it in development circles.

The next stage is a much more softer - a much
gentler approach. Organisations like UNICEF pointed
to the impact that these policies were having upon the
poor and so on and so forth. And they said if you are

going to have adjustment programmes there should be

adjustment with a human face. That these adjustment
programmes are disastrous for the poor. There is a
human cost involved and we must have changes. So

they started to say look it doesn't matter how big t-
small the State is - the State must be efficient. And t
doesn't matter so much the type of decisions that are

taken - it's the process by which those decisions are

taken that's important. There must be democracy. There
must be pluralism. Decisions taken must be transparenl
We must know how decisions are arrived at - not
necessarily what the decision is. And that those who
take decisions and those who implement policies must

be accountable. They must be accountable to the voting
public. They must be accountable to Auditors and so

on and so forth. So you get a new focus - a whole new

second generation of thinking whieh puts the onus
upon elections and pluralism. There must be honesty
in elections. There must be no vote rigging. There must
be a lack of violence. Legislature, the Parliament must

overview. Civil Servants should not take decisions on
their own. They should be accountable to their Poli$cal
Masters. Therefore their Political Masters should be
competent and should be skilled enough to know vrhat
is a good decision or what is a bad decision.

This is really where we are at the moment. The
main onus on development thinking is about
governance. It's about democracy, it's aboutpluralism,
transparency, civil liberties, the role ofcivil society and
so on and so forth. And this is something that I read in
the papers in Sri Lanka almost everyday. So I am surc
they are concepts and debates that are familiar to you.

What's happening over the last year or so which starts

to make this area of thinking relevant to anybody who
has or is currently serving in the Armed Forces is that
gradually the Military, the Armed Forces, the Security
Sector has come into view. So a lot of talk has been on
Parliamentary institutions, on the Police, on the civil
service, etc. Once again the Military, the Armed For:es
were talked off the radar - they didn't appear, they
didn't feature. And now that's changing. So what you
have is a major change in development thinking whereby
the Military is suddenly there on the radar in a very,
very prominent way. I think the two main reasons for
this the first I think it's inevitable. I remember yffirs ago
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working for or collaborating with the British Council in
Indonesia. And I went to Jakarta to discuss some work
with the Indonesian Military. And they said look -We the British Council do govemance. We do elections,
we do election training, we do civil society, we do this,
we do that, we do the other. We do governance and if
we do governance we cannot avoid addressing issues
relating to the Military. So it's inevitable - if
governance is on the agenda then the Military is going
to come in there at some point in time. The second
reason is that a bit more obscure but it really relates to
the extent to which the development community has
had to relate to Military personnel over the past decade.
This has been a decade of the complex political
emergency. Civil war, the collapse of the State in many
parts of Africa. The need for International Peace
Keeping and peace support operations. I am not sure
about the extent to which Sri Lanka is involved in peace
keeping but I am sure if you are not already involved
that you will be in the future. This is one of the first
times when development specialists - NGOs, decision-
makers etc., have been forced to work with the Military.
And the two communities didn't like each other. The
development community didn't like the Military. And
the Military certainly didn't like the development
community. What's emerged over the last year or so is
a grudging respect for the Military. Because in many
instances they discover that they are rather good at
peace keeping. ,Sace-support operations are very
difficult, are very complex and the Military has proved
itself good in places like Sierra Leone and Bosnia may
be less effective in areas like Somalia but certainly I
think there is a growing respect within development
circles for the professionalism of the Armed Forces.
And that comes through strongly when you talk to
people who'r,e been involved in peace-support
operations. So there is a greater familiarity, a degree of
respect there as well as an inevitability that the Military
are going to come in to the purview when governance
and related issues are discussed. So the people who
defined development have now come up - emerged
with this idea of Security Sector Reform. The United
Kingdom is at the forefront of this primarily due to our
role in Sierra Leone where the Department for
International Development has opted to organise and
pay for the reconstruction, the rebuilding the Security
Sector in Siera Leone. But it is also due to our Secretary
of State - Claire Short, who has taken a major interest
in this area and in March 1999, gave a very significant
policy speech in London, where she committed her
department to addressing the Security Sector.

So let me fry and explain to you very briefly and we
can perhaps raise this more in discussion - what I
think Security Sector is all about from a development
context - not from a Military context or from an
economic context - more from a development context.
It think it's an attempt by donors 

-Internationhl 
Aid

donors - that's the International Finance Institutions

- particularly the World Bank, and also the bilateral
donors - some bilateral donors - other bilateral
donors will not be involved. To become involved in the
process by which defence and security decisions are
taken in the countries where they disburse and
distribute overseas economic aid. So the main donors

- the like-minded 
- the Scandinavians, the Dutch,

the Canadians are all starting to wonder about'the
performance of the Securiry Sector in the countrres,
where they provide large amount of aid. And there are
other countries such as Japan which isn't the slightest
bit interested. And there are International
Organisations such as the Intemational Monetary Fund
that also isn't the slightest bit interested. So this is not
a uniform pattern. But certain there is a lot of thinking
going on in Western Europe, in Canada, in the United
States along these areas.

Several points that I think define Security Sector
Reform in no particular order, no particular scale of
importance. But the first is Parliamentary oversight. Do
the politician, does the legislature have full control
conceptual and political over the Security Sector ? This
is a part of a governance debate. Elected Officials must
be responsible to the direction ofpolicy and to snsure
that the policies defined are correctly implemented. The
Second issue is to donors - is the equipment that tht,
Security Sector is procuring appropriate to the security
needs of their country? We all probably recognise a
tendency for some countries to purchase equipment
that is not necessarily required. Expensive and possibly
useful under certain conditions but overall may well
amount to a waste of money. Now there are certainly
examples in this part of the world 

- not Sri Lanka, but
other parts of South Asia where decisions on which
weapons system to purchase is not necessarily driven
by security needs alone - it's driven by other
considerations such as how that reflects on
International standing and often there are allegations
of more nefarious practices so that certain countries
get to sell certain weapons systems depending upon
who they can reach in the process. Another issue is
appropriate expenditure 

-the 
words or the phra.'e that

the Secretary of State in the UK always gsss 
-7.ndI think it's a risky expression but she uses it neverthelcsi

and as you probably know she is prone to taking risks
and making decisions that don't often sometimes, don't
ingratiate her to other people. Bff the phrase she uses
is bloated Security Sectors. What she means by that
and what the development community means by that is
defence Sectors that are too large. Too many personnel.
A lack of balance between the Officer Corps and non
commissions. Expenditure that's too high or
proportionate foreign exchange within the defence
budget that is too high. Lots of issues that relate to the
size and the quality ofthe defence budget. It's a kind of
good house-keeping issue. Our country is spending

be
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more than they need to and if they spend less and

spend what exactly what was needed to what extent
would they not require overseas economic aid?

There is also the political dimension as well. The

role of civil society, respect for human rights. tolerance

of civil liberties, the ability to have an open debate

within the country concerned on defence and security
issues. Mind you I should say that this is an issue that

has only reached the United Kingdom in the last 20

years or so. 20 years ago - yes and this is how I got my

first job at the University of Sussex. We were allowing
the Americans to put cruise missiles in the United
Kingdom. We were buying Trident submarines for
millions and millions of pounds if not billions of pounds

and there was no public debate whatsoever. And that

has now changed. And I think what the major donors

want to see are similar changes occurring in other parts

of the world. So human rights and civil liberties have a

majorrole to play in open political debate on the security

sector. Another issue is the balance in civil-Military
relations. And to what extent the Military are controlled
by Parliament and by the legislature. And if by a process

of consultation, discussion, debate and so on it is

generally considered that standards could be improved
or that standards are lacking. Aid donors are
increasingly becoming open to the idea of providing
assistance for various types of activity. Training not in
the operational sense but the softer side of training.
Legislative. I think Security Sector Reform is not about

and indeed should not be about, one assistance for
operational efficiency. There is no role for development

in making Security Sectors more efficient in their
professionalism and their operational capability. There

is also no role for any donor to become involved in any

country that is involved in conflict. Whether it is intemal
conflict or whether it is external conflict. And finally
there is no assistance whatsoever to intelligence
services. This is beyond the purview - beyond the

remit of the bilateral and the multi-lateral donors. And
to my knowledge will not be considered, not be thought
about, debated and will not become a part of policy.

$nally, I want to share with you my ideas about

what I think is right with Security Sector Reform and

what I think is wrong with Security Sector Reform. And
I have to say that the list of points I have on what's
wrong with Security Sector Reform is much longer than

what I think is right with it. Let's start with what I think
is right with it. If the Security Sector is as Claire Short
says bloated - if it's too big for whatever reason -
and I think if the bilateral donors ignore the issue then

you do risk a situation whereby bilateral donors and

their money is subsidising indirectly or be it directly
subsidising a wasteful public sector. So addressing the

Security Sector is good in so far as it will help donors

set their priorities and ensure that all factors are taken

into consideration. Second is that the development.

community has got funds. It's big. Their money is
substantial and their resources are fungible. They can
move from one point to the other with relative ease.

They're much more fluid and much more fluent. So

institutionally they're much more capable and able to
take on new areas unlike the Ministry of Defence or the
Foreign Office or whatever. So I think the introduction
or the entrance of these organisations into this area

with the resources that they bring with them is acrually
rather a good thing. Ttdrd point is that if development
community addresses Security Sector Reform it does

so in a more holistic fashion. And speaking as

something from the United Kingdom I think it's very
positive the Government is saying to the Ministry of
Defence, to the Foreign Office and to the Department
for International Development you must work together
That's what we call in the United Kingdom joined up

Government. No.l0, Downing Street - Tony Blair s
saying to all his Departments - I don't want in fighting. '

I don't want duplication. I don't want wasted resources.

You talk to each other and you work together. You will
do joined up Government. And the final point is that I
think it's what's good with it is that it's an attempt to
refine the way countries assess security needs. It's not
just a question 

- it provides an opportunity for a

broader debate - a debate involving more actors -political, civil society and so on and so forth. And I
think in many ways it should appeal to the
professionalism of the Armed Forces.

Now let me in my final set of comments address

what is wrong or my penultimate set of comments
because I want to at the end make other comments
about what I think this may mean for Sri Lanka. But my
penultimate set of comments is what's wrong with
Security Sector Reform. And that is the first pout
I want to make is that the development community is
woefully ill-equipped to address Security Sector issues.

It has ignored it for 50 years. And now it's saying we
wantto make ourmoney workon reforming the Security
Sector. And to give you an idea that there is a very
poor understanding in the world of development of the
conceptual difference between defence and security.
There is also a very poor understanding of defence
technology and technological needs in the modern day
and age. There is also a bias against modern defence
equipment. So Security Sector Reform is
conceptualised, it's built upon a very poor knowledge
base and I think might have to be addressed in a major
way before it moves forward in any clear and definable
way. Second thing is that I think that those who lecture
as I do about Security Sector Reform are often
somewhat unaware of what's going on in other parts of
the world. Now very often this is not called or doesh't
have Security Sector Reform on it as a label - but it
will do the job nevertheless. If we look at South East
Asia for example particularly the Asian countries -
since the financial crisis of 1997 several countries -
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. $ has.gone on in Latin America with the changes
;,-' .towards democratisation and the interest in

d.€overnance. But perhaps the best example of Security
d, 'r tctor Reform is in South Africa. Where after the

*"\-election the South African Defence Forces assimilated

tA LLu'
-r\r.*t u-d.

' I'r 
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the Philippines, :[hailand, Malaysia have undergone
reform of procurement programmes. A lot of
procurement programmes were frozen which suggests
&at the politicians are in charge of the defence budget.
A lot of defence budgets have been down-sized and
then when economic conditions allowed more
expenditure came on top on par. Many things that are
going on in South East Asia actually do come under
the rubric of Security Sector Reform. Not that they are
very positive, but they've largely been ignored. There
is an awful lot going on in Southem and Central Europe.

The motivation of certain countries are to gain access

tffiafO. And in order to gain access to NA[O, it's
necessary to set certain standards within the Security
Sector. Now that's what a lot of countries are doing.
Not with overseas help - doing it on their own - for
tbemselves and doing a reasonably good job of it. *1

the MK, the armed wing of the ANC and all the
homeland Security Forces as well. They've looked at
procurement in a major way -,r$6t and branch
{pcisions on the future of arms core, the defence
industry. And now you find ANC MK on the one hand

- the South African Defence Force on the other
etually working together in a very, very productive
way. Two sides were at war with each other six or seven
years ago are now working together to build a new
South Africa. What's more they did it for themselves

- resources a bit from the Canadians and some other
oountries - but they did it for themselves and are now
world leaders in this area. I've got a third criticism to
make - is to ask whether or not those donors who
advocate Security Sector Reform have done enough in
their own backyard tojustify preaching and advocating
to others about decisions that should be taken - how
decisions are taken and so on and so forth. My own
country the United Kingdom why do we still have an
independent nuclear deterrent? What drives the desire
to hold on to that deterrent? How much does it cost?
We have committees in place to assess expenditure
decisions we have a select committee on defence. How
well informed is it? How many major decisions when it
comes to defence are really and truly debated within
tte House of Commons? It's a question mark. Have we
done enough to advocate to other countries Security
Sector Reform? Much is the same in the United States.
You all know what's happening in the United States in
relation to ballistic missile defence and so on. Does
lhis justify or does it preclude countries from the United
States from becoming involved in this area. Equally
inportant - there's a presumption here that Security
Sector Reform means redefi ning, remoulding, reshaping,
redesigning the Security Sector in the Anglo-Saxon
image. Effectively what many donors want to do is to

create an Armed Force that looks lite a typically West
European Security Sector. Now in South Asia for
historical reasons this may not be a problem. There
may be a natural fit In other parts of Asia this may be
a major problem 

- in Africa if you go and ask for example
as I have done, people in Sierra kone - what do you
want your Securiry Sector to look like? Do you want
Army, Navy, Airforce? Do you want the Services? Yes.
What else do you want? We want a Presidential Guard.
The first charge on the defence budget should be the
Presidential Guard. Our Prresident has to be protected.
First cost should be in that direction. Now I believe
that the donors and those who are in a position to
influence should be far more receptive to those ideas
about what a country feels its own Security Sector
should look like based upon political culture, based
upon the way in which security issues are thought
about and addressed. We all have as individuals and
as citizens different.views on when, why and where we
feel secure and insecure. And I don't think that
anybody from one country necessarily has the right to
say to somebody you are secure. You as a nation are
secure. I know so because of A, B and C. Your borders
are protected - there is no external threat. It's up to
the people from within the country to have a rational
political debate about what security is in any given
context. Again I think that the idea - if Security Sector
is going to work it means that amongst high donor
community Govemment departments will have to work
together. In Britain the Ministry of Defence must work
with the Department of International Development,
must work with the Foreign Office. I promise you thar
will not happen. Our Prime Minister can say what he
likes aboutjoined-out govemment. But I have just come
from being two years as a civil servant and I do believe
that government departments are congenitively
incapable of working together. They can fight each
other, they can play tricks, they can obscure - what
they cannot do is get on the telephone and talk to each
other. It's just not possible. I don't know why - I've
been a student of bureaucratic potitics for many years
and I've had two years at the cold face witnessing it -seeing it take place 

- I'm just amazed. I really am. So
I don't believe that Government departments can work
together in Britain or the Netherlands or the United
States to the degree necessary to make this happen to
make it reality. And my final point is that within the like-
minded the countries that I listed before the
Scandinavians, the Dutch, the Swiss and so on it
doesn't really seem to be moving forward as quickly as

I thought two/three years ago. My concern is the United
States are going to fill the gap - they are going to
overtake. They are currently putting 40 million dollars
into "teaching" African Military institutions about
Security Sector Reform. It's an awful lot of money just
for a teaching programme 

- not for equipment or for
training this is purely for teaching. And I do believe
that ofall the countries that are unable to think outside
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of their cultural experience to take on board the views
of other countries - the United States is way top of
the list. And I've certainly seen that in the way in which
they think about this particular area.

Weil let me close with some ideas or sbme thoughts

- they are not suggestions they are really kind of
ideas about how Security Sector Reform could be
relevant to Sri Lanka. I guess the first thing to say is
that whilst the conflict in Sri Lanka in the North is
ongoing then no bilateral donor, no international
Finance Institution will raise the issue of Security Sector
Reform. However, if the conflict is resolved, if peace

comes to the North - and it may well be that this is
something that emerges over the next year or so then
there are certain questions that are going to be asked

in certain development- amongst certain donors. One
is the Military role in post-war reconstruction. There is
going to be presumably some down sizing of the Armed
Forces. There is presumably going to be some
demobilisation. There is presumably going to be a
requirement for disarmament and for acquiring the
weapons that are floating around in the North and
doing something with those weapons. The size of the
Armed Forces is going to be an issue. Expenditure at
the moment - I think a lot of donors are prepared to
see Sri Lanka spend proportionately a lot of defence
because there is a major conflict going on. Will this be

the case after the conflict is finished? Another question
they may be asking is the balance between the Police
and the Armed Forces. They haven't thought that
through in its, entirety yet - but it's certainly a question
on the agenda. And finally they are going to be asking
a lot of questions about Parliamentary oversight of the
Armed Forces. Not just whether or not Parliament sees

the defence budget but whether or not Parliament is
equipped to understand what is being spent. Moreover
is civil society able to debate with those who define
security requirements why you have come to the
decisions that you've come to. I've got to say many
countries are not good at that - the UK included. But
these are the types of questions that I think will start to
be asked once the conflict is over that are relevant in
the eyes of the donors I should say are relevant to
Sri Lanka. But if somebody who is going to continue to
work in this area I hope for several years to come and
somebody who is very interested in South Asia indeed
when I go back to King's College, I would be setting up
a new centre on South Asian Studies at the London
University. I would be most interested to hear what
you as professional Serving Officers in the Sri Lankan
Armed Forces think about the Security Sector Reform
both on the positive side and indeed the negative side.
So I'm only a messenger but I don't necessarily believe
in everything that I've - or I am not advocating it
necessarily although I think the area has some merit -but I'd be very interested to see where you think there
are good points and where you think there are negative
points. Thank you very much.

Discussion

Chairman : I think Dr Smith gave y* u, op"ning
in the final few statements he made about Security
Sector Reform to be expected in Sri Lanka and Ithink
those of you who are in Service today should give it
some thought and if you have some doubts to clear
you can certainly clear them with Dr Smith by asking
questions.

Brigadier Ranjan Silva: There are several
countries in the world which can be classified as failed
States - or to put it in another way - democratic
Bovernance as we understand the idea, os we
understand the concept has not been very successful.
I can think of one country in our own Region but there
are many others in Africa and you know very well
what those countries are. How does this new approach

- this new advocacy with regard to Security Sector
Rrfor* - how would you face/confront a situation
like that? Because these counties are having a

fundamental problem 
- the kind of concepts, the kind

of values that we all subscribe to in the civilised world

- they have failed to take root. In that kind of scenar io
what kind of Security Sector Reforms are
contemplated? That 's one. There is another question
I would like to pose - we all know about the arms
industry and how powerful the arms industry is and
how very much interested the arms industry is in
keeping the status quo going. That's the commercial
input into this prospect. I would like you to comment
on these two situations.

The Lecturer: Those are two very interesting
questions. Thank you. I think there are two types of
failed States - or may be 3 types. Failed States that
have no interest in reconstruction. There are States
that have failed and wish to reconstruct in the future.
And there are States that are on the brink of failure.
There are certain States - States like - well certain
areas of territory - it's almost difficult to call them
States - like Liberia and Somalia and so on which ar:
in the control ofpolitical forces such as Charles Taylor
in Liberia. The key point is thar these States or the
people who run these States have no interest in the
development of the State. They don't want a Parliament
of any type. They don't want a civil service. They don't
want a bureaucracy. They don't want a taxation system.
They don't want a Police Force. What they want is to
be able to control the area of territory sufficiently to
enable them to take the diamonds, the timber, the rubber,
whatever and sell it on the International Market. They
are interested in making money to buy weapons for
their militia - to stash away in Swiss Bank accounts
and so on and so forth. They are not interested in
rebuilding the State. So I think to that category Security
Sector Reform has nothing to offer. The second is the
r€-constructive State or the State that is starting to re-
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construct of which perhaps Somalia is perhaps an
cxample, of which perhaps Sierra Leone is an example.
And there are I think States that are emerging out from
a process of civil war and failure and so on - should
be given all the opportunities possible to rebuild the
Security Sector, rebuild the Police Force. I re member
going to Sierra Leone about three years ago and being
in a small town called Kenema and interviewing the
Folice Force there. And they were I rnean obviously
responsible for law and order in that part of the world.
Atrd the Chief of Police there said we have so few
rcsources that if you want to come and report a crime in
Kenema then you bring your own paper and pencil.
Bocause they literally - everything had been looted.
They just sat there in buildings with nothing in them
md therefore they could do no policing. I think in
situations like that the resources are required. Training
is required, material is required and so on and so forth.
Atrd the third category is States that are under a

Government who is under pressure in civil war
circumstances and so on and so forth. The State the
Security Forces must control a monopoly of force. The
State cannot allow Forces posed against to erode that
nonopoly of force. Security Sector Reform not
reessarily on the operational side but certainly on the
infrastructural side can assist a country maintain that
mnopoly of force. And under such circumstances I
fi* it should be encouraged to do so and assisted in
s doing through the provision of external resources if
lhat's what's going to be required.

Second question on the arms industry. I was hoping
Iter one would come up because it really does point to
mme of the inherent contradictions in the thinking
*out Security Sector Reform. Take a State where it's
going on which is Sierra Leone. And you have
development community putting in millions of dollars
s re-build the Ministry of Defence of eight people in
ir So you are talking about enlarging it, training it. and
developing a process by which a defence budget can
be agreed. So it's notjust taking it into the President's
room. rubber stamping it and away you go. They are
inerested in processes like exists in Sri Lanka and India
Itd other countries. And at some point Sierra Leone is
going to have to address the equipment needs of the
Amry, the Navy and the Airforce. Now Sierra Leone we
tink about diamonds. You think about a country where
you go to the diamond areas and you don't have
diamond mines, you have diamond fields. It's so easy
5 mine diamonds that you barely have to mine them -lutkind of lean forward, you reach down and you pick
&em up. This is the resource that will make one day
Sierra Leone rich. But at the moment ii's causing -loing so much to prolong and to intensify the conflict.
Errcrybody's fighting over the diamonds. That's the
lig story. If you stand on the beach of Free Town and
lmk across, you will see two things. One is fishing
grounds that are almost as good as Sri Lanka's fishing

grounds. Wonderful, wonderful deposits of fish and
seafood and so on and so forth. YouUon't necessarily
see the seafood, the fishing stores or stocks - what
you do see are Japanese, Chinese, Spanish, French
Italian trawlers taking anything they wanr from Sierra
Leone fishing grounds. You talk to the fishermen on
the beach - their catches are going down, their
livelihood is being eroded. Sierra Leone doesn'r
necessarily need a Navy, a brown water Navy, it
probably certainly does need a coastguard. [t needs to
be able one day to protect those fishing storks. those
fishing grounds which are potentially as lucrative as

the diamond mines. But it has no way of doing it. The
problem here is that the arms industry when the Sierra
Leone Navy is developed, becomes operationai will
need to define its, equipment needs. I suspect that
people from for example the British or the French
Ministry of Defence or the Spanish or the German or
the American wherever would start to wonder whether
or not this is a country that might develop a brown
water Naval capability. It will need corvettes. It will
need a certain level ofnaval equipment in order to fulfil
a brown water requirement. Probably what Sierra Leone
really needs is a good coastguard capability. But there
will be countries who have weapons systems to sell on
block naval capabilities to transfer that wiil try and
persuade Sierra Leone that what it really needs is a
brown water naval capability. That may be the case but
it may not be either. From the very same countries you
will get people or representatives of the donor
communities that will try and encourage Sierra Leone
naval planners to invest on having a blue wat--r navy
and a plane load of people from the developpent
community going to advise on issues relating to naval
requirements. That plane goes in - that plane goes
out. Next plane coming in representatives from the naval
part of the arms industry and also from the Ministry oi
Defence whose job it is to represent those industrial
interests. That would be a major conflict of interests. In
my two years working closely with the British
Govemmentl asked them time and time again to address
that potential conflict of interests and it hasn't been
done. So you can assume that if this scenario does
proceed in the future that conflict of interest will emerge
in a very visible and I think in a very destructive way as

well.

Brigadier Ranjan Silva: Dr Smith, one more que
stion. How do the advocates of Security Sector Reform
look at the world that is emerging - the neyl world
order that is emerging in contast - now we are still
used to the bi-polar world - that's the world ordr;
that was created by the bi-polar world Now that
conJlict is over now- Now you have a uni -polar world
and I think as I see it the emphasis is shifting more

from the Military to the economic and the battles are
becoming increasingly economic. The days of the
gunboat diplomacy, the days of subversive activity -
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I belie ve there is subversive activity still going on _
lut i1 is not conceptually the ,o*" o, ,ni it was sayin the middle of the last century. Now what I see
emerging is a new world order _ the old world order
that was created by the bi_polar conflict _ that old
world order dying and this new woild order being
created.

How do the advocates of Security Sector Reform,
look at this new world order that is emerging and
what kind of structural adjustments in the Security
Sectoti what kind of refashioning, reshaping of the
Security Sector is contemplated ir even invisaged?

The Lecturer : Thank you. That,s a very, very
interesting question because f tfrink I am aware of whatI think are the security problems in this part of the
world, but I'm certainly not going to address them. But
look at the new security agenda in Europe _ The Soviet
Union's collapse, Russia's not it,s a problem but it
doesn't, threaten, Europe in the way initrlcfr it did in
the Post. War World Europe has never been so secure
than it is at the moment. Britain has never been so
secure. At the same time we've got security problems
that are different and in many ways much more complex.

_You 
knew where you were with the Soviet Union in the

Warsaw pact. you could count their tanks. you could
see them from the air. you could war game against them.
You could do the lot to assess the threat. What we
have in Europe now is a new set of threats. And the
threats are coming from organised crime _ I won,t go
into detail, but just to give you an example _ any of
you who' ve been to London will know an area called
King's Cross where one of the major train stations are
and it's also one of the more run down areas of Central
London where vice, drugs, ete., prevail. Albanian
organised crime has managed to remove the Jamaican
organised crime known as the yardies, in the space of
iust over one year. Organised crime groups from the
Balkans are moving into Britain i, u m*ujo., -ajor way.
It's not just a Customs and excise problem- It,s not just
:!:?,b1":f", rhe intelligence servicis. It,s also aproblem
ror the Security Forces. And this is where th'e Army
and the Police are starting to work together in a fairtyeffective way. We also have pro[fems-in otirerdirecrions as well with drug truffi"ting. #ith thetrafficking of people _ which has becoile a major,major probl em in Europe. Trafficking of *o_"n,
trafficking for prostitution, and the trafficklng of rnigrunt
labourer for cheap labour and the ,""u.iryig"rau nu,
changed to reflect these kinds of proUf"ms. n-u, i".,iffdon't have many answers. And ittrlnt that in order toarrive at better answers to these 

"_".gingf-bt..,there has ro be some kind of ,,*.,uriiu?iuriir"r,.
within-the security forces. This will take timela great

l_3:10:" But I,m quite sure that Britain cannot fight
1T.r:.C,LC security problems wirh European fighter
arrcrafts. There is a whole kind of mismur"t . ,l_irfit
between procurement on the one t urJ urO 

"_"ig"""y

security threats on the other. At the same time I don,t
Lh:rI {o, can expecr it ro change or"f nigi1. nr, rthink changes will evenrually em-erge. I thiik as well
that another major change is comirig in the emphasis

thT 
*-" place upon peace support operations. It used

to be that peace support operations were labelled very
much operations other than war _ put in a box to or
side and done when the need *or" in the Middle Easr
and.so on but really not given a great aeal oithougte
And peace keeping was all aboit keepingthe truce-
You go in you keep the truce you a"rifn urO 

"ritstrategy you make sure the election,s happening ad
then you're out. New thinking on p"u"" .rppoa
operations particularly enshrinedln the-Brahimi reput
is much more long-termed. The Military fru, u.of",
play.not just in making sure that the truce iskept t*
the fighting continues not to occur but also in helpiag
aid organisations get development programm"s off ru
ground. Helping police Forces maintai-n law andordcr
and ensuring that civil liberties and human .igfr" ,"
respected and so on. So I think that,s anothe"r malr
change that has occuned in the Security S""to.r. t A*,t
think you could call it reform _ I thin[ yo""oufa 

"rU 
ia

1airy13nts - change. It,s not reform _itt rot il.fisi.
But I think there are changes.

But. one of the questions I think if anybody can
answer it is on - to what extent has Sri Lanka becn
involved in the past? Ir is something t g"ruiilly n o*
noth.ing about. In peace support operations its,
involvement at present and whiiher or not there is anythinking within the Armed Forces uUout futur"
contributions to peace support operations. Now this is
certainly something that India does, that pakistan does"
that Bangladesh does can to great effect _ when you
talk to - senior people who've-been in seniorpositionr

T p:ace support operations they always say that thc
South Asians are quite far and u*uy tt 

" 
U"rt to wort

with. But I really don,t know anyrhing uUort iJI.unUI wonder if somebody could educate-me on that one?
The Chairman: yes we,ve had. We did not haveForces as such, but we had Oorr*rrl, i$r)"ir, s*nofficers and some other Ranks ir-'rii"irrrr, ,,Lebanon ; after the India paokistan i"ri"'ibos ,,part of UNIPOM and in East Timor W" nor"-n)a ro*"experience and I am sure this is one of thrc-lo*iir*"nu

we will have once this conflict i, or\, on-i'ri"i ,o u"so many people who would be available.

Major General C H Fernan do: I would, like toclarify structural reforms of Nations. for'irrton"" twould scty what you have 
.v-irtually said is jor' giving40 million doilars or 40 billion drh;;r;;";tever itis 

-,you have the right to make structural refo,rms fnanother country like Sierra Leone as yo,u ,oi.bo yrureally think that you have that ,igtiZ ri, irtonr"
no.yl in o_ur country we are closely lin*"a _ 

"uiiurotty,militarily and, geographically with t"iio ori"pot ir*n

i

i
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and your donor countries are miles and miles away.

And how can you have the moral right to interfere in

stntctural reforms in our country?

The Lecturer: I agree with yoq and I did say at the

start don't kill the messenger. This is not something

that I necessarily agree with.. It's not something that

I am not advocating. What I'm trying to say is that

Security Sector Reform is on the agendas of certainly

the West European aid donors. Therefore, one can

I safely assume that at some point down the road that

the donors will be addressing this issue in relation to

SriLanka.

That does not answer the question of whether or

not they have the right to - and I think in some cases

they may have the right to - and in other cases they

may not. I think if a country is providing large amounts

ofconcessionary aid for whatever purpose - it could

be for reconstruction and so on and so forth -that
they have a right to question the amount of resources

that are being spent in other sectors. Doesn't have to
just be in the Security Sector - it could be the size of
the civil service, it could be other areas of economic

activity such as taxation or whatever. The logic being

that if may be there were certain changes then there

would be less need for concessionary aid. And I would

think that it's in the interest of all aid recipients to get

away from aid. I don't think anybody likes receiving

aid and they would always want to be free of it as soon

as possible. So I think that there is potential there for
dialog and there is potential there for discourse. Where

I think it becomes morally difficult or politically difficult
or politically immoral is when a country with a seriously

unreformed Security Sector comes into a country via a

donor communiry and says right we'll have less defence

expenditure there, we'll have down-sizing here' we'll
have this, that and the other. And I think that a country

must display the ability and the credibility to be able to

advocate first and foremost. And secondly I don't think

any country has the right to suggest that it can

understand the security concerns of any other country.

And so what I think is morally acceptable probably is

for a country to say - yeah we've done it' we've done

it at home. It's happened in the Netherlands or in
Norway, or wherever, or in Japan or whatever. And now

we'd like as you see we are giving you a lot of aid we

would like to see you ask certain questions - who

presides over the defence budget? Who understands

defence budgeting processes? How much defence

expenditure is off budget? How much is transparent

how much is off budget? Questions such as that. But

not willing to go forward and say no - you've not got

a problem here - 
you've not got a problem there -

why are you spending money on it? Ifyou don't reduce

money in this sector then we are going to make that -
or we are going to make a reduction of funding in that

$Gctor -say it could be piracy - addressing

international piracy - or narcotics smuggling- No, no

we don't think that's a problem for $ri l-anka so unkss
you reduce expenditure you will not get aid- I rtink rld
is political indefensible. I think there are areas of
constructive engagement. I think there are areas that

the donorsjust should not address or even think about

addressing. I think as well it's up to - and I don't want

to sound as if I am advocating - but you should take

the argument to the donors as much as the donors take

the argument to you. And what that requires is actually

working out what Sri Lanka want-its security sector to

look like after the resolution of conflict. I don't know

what that would be. I don't know what it should be.

But I do think that it's a political debate with inputs

from the professionals that is required probably sooner

rather than later. So that when the donors who start

asking questions you can help the expertise and th.:

confident tell them where to go if they cross the line.

Major General C H Fernando : When India
produced an Nuclear bomb,we were very concerned

in fact the President of the USA and others were very
concerned. We all visited India. But why should India
not, and why should Pakistan not have the nuckar
capabiliry? The other factor is tlat,with all what thc

donor countries are doing they cannot makc ary in
roads to China. So the bi-polar world tha we had k
really not broken because we are having another
problem with China where thc donor countries ha''
no real effect informulating policy or anything on the

defence mechanism of that country.

The Lecturer: I'm not really entirely sur,' of the

real question you are asking here. I think part of -'our

question is whether or not you think that the Westetn

reaction to the Indian nuclear tests amounts to
double-standards. So you are comfortable with the

breaking of that kind of oligopoly I can see that there

is a political arguement there. And I also think that

countries such as the United Kingdom and the United

States are guilty of saying to India and Pakistan do as

we say not as we do - that there is an awful lot'of
hypociisy there. But I also think it's possible tolbe
critical of what's going on in South Asia as well as

being critical of what's going on in the Uniled States

and the United Kingdom. I would prefer to see an

elimination of nuclear capabilities. I would prefer to se:

that than the breaking of the monopoly. But to a certain

extent as well you have to understand that there was

very, very little that Britain and the United States could

actually do when both sides decided to test. l-nd it's
very significant that there was more scope for acli"iry
on the Pakistan side than the Indian side. India was

able to defy international convention - intemational
norms and standards - international arm-twisting.
They went ahead and they did it.
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But could I ask my colleague Dipanker General
Bannerjee whether or not, as a scholar of the Indian
nuclear scene whether or not Dipanker do you have
anything to add on to that?

Comments by Brigadier Ranjan Silva z This is not
a question it's just a comment 

-Pakistan 
is probably

the only country that I know of -I canl think of any
other countries - is where the nuclear weapons are
not controlled - the control of nuclear weapons is
not in the hands of the democratically elected
Government of the country. Those weapons are under
the direct control of the Military of Pakistan. Now
you take India', you take America - 1l1B 66n1y6l of the
use of nuclear weapons is in the hands of the
democratically elected Government of those countries.
And I believe from my point of view the way I see

things - it is a very, very dangerous state of affairs if
any country allows its, Military to directly control
the nuclear weapons by passing the democratically
elected Government of that country. I believe when
this lady,Mrs Bhutto when she was Prime Minister of
Pakistan she was even denied access - the Pakistani
Army did not allow her to even visit the nuclear sites.
So I believe it is avery, very dangerous state of affairs.
And to that extent I believe that there is some
justificationfor the movement preventing or opposing
the prolferation of nuclear weapons - now take for
instance there are countries that are described as
rogue states - what is the state of affairs? And there
are also countries that have been classified - I don't
know whether it 's rightly or wrongly, whether it is
correctly or incorrectly - some countries have been
classified as aiding and abeting terrorism. Now if such
countries get a hold of nuclear weapons 'the world
will truly be a very, very insecure place to live in for
all of us.

The Lecturer: Yes. I think you're right. I don't
think Mrs. Benazir Bhutto had a look in when it came to
the Pakistani nuclear programme. I don't think Navaz
Shariff (?) had much either. It's clear now that Pakistan
has just got a nuclear capability - it .has nuclear
weapons. We have to live with that, bath within the
Region and within the international community -Pakistan is a nuclear power. The Military is in control
of Pakistan. The Military is in control of nuclear
weapons even if, even when the Military step down
they will still be in control of nuclear weapons. That is
just a political fact of life in Pakistan. And I would
suggest that given the state of civil society and given
the state of politics in Pakistan it's going to be many,
many, many years before a civil administration, a

Government can evolve that is capable of down-sizing
the political influence of the Military. Basically - it
doesn't matter who gets elected - they can't scratch
their backside without going to the Military first. And
thu is a situation that's going to continue for many,

many years to come. So we've got this situation where
the Military in Pakistan have got their finger on the
button. Notjust capable ofdeveloping nuclear weapons

- actually got their finger on the button because we
are fairly sure that nuclear weapons have been
developed. The question is - and the question that
we don't know -and this applies to the Indian side as

well - is that they are giving each other too little
information. If you as a defence planner sat in New
Delhi wondering about how a conflict scenario will
evolve - that a conflict between India and Pakistan
like Kargil two years ago - years ago. And that could
have easily have escalated - may be into a conflict
across the foot border of Punjab, Rajasthan border
probably more likely. You get low intensity conflict
moving up to full-scale conventional warfare. And then
the question is posed at what point do nuclear weapons
come into play? The trouble is that neither side know
at which point the other side will use nuclear weapons.
Put bluntly - they don't know when to stop. Until
each side evolves a nuclear doctrine that is clear and
transparent and well articulated and thought through
then nuclear weapons would be a major threat in South
Asia^ They will always be a threat just as they are a
threat in Europe and in the Middle East. But they would
be less of a threat if each side knows the intentions and
capability of the other. We've spent years in NATO'
decades - millions of dollars working out when we
got it wrong. But an enormous amount of effort went in
to assessing at which point our war fighting effort would
become a danger because ofthe nuclear options. I think
it's up to the States involved in South Asia to really
move that nuclear planning process along. They've
got nuclear weapons - both sides have. India is
moving towards the development of a doctrine -Pakistan probably isnlt. Pakistan needs to develop thar
Obviously hopefully within a civil military contexr. But
let's face it - that's not going to happen. If the Region
is to become more secure under the nuclear shadow
then India and Pakistan respectively have to know and
understand the doctrine of the other. That's the only
way irt which nuclear weapons can be assimilated to
reduce levels of insecurity rather than - at this moment
we just don't know at what point they will come in to
play which I think is very dangerous.

Comments by Major General D Bannerjee z That*
you very much for giving me an opening lo come into
the debate. I was somehow desperately trying to avoid
that. Br,rt linking the issue of the nuclear weapons -once again to the Security Sector Reforms.In a sense if
you wulerstand it rightly Security Sector Reforms
involves optimising the capability of a Nation to
legitimarely defend its, securiry interests and do it
ttnder systems which are under certain safe-guards -civil nt,ilitary relations for example. The cost element
for exantple another 

- it has to be at the lowest
possible costs. And under elements of civil society
control which will ensure that the .force that is
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the
available to the State is misused. ln the question of
the weapons of mass destruction and in particular on
the nuclearweapons, a situation had developed which
continues to remain embedded in. the minds of the
people of the world that this is a supreme weapon, a

weapon of ultimate deterrence-- providing security -
guaranteeing the security of a nation so called. And
therefore it was legitimate in the cases of some

countries but illegitimate and not available to others.

Now the basic argument of that just is other counties
to assume capabilities that they in their wisdom
visualise to be in the ultimate security. And therefore

a case cenwell be built up regarding Securiry Sector
Reforms in counties with large, massive nuclear or
$,eapons of mass destruction potential which are not
going fast enough towards destruction or elimination
in the world. In spite of an agreement on the
comprehensive test ban treaty the US Senate cannot
approve that treaty because the development and
definement of nuclear weapons are seen to be in US

strategic interests. If you talk about expenditure on

defence being illegitimate beyond a certain point -
then the 5 trillion dollars spent on developing the US

nuclear capabilities - 5 trillion dollars in 1996 value

is something that cannot by any stretch of the
imagination be justified when one sees the enormolts
requirement internationally for resources of that
magnitude. A trillion dollars is well
beyond the imagination of anybody in South Asia.
And this 5 trillion dollars is five times beyond the

imagination. So there again there are elements of
Security Sector Reforms that applies in the developed
rtorld as well. And here there are plenty of attractions
that need to develop - to develop these concepts furthen

The Lecturer: I agree with you Dipanker
enormously and one of the criticisms I made at the end

was whether or not certain countries have done
enough. Now I am not advocating or supporting the

American position. But the Americans may turn around

and say look - we are spending money to protect
against nuclear warfare - we are re-designing our
defence capabilities. and we are helping Russia do the

same. And it may well be that an American would
advocate .... we ve done enough when it come to
Security Sector Reform. We are the Global Policeman
after all. And there is an area for discourse, and there is

a debate there which should be taken up. I find it
incredulous that there is such a lack of a nuclear debate

in the United Kingdom. I can see no reason for the

United Kingdom to maintain a nuclear deterrent - an

independent nuclear deterrent at that. And I am amazed

that more people are not raising the issue and
discussing it both inside Government and outside. But

- I think leaving aside the nuclear issue that there is

another issue as well that - I don't want to be seen to

be we can return to that if you like. But in the case of
the United States especially I think in the case of other

countries as well there is a very clear tendency to
encourage countries to redesign and reformulate the
Security Sector in the image of the donor. If you look
carefully at the training programme, the teaching
programme I mentioned that's cost the United States

something like 40 million dollars - you'll see that there

isn't much if any elasticity there. There is no space to
take on board the traditions, the cultures, the politics,
the geography ofdifferent countries. Itjust isn't there.
It's a very one dimensional approach to what the

Security Sector is - how it functions. Now I think the
Americans are good when it comes to civil military
relations. There is an awful lot to be said about.the
American system and praise to be heaped upon it -but it's not the only way. And there are deep flaws
there as well. So I do think yes - there is a very good

case for questioning Security Sector Reform ^n the
nuclear context which hasn't been done. I have not
seen Security Sector Reform and nuclear issues linked.
And they do need to be linked in South Asia and they
do need to be linked in North America. They do need to
be linked probably in the United Kingdom as well. And
why not Israel? And why not France. So there are those

issues - but in addition at the same time I would stress

that countries should be held accountable a lack of
elasticity. That if this issue is coming towards us then
we should ensure and we should find ways of ensuring
that smaller countries are not steam-rolled into believing
that there is only one way to skin this particular cat.

That there are other ways of defining the issue and
I would encourage any country to come up with its,
own recipe, with its own set of do's and don'ts and its.
own set of standards that are appropriate and relevant
to its own country rather than adhering to some
international norm or set of standards.

The Chairman : Thank you very much. Thank you.

Now may I invite General G H de Silva todeliverthe
Vote ofThanks.

Mr Chairman, DrChis Smith, General Banerjee,
Fellow members of ARFRO, Serving Oficers of the Sri
lankan Secuity Forces. On behalf of ARFRO let me

thank Professor Chris Smith for his enlightening and
educative address on Security Sector Reforms. In his
introduction General Denis Perera informed you of
the experience and knowledge the doctor has in his

fteld. With his experience and involvement in the South
Asian Region his ideas and comments are of 6reat
concern to us and most thought provoking. Very few
countries have been spared the scourge of internal
conflict as multi cultural, multi-religious and
multiethnic societies strive to obtain their seitarate

,identities. Ethnic cleansing has torn apart unita,T
States. What is most disconcerting is that in nearly all
such conflicts armed insurrection has become the

common denominaton This in turn has given rise to a
'troublesome gun culture. Uncouth elements in society
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capitalise on such opportunity afforded maniftsted
through the means of narco-teruorism, the smuggling
of weapons through porous international boundaries,
and armed crime which has become rampant in
developing countries such as Sri Lanka. Security
Sector Reforms could ensure that an effective
monitoring mechanism is evolved to deter these
elements from the procurement and movement of small
arms through inter-state boundaries at Global level
or at least through Regional, Sub-Regional and may
be eyen by me'ans of s bilateral co-operation and pacts
between States, perhaps then we could witnes fresh
initiatives that could transform belligerency into
peace support operations.

There are growing demands on the UN and its
agencies from centres of conflict throughout the world
for conJlict resolutions and peacekeeping duties.
Unfortunately in some instances peacekeepers have
had to resort to arms counter-measures against
separatist terrorists as the IPKF experienced whilst
in Sri l.ctnka from the l1th of October 1987. Today
such a scenario is not unusual and peace keepers

have to train to counter the armed insurrec-tia
must possess the wherewithai in military
weapons, technical, political and the admin
for the guarantee that peace keeping operatfuB
designed at ensuring peace. As professor
enumerated aid donor countries and agencies
packages of aid to the proper exercise ofhuma
principles. Most are wary of the use of
funding by recipient States and seek
them against armed repression in at-curbing
rebellion. Closemonitoring of the
has become the norm. And the essential
needs to be developed ifnot already in ploca I
this opportunity to extend the thanks ofthe
to the Service Commanders for releasing
attend this important lecture. Our thanlcs are
to Cornmanding Officer 4 th Engineer Regimerr
t he e xc ell e nt admini s t r at iv e a r ran g ement s thd
continued to provide us for the purposes of
these lectures. Andthe Commanding Officer
for the public address equipment providedfor
today. Thank you, Doctor Smith and I tha*p
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SECURITY OF SMALL STATES

(Mn.M.D.D.Pnrus)
Introduction by Lieutenant General J. E. D. Perera VSV D.Litt, FBIM, President ARFRO)

Good eveninsIndy and gentlemen, I see one lady. We are privileged to have today, a
very distinguished retired public servant, Mn M. D. D. Peiris, known to us as Dharmasiri Peiris.
He belonged to what was called the Ceylon Civil Service Some of you may not have known it,
you may have been in school at the time, We made the foolish mistake of destroying the Ceylon
Civil Service- Because they were people who had the best brains in the country, they got into the

Civil Service and most of them adorned the higher rungs of the Public Service in those days. Mr
Peiris belonged to that group. Now we have the Administrative Service which is nowhere like
what the Civil Service was and unfofiunately we are going down the hill now.

Mn Peiris retired from the Public Service, but whilst he was in Public Service he was
Secretary to seven Ministries. (In those days they were called Permanent Secretaries,). And he

held the importqnt appointment of Secretary to the Prime Ministef and often acted for the
Secretary to the Ministry of Defence and Foreign Affairs in those days. They were both together
- Defence and Foreig,n Affairs. Now he is retired and he is holding some very responsible posts,

Chairman, National Development Trust Fund ; Chairman Private Sector Infra Structure
Development Company, Deputy Chairman Mercqntile Merchant Bank. He sits on various
Governing Councils of the Universities and Post Graduate Institutions, Member of the Human
Resources and Education Sub Committee of the Ceylon Chamber of Commerce, Directorfor Sri
Lanka on the SAARC Centre for Human Resources Development with Head Quarters in
Islamabad. So he is kept quite busy even in retirement. And it is a good thing for our country to
have people of his calibre available to be involved in important aspects if governmental
responsibilities.

He will to speak to us today on the Security of Small States. Now, talking of security of
Small States, security does not involve the Military qspect alone. Security covers various other
aspects - food, employment, education all that points towards national security. So he has had
wide experience in all these Ministries and he knows the short-comings in some of those places
and I am sure he'd give us a very interesting and illuminating address. Mr Peiris.

General Denis Perera, and those on the Podium,
kiends whom I see before me and Gentlemen, First of
all I wish to express my sincere thanks to General Perera

fm his kind invitation for me to speak on this occasion,
I was wondering what particular qualifications I had to
address a distinguished audience like this. And on

reflection I thought I had three fairly tenuous
qualifications. One was that when I was Secretary to
tte Prime Minister I was compelled to participate in
[,ondon in a Senior Defence course of about two weeks,

for a mix of high level civilians and Military and Police
personnel. Some of the civilians were at the level of
Secretary to the Prime Minister, Secretary to the Cabinet

and so on. And there were Inspectors General of Police

and 'so on in a mix on that course. So I did have some

formal albeit short training. Secondly, again thinking
back I found that I had acted for Secretary Defence and

Foreign Affairs during the time I was Secretary to the

Prime Minister, 2l times before I left that post. Because

u the time, Mrs. Bandaranaike had won the 1970 to

1977 period, had one unvarying rule and that was that

Mr. W. T. Jayasinghe who was Secretary Defence and

Foreign Affairs, and I who was Secretary to the Prime
Minister could not be out of the country at the same
time for the simple reason that she wanted us to act for
each other. And on one occasion I think I acted for W
T for a period of 40 days continuously because he had
to be out for a longer period. I think he went to the UN
for some meeting. So I've had some hands on
experience in thatMinistry. The third qualifrcation since
I see General Ranatunga in the audience, is that my
polite and ultimately persuasive refusal to become
Secretary to *re Minister of Defence at a given moment.
I won't go in to that, if that is a qualification. Therefore
I am not entirely unfamiliar. Long years ago I was also
drafted to do some lectures on Current Affairs, ts the
Army in the early 1960's. That was for the Captain to
Major promotion and for selection of Officers to Staff
College. I think Cyril at that time was Major and he did
a lecture on Tactics at the time I was asked to give
some lectures on Current Affairs. And I remember some

of the people in my class were people like General
Weeratunga and others who were Captains at the time.
So it's a long time ago. So I have had some kind of
familiarity.
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To get to this particular subject, since time is
limited, the Securityof Small States. Well,I rhoughr I
would basically, rather than give a formal lecture, just
place before you certain thoughts for your
contemplation and later discussion if we have tune.
And also I am trying to approach this in a dual way, not
merely in a generic general way. but also in a way
perhaps a little more specific to Sri Lanka. But before
we get to that, I was trying to think for myself what is a
small State? What are the ingredients that go in into
the make up of a small State? Is it territory ? Is it popu
ation ? Is it per-capita GDP? Is it material and human
resources? What really is a small State? And in thinking
about that I thought I would just mention one or two
things, which might be of some interest. Well. let's take
a few such States. Take Belgium, a very prosperous
State, with a per capita GDP today at about (this is on
the purchasing power parity measurement), roughly
US$23,900 per capita. Population - 10.2 Million (we
are almost double.) Tenitory, we are more than double -
Belgium is 30,510 sq km - we are 65,610. So is Belgium a
small State ? Take Denmark - Denmark per capita GDp
US$23,800, population only 5.3 Million, Square Kilo
Metres - 43,094, So we are bigger. We are apparently
bigger than Denmark except I don't know whether they
took some of the islands into their count. Take Israel -per capita GDP about US$18,300. Population - 5.8
Million, and Square Kilometres - 20,770 sq km. You know
how formidable Israel is, Well, if it's territory, we are
more than three times as big as Israel. Then take New
Zealand.abig country. US$17,400 GDP ?. Popularion
only 3.8 Million. Square Kilometres 268,000. Now in
certain aspects much smaller than us, certain aspects...
Of course, if we look at arable land and other things,
you can go into further depth, but let's not go into all
that now. Norway is very much in the news today.
25,000 roughly per capita GDP, popularion 4.4 Million
and Square Kilometres - 324,220. Most of it is Arctic,
waste, mountains and I think arable land is very limited,
but bigger than New Zealand. And Sweden, 20,700 GDp,
8.8 Million, 449,000 sq kms 

-bigger 
rhan Norway,

which is 324,000. Taiwan-percapita 16,100 (almosr
17,000), population - 22 Million, a little more than us
and Square Kilometres about 37,000 sq kms. Finally,
Singapore. Well, Netherlands is there, Netherlands is
also 41,000 sq kms (smaller than us) and Singapore,
27,800 per purchasing parity on that GDp, population
4.1 Million, Square Kilomerres - 647.5. That's all.
Therefore, according to my thinking, Sri Lanka is
certainly a small State. Now I have not taken some of
the other States in various parts of the world, I have
not taken the Pacific - Micro States and sp on, Sri
Lanka. whilst a small State, when you look at some
attributes of a State it is not that small, If you take
Singapore in terms of economic development, and also
Defence capabilities, now I will come to that a little
later, because that is something I have discussed both
with my friends in Singapore and the question of Israel. '

Of course they can say that Israel is heavily backedb5r
the United States, but rhat's nor rhe full story. Ib
American soldiers don't fight. It's the Israelis who figh_
And they have put together a formidable defene
machine, formidable war machines, with that 5.8 millin
population.

The first point I want to make is this whole mau.r
is not something which we can take for granted. Therc
are certain aspects in the formulation of a Defencc
Policy, why I say this is very often people, sometirnce
very educated people, say "oh, we are small, pu
nation..," If we have thatkind of mind-set, we mightae
well fold up. You know the kind of achievements *e
have in the social sectors, in the intellectual sectors, in
literacy. I don't have to go in to all that, but still -adhow many of you have heard this kind of thing on TV.
in this so-called interminable talk shows that go on ?
So what I feel the first thing is that we can be, and rre
are a serious player in the world, And I can certainly
say that we were at one time, in the not so distant past,
we were major players in the Non-Aligned Movemer
which we Chaired. We were very respected in thc
Commonwealth. We were very respected in the UN-
in fact China today, even today they talk about orr
role, literally Sri Lanka's role in getting China's
permanent place in the UN Security Council. On om
occasion in the mid-I980's when Mr. Lakshan De MeI
and I were shot off to China to immediately get sorrc
rice for the buffer stocks, because the Government
wanted to have a Presidential Election or something
and they wanted to be quite sure of the stocks of rie-
So we were suddenly shot off, and when we were
haggling over the price of rice. with the Chinese, because
we were not very happy with the price that we were
getting, because according to the practice, when the
Chinese come over to Sri Lanka or when we go to China
there is always at the end of the negotiations they wait
for two / three days for the delegation to go and see
something of interest 

- some place. That has become
part of tradition 

- ever since the ,52 rubber-rice pact.
And we were due to go to Quelin. And here we were on
the day before departure. Suddenly, we got an invitation
from the Minister of Foreign Trade, Madam Chen Boo
Hwa. She was not only Minister of Foreign Trade, but
also Chairman of a Standing Committee of the people's
Republic and a very senior person, who later became
Head of their Central Bank, which is a high political
office in China, And at the Geat Hall of the people and
mind you completely, and Chinese are very protocol
conscious, but there was complete departure from
protocol, here were two Secretaries who had to. our
counter-parts were Vice Ministers, here were the
Minister of Foreign Trade of China, plus several other
dignitaries of The Party and in the Government.

She called us and she said "I hope everything is
going well". And then we said'"Well, yes everything is
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going well," "But have you finished?" We said "No,
not quite. We are still haggling about the thing." And
through an interpreter she said "But you have to go to
Quelin tomorrow." So Lakshman De Mel said "Welt,
Your Excellency, you are quite right, but if necessary
Mr. Peiris and I will stay back, the others can go. We
can follow a day later, We'll tie this up." Then she
looked towards the Chinese delegation and talked
rapidly in Mandarin. Next moment the translator
translates it to us and says "The Minister had told the
Chinese delegation that China's relations with Sri Lanka
are not commercial. I put that in a report to the
Government at the time. This was profound. First of all
they depart from protocol. Chinese never depart from
protocol in a hurry. They never. This was a public show.
There were TV cameras they put this meeting on the
news that very night. And she said, "China's relations
with Sri Lanka are not commercial. I've told my
delegation. And I have told my delegation to settle
this. this evening." That was the evening where we
were due to give our return banquet to them. Of course,
[:kshman and I the Food Commissioner and all decided
that naturally we were not going to take advantage of
that, we wondered how we could come down a bit and
s€e that we also got a fair deal, and without really
Putting undue pressure on the Chinese Officials, We
uorked a formula and within ten minutes the matter
uas over. So therefore, I can tell you and talk to you on
this topic for the rest of the evening, because I have
had enough personal experience on this topic. But I
rimt to give you this one important thing which is to
ray that we are taken very seriously. It behoves us to
tr seriously. That's about all. We are certainly taken
Grtremely seriously. I see former Ambassador to
hlistan here. On one occasion, We were guests of Mr
CruIab Ishaf Khan, who was then Minister of Finance,
rho was also handling Trade and Food, With the
illinister - S. B. Herat and at that time I think it was
Anstin or someone was, I can't remember who the High
Commissioner was, and General Zia was in Karachi.
And we were leaving Islamabad that evening when
q'daenly, the President's office said, "Will the Minister
h&ee to see me?" We didn't know. We still thought lie
ms in Karachi, We had not sought any appointment,
m had the Pakistani's arranged an appointment. But
Goeral Zia came in at noon. found that we were in
Irn and wanted to see us. And when we went for the
Eting, only the Minister and I and the Ambassador,

High Commissioner at that time went, and they
lhe Foreign Minister, the Foreign Secretary,

on their side. General Zia jumped from his
embraced the Minister and said, "Minister,

to Pakistan I How are you? How can you come
and go away without seeing me?" He said,

*Tour Ambassador will tell you, that when he
his Credentials, I told my Foreign Minister,

to see me, I must be told, because if I have the tirm, I
will see a Sri Lankan, And here ybu are a Minister of
the Cabinet and you are trying to run away without
seeing me," So it was in good spirit and so it went on,
and one little snippet on this one, so we went and we
had a lovely conversation. And we were just getting
ICC Status for cricket and suddenly he said, "How is
your cricket? I mean, when are you getting ICC Status?"
So then I was the person qualified to talk about cricket
because Minister Herat knew his motor racing, but hr,
didn't know much about cricket, So I took over the
conversation and I thanked Pakistan for its great
assistance in that and I said, "well soon we will get and
thanks for your help and with the help of others." And
then he said, "No No You need to play. You ha',e a
good side, you need to play. Get experience by playing
with good sides, He said, "Where is the Pakistan tearn?"
Somebody said they're in Bangladesh playing... He said
"What are they doing in Bangladesh? Divert the team
to Sri Lanka" So now, it's not like generally diverting a
whole team to Sri Lanka, you have to receive them. So
I said "Well, thank you very much. But our President
as you know is also very keen. President Jayawardene
is a cricket fan and I'm sure he'd be delighted. But wait,
in one and a half days we'll be in Sri Lanka because we
have to make arrangements. And we will convey this.
Thank you very much," So what happened was, in fact
he diverted the team. After some time after Mr. Gamini
Dissanayake and some others acted and they came
and played a few matches. I can give you innumerable
examples from various countries. And including the
time when I went to Britain for this course where they
gave me some very confidential information on wh,ch
we had to speak to the Russian Ambassador. However,
those are different matters, But what I want to say is,
when we talk about small States, we need not think
small, act small, or think that we are just a country that
is marginalised. That is not so. when, as an
undergraduate I told Vice Chancellor Dr. Ivor Jennings,
when he made the statement that Sri lanka is a cultural
desert, I said "Sir, when your ancestors were brought
in chains before the court of the Roman Emperor, our
Ambassador was there to see it. Which was true, There
was an Ambassador to the court of Augustus Caesar,
We are part of the Maritime silk route. I think I've said
enough up to now and all I want to say is whatever we
do, our future planning must be based on this kind of
acceptance. Our track record, and shall I say our
recognition and even our fame that we have from ancient
times, as a country with great internationalist ou*look
and achievement.

Then, I want to get to the next point about security.
What are the kinds of security threats that a country
like us will face? General Denis Perera has already set
the ball rolling by saying they are not merely Military
threats, He is absolutely right, because I see security
as an integrated subject. It is not a separate subject.SriLankan who comes to Pakistan andVishes
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You have different Ministries, but if anything is
integrated, which I will try to show in a few minutes
time, if anything is integrated it is security. Because
security hinges cannot stand alone - it has to hinge on
several criteria, I have tried to jot down some of this
criteria. I have not jotted them down in any particular
order. but I will read out some of them. Of course you
have the straight thing of conventional kind of Military
Forces in relation to a Region or something. That's a
different matter. After all there would be many concepts
about security. If you take modern European history,
when I say modern, say after about 1500 Cardinal
Richeleu of France, had this famous concept of Raison
D'etat was just a matter of State. And he being a
Catholic Cardinal had no compulsion in building
alliances and attacking other Catholic countries in order
to safeguard the interests of France, He was a great
person, great diplomatist and he had no compulsion
whatsoever. And this he expressed in very vivid
language 

- he has said, "Man is immortal, His
salvation is hereafter. The State has no immortality. Its
salvation is now or never." That is his definition of
Raison D'etat. So he acted on that basis. Hereafter he
iooked after in his garbs as Cardinal. But as a Cardinal
who was a Diplomat as far as the State went, there was
no hereafter, it was here and now. And so this was
Raison D'etat. And then we gradually came in to
balance of power situations, particularly Napoleonic
wars you'd remember one of Britain's principal
diplomatic aims was to build a coalition against
Napoleon. And Britain financed so many coalitions of
Prussia, Austria, and Russia, from time to time coalitions
went and came. But one of the Cardinal principles was
that, and Foreign Minister Castlereigh during that
time. what did he say? Because people were saying,
well , we must come to accommodate with France and
that kind of thing. He said no. He said, "put your trust
in God but keep your powder dry." That was his answer.
So you had this balance of power situation coming up.
And then you found balance ofpower gradually, under
this Mark. When it came to the unification of Germany,
this Mark not only used the balance of power but he
cleverly isolated France, step by step, step by step,
starring with the Duchies of Schlezwick and Holstein
which he gobbled up first quietly and whar Hitler did
later. But this Mark did most successfully and he
expressed this in a very interesting statement. He said,
"The weak grow strong through effrontery, and the
strong grows weak because of inhibition'," How true.
Weak grows strong through effrontery 

- that is, I may
lack strength but if I roar, if I put my chest forward and
walk, very likely someone can get intimidated, although
maybe if I'm given one blow I'll fall down, Thar is
effrontery. You create an aura - an image. It works both
ways. So this Mark realised that. It works the other,
way. And he says, "And the strong grow weak because
of inhibitions." And later I will be quoring Dr. Kissinger
a great strategist in my view, on this same kind of issue,

where the US was concerned. If you have the strength
and you are inhibited, what happened to the IIS during
the Vietnam War ? What are the main principles was
they couldn't get their domestic consensus going. So
every day when they were attacked, the Government
was attacked, the President was attacked over TV] day
in and day out the by the Liberal press, without domestic
consensus they just could not prosecute that War I'm
not on the point of whether that War was ethical or
whether it was necessary. That's a whole different
subject. If you want to read about the American point
of view on that read Kissinger's book called Diplomacy.
It's about 900 pages but well worth reading. And this is
absolutely true. And when it comes to us I'll give you
one example. Now I'm not in Government or politics.
My friends know that one thing if I eschewed all my life
was Politics of any sort. So now if say responsible
people in Sri Lanka say the War is un-winnable, we are
haemorrhaging funds, and the economy will collapse
and so on, what is the message? Having spent money
we are psyching ourselves to an un-winnable position.
Sometimes We are on the verge of recruitment you get
these peace marches headed by political agents and so
on. We are an educated, literate nation, We are not
illiterates. When you see that on TV who will want to
go and join an Army queue, Navy queue or Airforce
queue to get recruited? In other words some of the
responsible people are saying this is un-winnable. So
in other words what is your message then? you are
going in for cannon fodder. you are in some un-
winnable situation. This is why I said Defence has to
be integrated. Apart from your left hand not knowing
what the right hand is doing, if your left fingers and
your right fingers are also in the soup, I don't know
what kind ofpolicy you can have. I am on the question
of policy. I'm not criticizing anybody. Under any
Government - many Governments made mistakes -that's a different matter, but this has to get integrated.
And you, Gentlemen, you are just not here only to
listen to lectures and discussions. your great expertise
and experience is needed like a think tank in these
matters and I'll come to that later. you have a positive
role to play as advocates on proper policy. What should
Defence policy be like? Should it be an isolated kind of
thing to a Defence Ministry? No. Defence policy is not
mainly for the Defence Ministry. I'm on that subject
now and I will come to that. Therefore you need to look
at the balances an you have to tailor your balances
accordingly. I will be quoting from Lee Kuan yew for
your benefit a little later and this point will be touched
upon then and because of that I am not elaborating on
that now.

Then what do you need ? I'm on the various threats
that come, one is the conventional imbalance. Then the
other is espionage. Now espionage is an arm rf
Defence, But as General Perera said it,s not today. It's
not only on Defence matters, There are many ways by
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nhich espionage is used in order to weaken a State.
There is industrial espionage, there is commercial
crpionage, whpre they steal patents, where they steal
dans - genetic material, Right now there is a big row
[ring on about some export of some herbs. Incidentally
lhc anti-cancer drug Winchristine was made originally
rhcn we were trying to do some work on that, was
niually stolen from us. Winchristine is made from what
mcall the famous Mini Mal. We are open - to this if
marc not conscious, we have to be therefore, have an

lrgrated policy, I am coming to the next one. If your
momy is weakened, you cannot sustain a defence.
thmicularly today, with the expenses involved in

s and sophisticated technological advances,
cannot sustain on a weak economy. Then

ing de-stabilisation. That's also in a way an arrn
cqrionage. This has happened in many countries.
il h"s happened in Mexico in l968.And you know

hmous Guatemalan experience in 1954 when
who was of course a dictator there, but he was

out by.the United Fruit Company, because his
were against this big multi-national at the time
CIA de-stablilised Guatemala. And that's now

history. There are no friends in this game.
the cold war that we fought. we strategically
both sides against the other. We got defence
ion from the West and because of our Non-
stance we also got information 'from the
So Russians told us about some of the CIA

in the Embassy in Colombo (and these I'm
aware), and the British told us about the

And in fact that information I received
[mdon when I went for the Defence course,

foi one KGB Agent being quietly sent off. The
Ambassador Mishenof at that time didn't even
h *'hen W. T. Jayasinghe called him and said

f, it's good for both countries if this
goes in about ten days". He never asked a

Ift immediately said, "If the Prime Minister is
rf,niron, I will do so." So what more of an

! So that is one. Then we have to be up to
. There are electronic surveillance

tinds ofthings. Today you can steal things
. I think Aldridge Aims when he was

has done the most damage they say in recent
$ims to American secrets. They read his computer from
scveral yards in a car with some machinery, took
everything from his computer whilst the car was outside
and the computer was in his room. And that was some
time ago. Now computer technology and so on must be
much more advanced. So that's the kind of world we
are living in and we have to be conscious of that, I am
not saying that we can do all these things over night,
but if we do nothing... there must be some integrated
plan. How do we deal with these questions ? Then the
other thing ofcourse is using funds, incentives and so
on setting upr front organisrtions. We have 100 odd
D.lGOs. Do any of us know what these NGOs are {oing?

Where the money is coming from? Who isbehind.his?
What are the real activities they arg doing?,We don't
know. I can't think of any institution, Government or
any organisation where we really know what they are
doing. And believe me, they are getting millions of
dollars, collectively. So what? We are open. We are
completely open. Then I talked about computers Then
destabilisation of currencies - because this is something
that we have to look at now, There are about almost
1.5-2 Trillion Dollars which are traded today - curency
movements today, just through computer
arrangements. And we know what happened in 1997 to
the Asian situation. Now at least certain responsible
leaders like Mahatheer Mohamed firmly believes, even
recently I read something in the Asian Wall Street
Journal where he had made some statements. he is
certain that this is done by the West in order tr:
destabilise what they saw as a threat from a burgeoning
Asia. Actually Asia was getting a greater segment of
world trade investment and so on. Take even the IMF
remedies to this. Take Korea, Korea had a massive
budget surplus. If one thing is certain on this, this was
not a Governmental issue, this was a private sector
issue. And take Indonesia. The Indonesian people are
suffering because the Government really didn't do
anything wrong. Okay, there was some crony
capitalism. That happens. That happens in the West.
After all, take the Lockheed scandal - who rvas
involved? Prince Bernard of the Netherlands And no(
only that, we know of so many other scandals, Take the
British Government right now. That Bemie Eggelstone
or somebody that racing car driver there are enough
scandals. Then these MPs being paid by Mo\amed
Fiad for asking questions in Parliament. There are
scandals galore, but those things are hushed up and
we also accept these things and only when there are
scandals here that we get alert, But we must know the
real situation. What I'm saying is therefore that we
have to also look at those aspects - ifyou are looking
at a security policy, you have to also guard your
economy and your currency in some way, because if
that goes, everything else goes. You can't afford
anything then. What security is that then? And finally,
these are only some of the points, there may be many
other points. The sustained spread of misinformation
and dis-information. The classic instance, Cyril, you'd
remember was 1983 was that black Friday. There was
this rumour all round that Tigers had come to the city
and they were attacking. What happened? We took
some 12 or 14 years to recover from the murder and
mayhem that took place because of that act of
dis-information spread amongst the population of our
country. I don't know who did it. That's a different
matter, but that shows the power of misinformation and
dis-information. Now therefore, what should we do? If
these are some of the threats, we need a strong
economy. I'll just now flag them, Those are self-evident.
I don't have to comment on them. We qeed to build up
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a strong economy, we can't do that by waiving a magic
wand. We have to and you all, as Senior Members of
the Services have to have a say in those because from
your experience you have to say, well, what are you
views about building a strong economy, because that

is fundamental defence. There's something that you all
can't get away from. We have to act as a family - as a

team in the country. You can't take this piecemeal
because there's no co-ordination. Notrody knows -
somebody's doing something somebody else is doing
something else, You cannot have a situation like that.

Then, you need sound diplomacy. This is
extremely essential. Because we had sound diplomacy
since Independence we gotaid and assistance from all
over the world from both the West and the East" And in
my view there was signal failure in diplomacy
somewhere in the '80s which led [o our antagonising

India. And we know, I don't have to tell you that story,

what happened thereafter, coming to the Jayawardene
- Rajeev Gandhi pact ultimately. And in 1983 the dhal
drop (or the parippu drop) happened because, in my
view, due to a failure in diplomacy. Thank heavens that

has been corrected to a great extent now. And the way
I saw it at that time, as Secretary Food and Co-
operatives, that we were on a disastrous road. After all
our diplomacy was such that when there was Mrs.
Gandhi there and Mrs. Bandaranaike here, when
Pakistan was breaking up she gave permission, for
those aircraft because East and West Pakistan were

separated by almost 1,500 miles of Indian territory, and

when they were breaking up we gave them re-fuelling
facilities for their aircraft. And because of the strong

diplomacy and personal relations between the two Prime

Ministers, our friendship with India held. We were able

to explain to India. But then what happened thereafter?

So diplornacy is really your front line. And if you get

your diplomacy wrong, you don't know what will visit
you. And therefore really sound diplomacy is extremely

important.

Then you need an overall proper planning regime,

which would allocate resources on a planned basis, I
don't know enough to tell you whether there is a proper

planning basis for defence expenditure. and I don't
want to comment on that either. But what is our vision?
As a lay person, as a Non-Military person, if I were to

ask - you take the three Services - what are our
priorities ? In the sense, I'm not saying starve one

Service. But still we have to have priorities. Is the Navy

a priority ? Because we are an Island, because the LfTE
is smuggling arms, not people perhaps, but arms, and

explosives and so on. So it means, obviously, all
countries however rich, even the United States have to

look at ptiorities because they don't have all the money

to do all the things that they want. So therefore, right
now, is the Navy apriority? That doesn't mean starving

the Army or the Airforce. Then take the Airforce - do

we need surveillance aircraft to go out tlrcre?
the Naval Cordon may not be too far out.,So
need an extension? With a 200 mile economic
which is I think over-fished already by Kacr
Taiwanese trawlers and so on. do we need

aircraft and some kind of presence? Or ae *
surrendering that 200 mile zone apart ftom
lts arm shipments? And then what happens ub
becomes a practice for 20-30 years? And thenfu
what do they need right now? What erp
technological and other changes that have
and what is it that we can plan foq so that we
lives and increase fire-power? That is the thing
balance is important - there must be weapor
can save precious lives and whilst enhanciqg
power, or throw weight or whatever you call it
cannot do that it has to be on a sustained bcir
there again Denis, you should have ideas on this.
have to be Ralph Naiders of this society in these matters,
These are not political issues. But many perceptive
analysts don't agree with that authoritative term. They
think Finland was extremely wise. They are a sovereign
country, they have maintained their independence and
sovereignty because they realised that they cannot
fight Russia, So if you can't fight, try to accommodate
them through wise diplomacy. That doesn't mean abject
grovelling. No, Finland never did that. But
accommodate them to some extent. Just as much, in my
view, whatever we may do, we have to accommodate
India to some extent. Our policies, not only in Delhi but
also in Tamil Nadu, we must have a much stronger
presence in We have a Deputy High Commissioner's
office there and I don't think that is enough. What
about cultural and other inter-changes with Tamil
Nadu? The Bharatha Naatyam troupes from there, we
can send our Kandyan dancers there. Because many
people whom I have spoken to, even our Deputy High
Commissioner have told me that there are a lot of
misunderstandings due to lack of information. We take

for granted - Tamil Nadu, has 60 million Tamils and

therefore ... this is all wrong. There are a lot of people

who are totally opposed to any concept of Eelam. You
saw that when Rajiv Gandhi was hitby that sailor, there
was emotion generating in Tamil Nadu. I don't know if
you will remember. If you read the Madras Hindu paper,

they were very angry. So we are just taking a lot of
things or granted. Our policies have to be wise. Look at

those aspects.

Now finally, on Sri Lanka, I heard a distinguished
economist at that not so long ago appearing on one of
these talk shows on one of the Rupavahini TV channels,
saying "...this war must stop. And saying "If we stop

the war we have 40 billion rupees to spend on
development." I was shocked. This man has a Ph.D.
I don't want you to identify him so I won't tell you
anything more about him. He held responsible Office.
In fact I mentioned this to Denis at the OPA. I was so
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1'l Reality is. okay, we'll go on a 60 Million budget.
at the figures for year 2000. We have spent:

mummrl required about 35-40 billion, Navy about 11.9_
il;ll,rt brllion. Airforce l4 billion, this is capital and both.
fi mirmk partly because of replacem"nt, of aircraft lost

in:Sq,. [ *'as frustrated. I talked about the need to inform
rh p;blic. If this kind of thing goes on without people

|P ,* and various people 
-lountermandini ttrese

fugs. u'ithout some response, people would simply
hliir.-e it. Because they don,t understand billions.
fiflhr1,'ll take it as *Mae ugath minihek kiw_we.
M, witrirrala mae thanatlxuru thabuwa.', Now what is

insurgencies, to destabilisation. to foreign fimdinc.
After all we know I'm jusr speakin! ttre trutfr- mOA Al
a great deal of that. They armed these people. rhel
trained, they did a lot of that isn,t ir? So whai is thaf
It's foreign funding. Somebody gave a huge amount_
who was that? MGR gave a huge amount, so man).
millions, to Prabhakaran. And it was all reported in the
newspapers. That is foreign funding. That is the failure
of our diplomacy. That's a different matter, therefore.
that is what I want to tell you. We have to do something
to get these facts, arguments, figures and analysis right.

Finally, please give me just ten minutes, because since
I've read some of these things from time to time, I will
just read out a few things which might give you some
insight into some very strategic thinking by various
very distinguished people. Dr. Kissinger is a very
distinguished Harvard Academic, a brilliant strategiq
professor. I have met him personally when I was
Secretary to the prime Minister, a brilliant
conversationalist and a brilliant writer. He became both
Head of the National Security Agency in the US and
became Secretary of State, t witt lust read a few
quotations from various books he has written, I have
read practically all his major books. I've just coloured
out just a few quotations which I thought may be of
some interest to you. He says, when talking about
warfare, "The thing that is to be supported. and the
force that is to support it should ,turd in geometrical
proportion to each other,', Overwhelming iorce. Then
he says, "There are no awards for loosing rvith
moderation." Useless saying, ... you now, we are nice
people, we fought strictly according to your rules, and
we lost no rewards. Kissinger is talking reality. Then
he says, "Policy must embrace both detirence and co_
existence. Both containment, and an effort to reJat
tensions. "If they desire for peace furns to an avoidance
of conflict at all costs the fear of war becomes a weapon
of blackmail by the strong." So if you psyche yourself
into that situation that is where you'il g.t. ttren he
says, he talks about leaders and he sayi, ..A leader
influenced to yield to inrimidarion invitei it.,,And then
of course he talks about America but by abstraction we
can draw certain lessons from this. ..Once 

a great nation
commits itself it musr prevail." There wai an Indian
strategic institute study where the Indians said the
same thing. He said, the State is virtually eternal. State
must have limited stamina. State cannot say we don,(
have the stamina, so this is something akin to that.
Then he says, "Once a great nation commits itself it
must prevail. It will acquire no kudos for translating its
inner doubts into hesitation." And he says, ..However
ambivalently it has arrived at the point Lf decision, it
must pursue the course on which it had embarked with
a determination to succeed. Otherwise it adds a
reputation for incompetence." Then he talks about
negotiations . Now we are talking about negotiations
right now, rhars why I thought I,ll read ttris i'it ro you.

i[0 r:r on. And then I want to tell you this _ we lumped
fu Frlice budget into the Defence budget and say,
"Wmr.. Det'ence brrdget is so much? That,s nonsense,', I
frrnn- I don't know whether we are the only country
m{tult the Police is under rhe Defence Minirt.y. trn Indi,
fll'l*:unrder the Interior Ministry. In pakistan ih" poli."
lin' mr:[ under Defence. police is a civilian arm. Okay
muulhe that contingent of STF or something can be
drcre. that's a different matter, But do you know what
the police budget is? police budget ar that time was
almost l2 Billion. Now you lump this l2 Billion to the
Defence budget and say, Oh, Defence budget is so
rnuch... Which is totally false. But who mentions these
lhings? Then I'm sure there are other things like the
civilian airport and other expenditures hidden in the
Defence budget. It was at one time, I don't know
,* hether they are doing it still. Those have to be looked
at. Immigration... , I don,t know. So your Defence
budget for your Armed Forces is nowhere near 60
Billion. Maybe around 40 - I don,t know. Now out of
nhat. now we are saying . . . our economy is breaking
Jou'n we can't sustain the war,.. we can,-t do this, we
run'I-do that.... Okay, I don,t mind anybody saying
rhat if we can't sustain something through facti, figurei
and analysis. But this kind of thing? you first of all
lump things totally wrongly and then you draw
crroneous conclusions, from erroneous facts. which
1ou have marshalled. And then what happens? When
t iooked further I asked the Treasury tell rne how much
ch vou get on your Defence Levy? This is funded now.
T'hey told me in 2000, the Defence Levy came to 33.5
Biilion. If you take the police out, if you take those
'mher appendages out, you're only 7, g, 9 Billion short
flrl \"our total Defence budget. Everything was bought
$trough the Defence Levy. Now I,m noisaying for a
lmlirf,ment that there are no alternatives for the Defence
Lcn. That if that were not spent for the Armed Forces,
S,rat rve could not have used that for investment. No,
tt-tt's not the point. But then I ask ed the other question

- if you're vulnerable in your Defence, if you're naked.
rythat o^th_er work can go on? Can economic development
gir on? Can anything go on? No So then what are we
uurliing? We come back to the same thing. These so
u,iled opportunity costs and all cannot come into this
Prulu re. Because for the simple reason, if you are totally
urt,inerable to anything, to anybody's troops, local
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hat he thinks about the structure of negotiations. He

said, "I have learnt that one must never relax pressures

when the opponent is weakening. The right strategy is

to combine two seeming contradictory courses to

increase the pressures and to show a way out of the

adversary's growing dilemma." You never weaken your

pressure if your adversary is weakening. But you also

have to give the adversary a face-saving formula out'

So you have to balance those two. And then he says,

"Asmall country's survival in ahostile world,'." we are

talking about small countries ". . .can turn on nuances

not easily grasped by far away nations with wider

margins of safety," which is very apt for Sri Lanka, The

United States has two oceans to protect itself, And

finally, I will read this tittle bit again, about civil wars an

negotiations, which Kinssinger had said, This is a gain

illustrative, I'm not saying that we can take this lock
stock and banel, but certainly these ideas should at

least get us thinking. it is illustrative of very serious

opinion. Now he's talking about strategy doing civil
wars, not only in America in various countries. Then
he says, "The Amedcan response to this historical
phenomenon is usually expressed in the conviction
that a Government undesiege can best maintain itself
by accelerating democratic reform..." Now we are also

talking about accelerating democratic reform. . . ." And
by expanding its base of support by sharing power.

But the fundamental cause of a civil war of which
special guerrilla war is a - category, is the break-down
of domestic consensus." Then he says, "Compromise,
the essence of democratic politics is its first victim under

those circumstances. Civil wars almost without
exception end in victory or defeat, never in coalition
Governments - the favorite American recipe.
Concessions are ascribed to the weakness of those

holding power, not to the magnanimity, and hence

accelerate rather than arrest the disintegration of
authority. The proper time for reform is before civil wars
break out in order to pre-empt ttreir causes. Though
this does not always work when the insurrection is
inspired, financed, trained and grouped from outside

victory as in America as Lincoln intended or in Nigeria

after 1970." Then he says, "As for the so Oalled political

solution to civil wars' the much touted recipe of

when I met people in Government this is what they

personally told me before I read Lee Kuanlew. Now,

Lee Kuan Yew has that out in his memories They said,

"We are surrounded by huge countries - Malaysia

and Indonesia but we want to make quite sure that they

won't dare to ever invade or attack us." Mind you this

is not a country of 65,000 sq kms speaking, 640 sq kms

speaking who probably have more land now reclaimed

from the sea than land they had. That is a countrythat
is talking. Now here, what does it say? What does Lee

Kuan Yew say? And I'11 conclude with this, "It is foolish

to allow ourselves to be hypnotised by the disparity in
the population ratios between Singapore and our

neighbours. What counts is the fighting strength of
the armed forces - not the size of the population. The

war-making potential of asmall, vigorous, well-educated

and highly motivated population should never be

underestimated." We set up National Cadet Corps and

National Police Cadet Corps in all secondary schools

so that parents would identify the Army and Police
with their sons and daughters. Then he said, "I proposed

a small standing army plus the capacity to mobilise the
whole civilian population who should be trained as

reserves." The entire civilian population. This is what
Sinlapore did at the very start. Then he says, "The
best deterrent to any Malaysian plan to regain control
over Singapore was their knowledge that even if they
could subdue our Armed Forces, they would have to
keep down a whole people well trained in the use of
arms and explosives." Total war. And then of course he

says, "We have to ensure that the Singapore Armed
Forces remain subordinate to the Political Leadership
by keeping important functions such as manpower and

finance underCivilian Officers in the Defence Ministry."
And goes on to say, how he established schools for
basic Military training for Officer Cadets, Artillerists,
Engineers, Bomb Disposal Units and Naval Training.
Then he talks about how Singapore was so small that
there was no training possible for the Air Force. I{e
negotiated with Taiwan and got the Taiwan President
to negotiate with him to get Singapore Air Force people

off from Singapore you zre either in Indoncdr
Malaysia. Later he negotiated with President Marcc
of the Philippines. "To be effective the Singal rc
Armed Forces has to mobilise and involve the whoL

society in defence activities, So school Principa\
teachers, parents, employers and community leadcr

are brought into a supporting network under a conccf
called Total Defence," Now that is Singapore

Concept is total defence. The total population

involved. And then he says, "National service has

a binding impact on Singapore's society over the
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negotiation among the parties it too is belied by

historical experience' It is against all probability that

groups that have been assassinating each other would

gor"in jointly. This is why it is next to impossible to

itrint of a civil war that ended in a coalition
Government." And then he says, "Thus Guerrillas

generally refuse political negotiations when they seem

io be winning and conduct them generally to gain time

for a later showdown." Sometimes I feel what I have

been reading is just prophetic' And if you give me three

rninutesrnore\ui\\iustreadateurth\ngstrotnasna\\
countrY fina\,LeeKuanYew this vision' How much

--O+ rqtmr. WhenI was in Singapore fromtime t<itime

30 years." Compulsory National service. Then he s

"Whether your father is a Minister, Banket professi

ot harxker, lout m\\\tarl standrng depends on

performance." And then he goes on to s"
lmportant matter, because a modern detre
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not mere brawn, it means tremendous brainpower. And
he says, quite rightly, "To have both brains and brawn.
I started to induct some of our abler students into the
Singapore Armed Forces in 197 l J, They had just got
independence in 1969. "We selected some of the best
Officer Cadets each year for SAF Overseas Scholarships
to study at Oxbridge (ie: Oxford and Cam bridge) and
other universities in Britain where they did a full
rcademic course in the humanities," mind you, before
defence ". in the humanities, sciences, engineering."
all the professions. They wanted Armed Services
people to have a much broader impact, because..as I
mentioned, my thesis was also.,. Defence is not a stand-
done subject, it's a huge integrated subject. So Lee
Kuan Yew is absolutely right. So he sent them to the
best universities, a selected few, and got them degrees
in those subjects. Then he says ,,Without a yearly
intake ofabout ten ofour best students, the Singapore
,Armed Forces would have the Military hardware, but
without the brainpower to use them to the best
advantage." And then he finally says, ..A country,s
defence capability has to be continually upgraded as
new technology, especially information technology, is
incorporated into weapons systems. This requires a
sound economy that can afford to pay for new weapons
urd a highly educated and trained people who can
iuegrate the various arms into one system and operate
ttem effectively and efficiently. We had to learn to
srvive without the British Military umbrella.

I wrll srop at that, I think I have said enough to
ibntify at least a few areas that should be of concern
o all of us. The thing is that we have all separated in
anr little cubicles and little places. But this I can see is
a wonderful forum, This can be in my view a nucleus of
m Institute of Strategic Studies. We must have a vision.
But to do that, at some stage you have to induct into
this grouping people from different and varied
disciplines and skills. And I think you'll know that
dning the Second World War that is exactly what prime
Minister Churchill and others did. There were think
tanks consisting of university professors,
mathematicians, musicians, humanities, defence
cxperts. physicists, chemists, all kinds of people
because they were looking at the total issues of warfare
and survival. And that was at a time when things were
much less technologically advanced, because they
found that this lateral thinking that took place. Because
uhat happens is when you are inbred too specialised
you don't think out of the box. And inducting people
into this larger grouping according to the literature,
md there is now no dispute on that, had led to
leinendous synergies and great success. I am privileged
b have had this occasion to talk to you and I thank
General Denis Perera and the organisers. Thank ypu
vtry much.

. Discussion 
,

The Chairman: At this .:me I want to tell yo:.
especially because Mr. peiris spoke to you about our
being a forum for pufiing up proposals and so forth,
Two years ago our Association put up a paper. (It is
there, published in ornjrxrnal) !o ttre Govemment. We
saw the people in the Crovemment, we saw the Leader
of the Opposition" on defence policy in Sri t anka and
something like tlre Singapue system was suggested.
in the overall defence policy of the country with toal
defence by bringing in the youth of the country for
National service, notonly Military, butin the Milirary
atmosphere but to do development work. And we also
said that this is a social leveller as Mr. peiris read obt,
the Singapore policy was the Minister,s son and the
coolie's son would serve together in unity. Now you
know what is happening in our country today, only the
boys from the rural iueas are fighting the war. Nobody
from Colombo is going there. So, our society also has
to change. Now there's another point I want to makb.
there is so much shouting about peace and this, that
and the other, I don't think many people in this country
understand the peace process. We've started this series
from last month to bring about further knowledge, deeper
knowledge on this subject, so that we can prepare some
papers and put up to Government, Opposition and to
the public. And for that purpose we had last month,
Major General Dipankar Bannerjee of the Indian Army
speaking to us on the Proliferation of Small Arms. Now
that is an important aspect because there is so much of
these small arms lying around this country and causing
a lot of problems. Today we have our Speaker, Mr. peir.s
telling us about the Security of Small States. The next
lecture in about 3 week's time will be by professor Chris
Smith of the University of London who,s here doing
some research work, and he will speak on the Security
Sector Reforms. Certain reforms are necessary. Our
Armies and Services are just building up the way tht:
we had it 50 years ago, but larger of course, but the
same sort of basic organisations, but they have to be
reformed in a different way. Then afterhim we will have
the Norwegian Ambassador speaking to us on
Norway's experiences in the peacekeeping processes.
Brigadier Silva and I met the Ambassador the day
before. And the same sort of concept is there in Norway
as in Singapore 

- total defence. Everybody goes into
National Service, And in that country, tif" in
Switzerland, after their National Service they take their
weapons home and they take ten rounds also home.
You can just imagne what will happen here if we allow
that sort of thing to happen in the present form. We
have to educate our people. What's wrong with us? If
the Norwegians and the Swiss do it, why can,t we do
it? It's a matter of disciplining the Nation. So tha*,s the
sort of ideal that we must try to achieve. But the| take
their weapons and ten rounds home. We won't h ave J.
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population left if we do that in the way we now live.
Especially with the bodyguards of the Politicians we
might have problems. So we have to be careful. So
attend these lectures and then you will see that there is
some build-up on the thinking. We can't just join these
bandwagons that are taking place in the country today,
some are peace-nicks and some are warmongers and
we have to take the correct path. At what stage should
this be done and how it should be done. Everybody
likes peace. We'd like to live peacefully in the country,
but peace with honour. So that is what we require. So I
have said my piece now I am looking for questions
from that side. Don't be shy. Students of the Staff
College are here in strength. Not necessarily the
Students of the Staff College only others too -

The Lecturer : Indeed there was a very serious

effort to achieve a consensus among the countries, to

make the Indian Ocean area a zone of peace. That was

the concept of a cold war which at any. moment
threatened to become a hot war, because you know
there were nuclear armaments and missiles on both
srdes, huge armament build-up. And this was an attempt
to see whether we could isolate even our area, also in
the context of non-alignment, from these antagonistic
forces. But we were not unaware that this was going to
find disfavour with the United States, Very interestingly
the Soviet Union at that time were very much for Peace

Zones, Because they saw Peace Zones as neutralising
the USA. I remember when Mrs. Bandaranaike went on

an official visit to the Soviet Union when I had to

accompany her, One of the things that they tried very
hard to get us to put in the communique was, because

at that time the Soviet Union was putting forward a

concept called Asian Security. And of course we knew
what this meant. What they were trying to do was to
de-link countries very subtly from the Non-aligned
neutral kind of stance towards not totally, but just a

Iittle bit weighing towards their side, And we had a
tremendous deadlock on that communique, which is a

story in itself And at one stage we found that when we

negotiated negotiated, and negotiated and we found
various types of words, we found at one stage, we

found - do you know what an acronym is? Acronym
is when you read down, you find, not sideways -
normally you read sideways, strangely enough we found
Asia Defence - that concept coming sideways, in the

translation. So it was in that context that we went into
the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace. The United States

never said no. This was going on, dragging on for well
past the Mrs. Bandaranaike's time. Even Mr.
Jayawardene's time I happened to be, there and I can

tell you a little bit because I know this personally,
I happened to be in Washington on a food mission,
When Ambassador Ernest Corea because I had a free

moment, he dragged me for lunch with three top State

Department persons. Ambassador Ben Fonseka had

come, a Permanent Representative of the UN had come

for a discussion working lunch on this Indian Ocean
PeaceZone. And of course I also knew, aithough I had
forgotten part of it by that time, I knew part of it I still
remember, And that was in about 1984 or so. Mrs.
Bandaranaike left office in 1977. even then this Peace
Zone concept was being discussed. But it was very
clear that the US was not happy. And they were, it was
just diplomatic shall I say diplomatic waltzing - an
elaborate dance that was going on. And we frankly did
not think that it would receive fruition. But right now,
things have changed, because in any case. because
the whole context has changed now. Now Indians are
saying look, this is called the Indian Ocean - nor som.?
other Ocean. So please remember that this is the Indian
Ocean, They have become very strong in their defence
as well as the economy is burgeoning. And their middle
class is about 250 million, more than the Indian middle
class of the past. That's why I'm saying that, all these

are connected. They have the economic power now to
buy... how many battle tanks did they buy recently?
Hundreds? Nine hundred and something aircraft SU27s
or something - I don't know exactly how many they
have bought. So they have the clout and US have now
realised this and have dropped Pakistan like a hd
potato. At one stage US (this was during the cold wr)
was the countervail - they were trying to build Paki;tr
as a countervailing force to India because India hd
joined the Soviet Union in a pact - an arms pact. Nor
the whole thing has changed. And US has seen fu
light that India is the power in this Region and yor cr
see from President Clinton's visit to India, and some f
the statements made about India by Collin Powell
the Senate. You can see they have realised that Indir
a great and growing power. I can't see the Indian
peace initiative - I think it's dead now. in my vie*i
a completely new strategic position. Actually Indb
now going in for a Blue Water Navy, because ttley
going up to the Andaman Islands and they haw
we might have Indo-Chinese strategic issues

up in due course.

Major J M C. Jayaweera G W: Mn Peiris
very interesting to listen to you. I hope that sat-
you will cover that wide spectrum that you
about values and strengths by committing it a
I suppose for funre generations. I think yot
speaking about particularly the strengtht
weaknesses in the West. They alw ays
country's strengths, people's strengths
weaknesses, the decision-making process, tlc
interests of the country, the real interests {
Americans is not in Israel. The real interest is
the oil is. And matters like that of National
are known to even the ordinary people.
I don 't think the American people run awqf
newspaper headlines with myopic ideas of
editors which gains so much prominence herc
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to ask you is, also if you take the question of National
Service, may be it Is important. The attitude that the
civilian must have of the Servicemen, that he is one of
his kind, that he himself everyone of them must be able
to volunteerfbr National Service. But the other day at
the OPA we had an MP when he was confronted with
this ran away saying there was totally no requirement
for National Service in this country. This was an MP
of the Sihala Urumaya. He said this but we knew that
the bell was rung and there was no possibility of
questioning him further But that's the kind of attitude
that they get away with. For example, if you tak the
work ethic of the country there is a very classic area
where you bring the village culture to the ffice. So
nothing can be done about that as it is, unless the
people are conscious that when they come to work
they don 't come to the canteen but they come to work.
And that their culture in the ffice is the work culture
and when they go home only they will have their home
culture. Now these types of things are all analysed in
the West and I thought you touched on some of those
things like the decision-making process, these
strengths and weaknesses. May I ask you whether you
have any ideas like how you hadfor strategic studies,
of mechanisms Jbr meeting these requirementsT

The Lecturer: Thank you. You have asked a very
important but at the same time a very broad question.
My point of departure to an answer to this would be
when I stated that defence is not an isolated subject
area or phenomenon. It is an integrated subject.
Actually, your question is also on overall integration.
What I see most in this country, and I say this absolutely
dispassionately, with malice to none, is really a lack of
adquate leadership at all levels. I am not merely blaming
the Politicians, Shall I say, first of all, is there a love for
lhis country? I am not talking about being sentimental.
Do we have pride in our country? That's why I brought
those statistics about populations and so on. That's
why I mentioned those points about our standing at
Ont time. Take Shirley Amarasinghe, he Chaired the
law of the Sea Conference, perhaps the most important
conference except the War Conferences, after the 1914
var and something, apart from peace and war. But the
most important conference in the 20 Century was the
[-aw of the Sea. That's how we got our 200 mile limits
and so on, That is why for years they negotiated that
bocause otherwise the developing countries would not
have got a thing. But it was Shirley Amarasinghe of Sri
lanka who Chaired that conference by common
oonsensus, And what happened? At one stage when
te Government changed, for some reason, Shirley had
f,ellen into the bad books of that Government and he
ms taken off our delegation. Do you know that 17
ourntries volunteered to put Shirley on their delegation
ro that he can continue to Chair the Law of the Sea
Conference ? I can talk of many other people. You

5mtrselves, some of you, would have had negotihtions

with others and you would have knorvn how much
respect you would have received provided of course
you knew what you were talking about, that you were
prepared well, and that you had a National perspeetive.
So what I see lacking today, I think there has been an
erosion, I wouldn't say collapse, an erosion of
leadership at all levels. Take our children - whom can
they look up to? Educational psychologists say rhat
children necdrolemodels, Ca yourhink of role models
in our society? Can you scriously I'm puning this
question to you ad asking you - whom can a child
look up to in our sociery? In South Africa they can
look up to Nelson Mandela" the whole wortd lmks up
to Nelson Mandela, A man who was tortured, he was
kept in prison for 29 years. When he addressed the
British Parliament, not one word did he speak on his
past. And people like David Frost, hard-bitten
interviewers who interviewed him, I saw some of those
interviews, with almost reverence that David Frost
interviewed Nelson Mandela, I was surprised, Because
David Frost, of course had a different style, he didn't
have an aggressive style but he really questioned you,
he really grilled you. But with what reverence he
questioned Nelson Mandela. I'm not saying hti
questioned Nelson Mandela. I'm not saying that we
can all produce a Nelson Mandela or Lee Kuan Yew's,
No. They are strange phenomeons in a way in a strange
world now, But what about our general standards? I'm
talking about fair, average quality. Do we really
have that? We have pockets. We have individuals. So
where do we start ? That is the question. My answer to
that is although as human beings sometimes all of us
do get frustrated at sometimes. I hope we don't reach
the pathological state of becoming cynical - that will
be terrible for us as well. But I think the answer is, the
Chinese have this wonderful proverb which you all
know. "A journey of a thousand miles starts with one
step." We all, I from my littlepath whercever. I am. Itry
to maintain standards. I am sure most of you also do
the same thing. That is very importanr That is pe.trap
why I have faith in the future because I can see a
growing professional body of people- You'll ae all
professionals who are interested in maintaining
standards against all odds, Sometimes they lose
individual battles, but it is important in the iluintenance
of standard and a legitimate Natioml prirb to win the
war on that issue. It has to be a broad specrrtrm- What
is happening is, there is a grear dcal h4pening at
individual levels. A grear el hameoing ar even shall
I say organisational institutional lerels, but there is no
synergy. Because therc is &rylicatim, there is waste,
and I am afraid therc is trcmdous orrupion. Now
this one I must torch upon briefly. Y/hen I joine{
Service on May 2nd l!)61 we di&r'r hear in the
Administration, eveu ammg @iticians, wejust didn't
hear it. That's why I feel I'm living in a strange world
now And gradually, this kqm creeping. Now that is
a seminar in itself. I am perfectly wilting to comb and
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give my ideas if you organise a seminar. It started at the
level ofthe clerical officers, those days clerical officers
would never. And it went up higher and higher up and
we know today it has reached Secretaries. There is no
point hiding the fact. Then you take the Armed Forces.
I am afraid something has to be done because this is
really tarnishing the image. There must be a lot of loose
talk also I'm quite sure, but it's a great pity, that a

National Institution as important as the Armed Forces
is being tarnished by so much talk. Some of it no doubt
ill informed, but some of it again no doubt well informed,
because in this society it is very difficult to keep secrets.

It's amazing when you talk to people what they tell
you. They quote chapter and verse They quote names,

they quote chapter and verse and this is common
knov,rledge. Take the Judiciary - that was one area where
the water stopped. But today ? we all live in this society,
today, what are they talking about judges ? Not all
judges - certainly not. Now look at what happended to
Columbia - they allowed the drug lords to gradually
get power. Now what happened ? Today it is almost
impossible to deal with the situation. We are talking
about failed States - we are talking about Sierra Leone,
we are talking about Ruwanda, not Burundi as yet, but
we are talking about so many countries - Congo,. We
are talking about failed States we are talking about that...
of Africa - Somalia. So the point is this if we don't
address these issues now, and we are responsible
because we are still living. We have held important
positions. We still do important work. directing
Government we have a responsibility. I am not
suggesting that we go and fight with politicians or
something, but we have to be polite, firm, unbending in
our resolve. That is why I think you all form a very
important group. And groups like this could form an
important nucleus to see that these things are done. In
my view, basically I used to say a country must have
absolute confidence in three institutions if a country is
to be stable. You'd be surprised at one ofthe institutions
I am going to name. One would be the institution of the
Commissioner of Elections. If there is doubt about the
validity of elections people will start taking the law into
their own hands. There is going to be"a general, gradual
breakdown oflaw and order, and shall I say a disregard
of the law. Today what is happening due to judicial
delays in the courts ? They are killing. The sentences
are passed by the public. Grenade is lobbed somewhere.
Chap goes to the village, he's murdered. Why ? Because
people feel outraged. There is no justice. This is a
manifestation of outrage. So the Commissioner of
Elections. The country must have absolute faith in that
instirution. I am not speaking on strengthening it - do
what ever you want - I am on the concepts. Number 2

'- the Supreme Court At least the Supreme Court must
be beyond, like Caesar's wife, must be beyond any
kind of suspicion. Number 3 - you'd be quite surprised.
the Commissioner General of Examinations. Because
they cater to a very volatile, many people have not

thought of this, because I saw this very clearly when I
was in Education, almost 600,000 of intelligent young
men, young boys and girls sit for the O' Levels, 200,CXX)

sit for the 'A Level. 800,000 there. Another, I don't
know how many sit, 2000-300,000 sit for the year 5, hr
they are small people. We had a problem some yea6
ago, you remember there was a case against the
Commissioner General and he went to jail? I don't war
to mention names although I remember the name.Bd
then that led to I remember shock waves in society-
Because if the youth of this country think that thc
examination certificate is doctored, or they didn't gAa
fair result at the examination, what are you going o
have? You are going to have anarchy. Your
insurrections and so on started from that kind ofaLc
group. So you need to strengthen those institutioc'
So what I can see is that you and I have to morc
culturally. We have so much but are we getting all thes
things together? We have so much to show, so mrr!'
individuals and groups are doing things., r

Major M. D. U. W. Gunatillake SPi: I have seen d
I have heardvarious people blaming the Goveramat,
Security Forces, the Navy, Army and Airforce, for fi&,
unending wa4 carrying on this unending war for C.
long time. But as I have heard the military action 6
the country is an extension of the political actiort Th
question is based.on what kind of political ail
national strategy are we ftghting this war? Wlrd b|
the National policy that we are based upon to fi*
this war?

The Lecturer: That is going to be, I am afoaid,,r,
rather difficult question for me to answer except i
conceptual form. Because details I will not know.
effectively answer your question, I would have had
have had some detailed information of the
planning or otherwise of the Ministry of Defence. Not
I am not privy to that. I don't have that information.
I can deal with your question only on a level of
the framework. The way I would approach it is, firstd
all there has to be if possible whilst the fighting is goiry
on, because if the fighting is going on you have b
respond immediately. But whilst that is going on cand
we try to have a bipartisan, that is across parties,
National consensus? Is that possible? I think vys 6ugft
to try to keep on working at that. That may take tirne.
am not saying stop everything until then, but as
as, as you say, this is going to be a political
being kicked into each others goalposts, or two
goalposts, it is going to be nationally detrimental to -q
apart from unnecessary loss of lives. Loss of matr
is a different matter - it hurts the economy. But
must come before material. So in my view, that
has to go on. But for that you have to have
at all levels. in Government, in Opposition, in
Defence Ministry, everywhere. That leadership has
be there, Whether it is there or not, I can't
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say. Some people are very critical others defend. I don,t
have enough information to tell you that. Then the
other thing is, National strategy does not involve as
I've been trying to tell you this evening not only
involves Military hardware, training of Military
personnel and so on. What is our economic strategy? I
mentioned some figures. Is there any other form of ...
because if you don't have a sound economy, or build
up h sound economy, you can't maintain superior
Armed Forces. Because Armed Forces, it costs a lot as
you now Therefore, if we allow our economy to be run
down, you are going to have a problem in any case. So
we have to address that issue, and that has to be done
I don't know whether there is sufficient planning on
that. Earlier, I know that in the 1960s / 70s I think 70s, we
had planning groups. Now I am not saying that all those
planning groups were all very effective, but at least
there was considerable continuous analysis offigures,
facts going on. Now I don't know, excepting perhaps in
the Central Bank in the Economic Research Department,
whether there is co-ordination in Government as a whole
on the economic basis of sustaining a war. And what I
tried to mention to you was that to me although
certainly this is a drain on our resources, it is not a
desperate dream. And as I've pointed out, we have got
33 billion rupees on our taxation which have come in.
There may be other ways. All I can say is that you need
to have like hopefully think tanks or groups working
on these quesiions. That's how I would approach it.
And I would give you deadlines and I would give you
criteria. And I'd say these are the criteria that I give
you to work on these problems 

- come back. And it
must therefore then go up the ladder right to the top for
discussion and analysis and quick decisions. And to
me, all this must try to go together. It's not easy. But we
must try to do that. But if we don't do that we will still,
we will have successes and failures, but whether we
are marshalling all the resources we have effectively,
may be open to question. I'm sorry I can,t give you a
more detailed answer because I don't know what the
kind of planning and what type of analysis is going on
right now.

Chairman: I will now request Rear Admiral Basil
Goonesekera to deliver the Vote ofThanks.

General Perera, Mn Dharmasiri peiris, and
Fellov,t Officers retired and serving. When General
Perera asked me to propose a Vote of Thanks to Mr
Dharmasiri Peiris, I was really delighted, because

Dharmasiri has been a friend oflnine for the last 30
years. He mentioned thot he served the gracious Ladl
for quite some timc whcn she was the iead of State. I
too, during that time served the same gracious
Ildyinadffirent capacity, he was the Secretary to the
Prime Minister at that time and I was the Navy
Commandcr We net almost , he also mentioned that
he was 40 times or on 4O occasions he had to act for
the Defence Secretary @td I think on all 40 occasions
I had to sente him ud carry out his orders. That was
the time whcn we did not ponder much on the Secuity
of Small Sntes. Maybe, becaase as he said we did not
consider ourselves a small State. Or maybe we
considered the only formidable neigltbours of ours,
that is India and Pakistan, were extremely close to us
due to the diplomatic relationship Mrl Bandaranaike
had with these two countries, and we did not feel
insecure in any way. Mr peiris elaborated greatly on
all aspects of Security of States. He mentioneid on more
than one occasion du,ring his talk that security of a
State is not only Military action, or Military reqctioi,
i-t also hqs other factors that are major The economy
has to be in shape to carry out Military operations.
As is often seen in the papers today we are wondering
how we could carry out this war andmaintain c stable
economy. He also answered many of our questia,xs if
not totally, to a great extent that satisfied ui. I am sure
Dharmasiri has taken long hours preparing this and
making references. He read out widely, various quotes
from v a r ious b o oks and from v ario u s p e opl e,s wiiting s
whichwas most appropriate to ourselves today. May I
take this opportunity, Dharmasiri on benaif oy ihe
ARFRO, to thank you most sincerely for coming and
talking to us today. We hope you will, you said this
topic was not entirely within your liking, maybe we
can call you once again on a topic that is more
towards your likings. I have also to thank the
Commanding Officer of the Army Engineers for
extending these facilities continuously to ARFRO, that
is this hall, the bar and all otherfacilities to ARFRO.
May I also thank the serving Officers and the retired
Officers of the Army, Navy and A irforce for attending
all.our interesting lectures. And I do hope that you
will come, General Perera has already giu", yc, ,r,
pro'grammcfor the next two montlu I believe, and t1.ere
are two more interesting lectures coming up. lVb u.
hope that it will be also well attended.

Thank you very much.
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NORWAY'S EXPERIENCES IN PEACE MAKING EFFORTS

(Hrs Excalr-ENcv JoN Wnsrnonc)
AmbassadorforNorway in Sri Lanka

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D PERERA VSV D.Litt, FBIM, president ARFRO

We are privileged to have with us today His Excellency JonWest borg, the Ambassador
for Norway in Sri lttnka. He's going to speak to us about Norway's expeiences in peace making
and assisting other nations in bringing about peace. He will not speak in particular about Sii
Lanka because that is an issue under discussion at the moment, but oftheir expeiences before
he came here. I am glad to know that His Excellency is an Engineer He spent his earlier diys in
various engineering employment in Nonuay and elsewhere. He is.also a Master of philosophy
at the Triumph.University School of Management, UK. He has held various diplomatic and
other appointments mostly in South Asia. He has spent a long time in Sri l^anka. He was the
Director General of Red Bana in 1978 and he has been Ambassador since 1996 in Colombo. So
may I now invite His Excellency to address the audience on the subject which I toldyou about.
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I think I should use the word distinguished
gathering. It is seldom that an Ambassador has an
opportunity to be able to address a distinguished
gathering such as this. And most certainly a gathering
who actually know what war is, who know what war
takes and who knows what war makes, it is interesting
to note that in many conversations which I have it has
very often been the professionals those who really know
what war implies-those who have had the terrible
experience of having to put people, to place their men
and their women into situations with high probability
of death, or damage. These people are very often the
ones who advocate more strongly for other alternatives
than war and at the same time naturally and true to their
profession maintain a situation where both they
themselves and their men are kept ready for this the
worst of possibilities and worst of alternatives. I salute
those men both with that background, with that
understanding and that feeling ofreality. I should also
say that yes! one of the things which was not picked
out of my CV was that I have also been one of the so-
called enlisted men, never an Officer but nevertheless
with pride in my country and pride in my King served
with the Royal Norwegian Guard.

I have been asked to look at the situation and
discuss some experiences from the Norwegian side
when it comes to peace and peace processes and
assistance towards such processes. There is an
interesting thing, just a couple of months back my
Ministry came out with a report which was titled
"Norwegians - who needs Norwegians?" And this was
an analysis of their experiences from the Norwegian
participation in the Israel - Palestine conflict. I think
it's an interesting and it's a very appropriate kind of
title. At the same time, yes, there is undoubtedly as we
see their experiences an apparent need for some
Norwegians - by Norwegians in the sense I do not
mean only Norwegians, I mean people who are

interested and governments who are willing to commit
something towards peace rather than only ending up
contributing it to other issues. And one of the reasons
which might be why there seems to be some need for
some Norwegians is that in our case we have had
governments who have put an emphasis ( on this issue
and an emphasis for long termed rather than quick fix
in the approach to this issue. Throughout the post-war
period Norway has taken an active role in peace
initiatives and peace processes At times you will find
that this has been in conflicts between two countries,
other times you will find it that it has been with conflicts
within one and the same country. This varies. In the
past very much of our participation and contribution
have been through the United Nations effort in one
way or another both through financing, through
participating in peace-keeping forces. through
participating with research and experience where that
has been relevent and so forth. While these. contrib
utions also in the past were very rewarding Norway
has in the past decade over the past 10-12 years,
increased its involvement both financially and also into
more direct involvement in individual countries based
on requests. Such involvement has covered problems
in Guatemala, Mali, Sudan, Mozambique, and Burundi
and during the period from 1990 to 1996 Norway
supported peace-building efforts in l3 different
countries. This support covered a number offacets or
areas - it was humanitarian support to the population
in conflict in support of a peace process, It would be
direct support into questions of reconciliation into
questions of negotiations and so forth. More direct
involvement in peace or facilitation have covered some
14 different countries among those I already mentioned.
Norwegian institutions, organisations, research bodies
have been involved in this as well as local bodies in
these countries where we have been involved, and
naturally also International and Multinational bodies.
In 1996 we had a budget which dealr with rhis kind of
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issue of some 167 million Norwegian kroners or close
to 1.5 billion Sri Lankan rupees. This is part of what my
Government looks upon as investments in the future.
In addition to the funds provided as mentioned here of
course, we have also been supporting peace through
such supports as strengthening of Police Forces which
r.ery often has been important in the situation :

demobilisation issues where that has been the
consequence of agreements which the parties have
come into Judicial processes which needs to be
strengthened ; research which has to be done and
information dissemination - bringing the information
about these things and possibilities out into those who
are involved who are our decision-makers. I would like
to stress that one of the things which certainly has
been our experience is something which is in many
u'ays self-explanatory but nevertheless very often
tbrgotten and that is that there is no conflict which is
equal to another conflict. There is no situation which is
equal to the past one. There is no log book in which
you can take a situation and say here take page 23,
read it out of there and things go by themselves. That
is certainly not our experience. On the contrary each
individual situation has shown both to us and the
erperiences vvhich we have participated in when it
comes to United Nations or similar, that each and every
situation has to be dealt with on its own merits, on its
orvn strength, with its own problems. And not the least
u'ith the people involved in this situation very close in
rnind. One of the things, which a number of people
keep on asking me about, is why Norway places
importance on contribution to such peace processes.
I-et me say, this is a fair and a relevant question.
\\hether it is in Mozambique, or it is in Sri Lanka,
* hether it's in Guatemala or it's in Columbia, people
have the right to know and should have an opportunity
to ask and we should have an obligation to try to give
an answer. Let me first of all try to answer this question
ln general terms and then later on let me take the chance
of trying to explain to you also what would be the reason
u'hy we are involved in connection with the Sri Lankan
situation. You are here, I am grateful for the introduction
*hich plainly pointed out that I would not deal with
fie detail of the conflict here. Nevertheless you are
sathered here because this is your life, this is your
situation and therefore you have the right to ask the
question and I have an obligation to try to answer.

Going back let me first of all say I don't know what

1ou know about my country. Area-wise it is about four
tirnes Sri Lanka. But only l09o of my country is arable.
\\'e have a population, which is only a fourth of Sri
t"anka - 4.3 million. We are a tiny nothing. But we are a
country which have had 400 years of colonial rule.
I think in fact we even beat Sri lanka. We only gained
our independence in 1905. We had to fight to try to
gain our independence at the same time as the Kandyan
King was fighting with the British in 1815. We didn'i

succeed. 100 years later fortunately both the Nor*-egiat
side and the Swedish side came to the coirclusion thar
it was better to find a negotiated solution rather than
ending up in a destructive war and we gained our
independence in 1905. We were occupied by the Clrman
Forces from 1940 to 45. With a population at that time
of only 3.5 million we had close ro 400,000 German
Troops in our counffy. We were engaged in the Guerrilla
war against these Forces. Our shipping which was one
of the largest in the world at that time also carried goods
for the Allied Forces all over the world. We had tens
and thousands of both, merchantmen and Navy and
Army people killed on the battlefield. So we know what
we are talking about. We have an experience from that
time. And that mightbe precisely the reason why one
of the First Secretary Generals of the United Nations
who was a Norwegian. really looked upon the whole
issue of trying to find negotiated peace as an important
element of his function and his standpoint. We do
know what this implies. On the other hand Norway is a
small country. We depend on contact with the outside
world for our living. We can't produce our own food. If
we are not able to sell our own products we can't
survive. We know that our situation depends on our
possibility of contact and links with the outside world.
Therefore for us the whole issue of peace is central.
We have peace. Presently we have been fortunate of
having 50 years of peaceful existence both within
country and with our neighbours. But we know that
anywhere in the world where there is conflict means
that those people who are in that conflict are unable to
participate in the betterment of the world in general.
This might be idealistic. It mighr sound idealistic. for
us because of our situation this is reality. This is reality
for our living. If we cannot have a peaceful world. we
are the first ones who end up in the problem. It mi_eht
be looked upon as idealistic by some. From my
Government it is the complete element of existence of
the wellbeing of our nation, We knorv thar no State can
be an island in its own whether it is as remote as our
own country or it is an island - even in fact an ,sland
like what you have in Sri Lanka.

I was asked to talk a linle bit abour the experiences
and I'll try to be brief so that rve have time also for
discussion and questions. We have o\,er the recent
years gone through a number of these situations in
connection with research and it is quite interesting to
note certain elements rvhich are crucial. The general
important first number is that if there can be no peace
and there can be no peace created unless those who
are at conflict recognise that. that is a better solution
for everybody and for themselves than the on-_eoing
conflict. That might be again self-explanatolv but quite
often one forgets it. Therefore researchers talk about
the question of the situation havin_e to be ripe. And in
one way one could call that a situation rvhere one
actually ends up being passive. From the leadership of
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a country from (he leadership of a situation one ends
up being passive and one sits back. Of course that's
not what the researchers point to. But they are saying
that if a situation towards a peaceful solution to a
conflict should come it means that those who are
involved and their populations must understand and
feel from their side that there is more to gain by entering
into such negotiations. And finding the compromises
than they believe that there is through the war iituation,
There are of course many measures that both
Govemment and the warring factions _ guerrilla groups,
terrorist groups or whatever one would call them have
an opportunity to apply in this situation, It is
unfortunate in a situation where there is an ongoing
war - that it is very difficult and a dichotomy _ that on
one'side one should try to actually fight for, work for,
have peaceful solution and at the same time you have
to keep your weapons up. I have understanding
particularly for you Gentlemen and Ladies who sit in
this forum that will be always a difficulty. It will naturally
also be a difficulty for the leadership. This is the kind
of courage which one can only ask for and in many
ways if you believe as I do, pray that should be there
and should be able to be exercised, Because unless the
situation is ripe experience tells us that nobody can
actually create peace. That brings us to another
experience which we certainly on our part have
recognised and that is that nobody can even when the
situation is ripe force any conflicting parties into peace.
A lasting peace, a peace, which has got opportunity of
staying through the very difficult periods ofthe posr_
conflict era, needs a situation, which has not been
created by destruction but by negotiation and by
understanding. There is in our opinion and from our
experience there is no other way. It is necessary. you
can hammer your enemy to pieces but you don,t win
his he art that way. And I think most of you are well
educated along those lines. And here it is a question of
being able whether it is a neighbour _ that is a
neighbouring country or it is a conflict within your
own country - there is a need to know that one has to
have co-existence. And very many people even today
- and I pointed out as a matter of research in spite of the
fact that my own Government participated inihe war in
kosovo, that there are many researchers who today
would say - but was that really a situation which paid?
Or has it created more difficulties, which is going to
take even longer time to deal with? I was not fortunately
any decision-maker in that process. Those who made
the decision will have to really ask those questions
because they are questions worthwhile asking.

There is another thing, which are experiences _
now you have to remember that we are a population of
4.3 million people. We have a aefence Army, most
certainly a defence Army where no striking capability

lowards our neighbours. One of the neighbours is
Russia and if you would think of anybody with the size

of 4.3 million you would try to do anything along those
lines you know that that's certainly not ho-w our Army
has been built up. We have a neighbour, which is
Sweden, which we have had peace with fornrnately for
a 100 years. We are sure that it will remain like that. So
in our case we have no power. There exist no muscles,
Economically yes we are a country which is extremely
well off. But with 4.3 million that doesn,r help very
much because it is basically no power. We have no
leverage. So in our case, ou, 

"xperience 
tells us yes the

time has to be ripe but in order to be able to assist the
parties then we also have to know the situation and to
a certain extent the parties have to go through various
means to be able to know us one way or another, And
here it is again important to say we have no opportunity
of barging in because we do not have any levirage. We
have no opportunity of pushing ourselves because we
ha19 no leverage. We can only act upon invitation _
and it's only upon invitation that we have acted. But
the fact that one needs to know the situation is another
experience which has been picked out. The third or the
fourth experience which has come out of research is
also that you have to if one should go into and assist
the parties in a situation like this it would mean that
you would have to be willing to stay for the long haul
It's not a quick fix as I said. It is a question of actually
making a commitment on our part _ the parties
concerned could invite us - they might consider this
to be something which they invite us for the short term-
They might be in a situation where they would also
throw us out after just a short while. Buttn our part.if
we go in and those who go in to this kind of asslsting
role needs to know that one has to go in for the lon!
haul. One has to be willing to understand, to discusg
to find out, to dig in to the situation so that one at least
has a proper sense of what is reality before one goes
about and assists the party" Everyboay wno has beer
dealing with research in this area will oiten concentraE
on the negotiations themselves. And one would start
designing as many have done and very useful if you
are into this situation and many of you I think have
already had gone through courses in negotiation skills
- because that is something which neariy every leader
has to get into. And one will know ihut th"r" u."
techniques - there are useful techniques. There are
ways of dealing with things where it ii important thaf
one actually tries to if one is into negotiations
understanding the other side. Not necessari-ly agree _
not at all - but at least to understand where the p"rson
comes from, from what background it is, from wtre,e tris
views are coming up. Because if not there is no chance-
There are many other such techniques but many of
these techniques are something which is very common
to any situation and not particular to this kind of
negotiating situation. Fifthly we in our opinion have
experienced that it is important for us to recognise that
we are not the ones that solved the problem _ precisely
because we are a small nation, *" huu" no po*"., ,"
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- not forcing the parties - others can do that we are

m in that kind of situation - so for us it is a question

d recognising to ourselves that we are not the ones

h are making peace. And let me immediately say when

icomes to Sri Lanka - I am often being questioned -
rmrebody would say to me why are you trying to make

n:ace in Sri Lanka? Others will say but you must make

sre that we have peace in this country and I am saying

mrry, ladies an gentlemen, we can't make peace in Sri

l,anka - or Burundi or wherever it is - or Guatemala'

Tle can only assist the parties in making that peace

md that is our role. And I think these type of five basic

principles which none of them are particularly
inovative or new are nevertheless the type ofprinciples

&at are required to be followed if one is dealing with

th kind of issues which we are dealing and if one deals

uift them in the manner in which we can deal with it' In

the manner which we have as a small Nation certain

advantages in doing.

So going back again to the more explicit Sri Lankan

situation. First of all let me make it quite clear - Norway

is with in Sri Lanka and involved in assisting the parties

intre Sri Lankan conflictbecause we havebeen explicitly

rcquested to do so by Her Excellency the President,

tlre Head of State of this Nation' And we have had

tlp concurrence of the leader of the LTTE for providing

ttat sort of assistance. That is why we are here. We are

here on a request. When we are here on a request - it's
not the first time we have been requested - by the Sri

l-ankan authorities - as way back in 1976 the Late

Mn. Bandaranaike asked my Govemment to participate

in the development of Sri Lanka and we have done so'

Most of our assistance and our co-operation has gone

into the Southern part of the country in areas like

Hambantota, Monaragala, and to the Western Province

in connection with the Universities, etc. We said yes -
or our Government said yes we would like to co-operate

with Sri Lanka - we would like to participate -because
this is part of what we know is necessary in today's

world. Similarly when we were asked by Her Excellency

to assist in finding a negotiated solution - or assisting

the parties in finding a negotiated solution - my

Govemment said yes. Sri Lanka is a country with whom

we have had a long relationship. We have had a good

relationship. It would not be appropriate on our part if
the Government of Sri Lanka feels that this is an

assistance which we can provide we should say yes'

Irt me also make another issue clear - we have accepted

to perform this assistance under the clear
understanding fromboth the LITE and the Govemment

of Sri Lanka that any solution that comes out of this

negotiations will respect the territorialintegrity of this

country - and it is upon that basis that we are assisting

in trying to get the parties to the negotiating table'

I hope that is understood.

Many have asked us what motives do we have ?

Certainly we should have motives. I have tried to explain

to you the general motives for my Govemment's and

successive Governments - what motives they have

had for their involvement in this situation. But let me in
the precise situation of Sri Lanka also point out certain

things because it has been up in the Press a number of
times and of course that is something which we should

be able to answer. Somebody has said Trincomalee -
Trincomalee Harbour. Norway is a big ship-owning

Nation. In fact we are the largest ship owning country

and the ships we have can go round the world without

refuelling etc., and Trincomalee is of no sequence to

Norway.

Thank You.

Discussion

Chairman : Gentlemen, I hope you have many questions,

but be brief.

Air Vice Marshall Goonetillake

I note from news paper reports that you have been

having discussions with the clergy and some particular

parties. What are the views of the clergy some of whom

are not in favour of the peace forum discussion,

facilitating etc.

The lecturer - In this connection I say that I have the

highest regard for the Buddhist clergy. They of course

have their right to have their views as some of them do.

I have had as many members of the Buddhist clergy in
through my door who give much more in fact who give

encouragement in terms of assistance than I have had

the opposite. So to me it might also be that also in that

forum there are different views as it is generally in the

community. I certainly hope that your doubts will be

cleared. But I also think it is up to individual Sri l-ankans

to clear their doubts in this situation. Yes, I notice that

you, were saying we are shuttling back and forth and

that that is fair. But that is also very much a newspaper

way of making this arrangement. Both Mr. Solheimaqd

I are working continuously on this issue. And at time.:

I might be going and meeting Mr. Balasingham in

London, at times Mr. Solheim will be coming down here.

I would have liked the newspapers to stop calling that

sort of thing shuttling in the same way as I would have

liked the newspapers to stop calling it a process - as if
we are sort of managing a process. So - now I think the

need for meeting the parties - meeting the decision-

makers on each side has to me being an experience -
and also our experiences also point to the need for
doing that in order to get to know and through that

knowledge be able to understand both more of the

problem but also understand'the people and their

feelings, their understanding, and their perceptions

because that is the necessity for us to do if we arc to be

able to assist the parties to find a common meeting
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ground. Yes it is corecr I went to India Mr. Solheim
also went to India. We met there this time. There had at
that time been quite a bit of write-ups in various
newspapers both in Sri Lanka, in UK, in India which
kept on pointing to - that apparently there was a stigma
and that India was not favourable to what was going
on. And that India in this particular case would what
should I say - try to throw spanners in the works of a
process. And I think it is right ro say thar yes it is
correct that we have the clear approval of the
Govemment of Sri Lanka to contact with the Indian
Government to keep the Indian Government informed
of what goes on. And during our visit in India I must
say quite clearly as it also came out in the press Release
from the Indian Minister of Foreign Affairs - they are
supportive of what is going on at the present _ he
expressed not only the support for what the conflicting
parties was trying to do but also an appreciation of
how this was now progressing and an appreciation of
how one from the Norwegian side were trying to keep
our role as assisting the parties. I think it is also right to
say that he with the strength of his Government made
one thing clear and that is that we as the assisting
party should not forget that it would not be just to get
the people ro the Negotiating Table bur the goal of this
exercise was to find a negotiated solution which
maintained the integrity of the Sri Lankan State. And
those were the clear messages which were given _ they
were necessary messages at that time in order to move
away some of the fears and dangers in a situation like
this, so we are not people who are able to see the hearts
and the minds of everybody but this was a very clear
message. Thank you.

Major L. C. R. Jayasooriya SR: your Excellency, I
am Major Jayasooriya from the Staff College and I
have two questions for you. The first one will be _ you
mentioned a situation as being the ipe situation, as
being a passive situation. The situation at present in
Sri lnnka - can it be called a passive situarion? That
would be the first question. And ,the second question
is as a Facilitator will you be judgemental and if what
will be the basis of the judgement

The Lecturer: Thank you very much. To me two
excellent questions. What I tried to point out was that
research indicates that the situation has to be ripe. That
it is like a fruit ready to fall. And that is when what
should I say our type of assistance can be useful, or
that the use of an assistant body like ours in this sort
of situation requires that the possibility is there that
the parties are feeling that it is useful to enter into this
process. When I was saying yes this can be looked
upon as a passive reaction my aim was rather to say
creating a ripe situation is of course something which
the leadership on both sides have as a responsilility in
our view to create the ripe situation. But what I was
saying is that research points to that in order to be

successful actually the situation must be somehow ripe-
Is the situation in Sri Lanka ripe at the morient? Time
will of course show. Time will show There are many
things which are different from the past and which are
positive. And therefore the situation might be
conducive and ripe at this time and at this stage.

Do we as an assisting party in this situation evetr
end up being judgmental? I wish in one way that I
could have answered that not from my 

"*p"ri"r"" 
o,

from the books it clearly shows that ,o on" does not
end up being judgmental at any time. But Ladies and
Gentlemen of course one of the reasons why both
parties are interested in bringing in somebody else is
partly because there is such animosity and distrust
between the parties that they want somebody to sit
there and listen. They want somebody to participate in
order to be able to both keep themselves and keep the
other side within reasonable boundaries and to be able
to call upon somebody to say - now this time we didn,t
do anything wrong did we? There was somebody else
who did something wrong this time. So I think it would
be futile to say no we will never be judgmental. I
sincerely hope that we will never have to. And we will
do whatever we can to avoid coming in that situation
because if we did it would mean that we had failed.

Major General W. R. Wijeratne: Do you believe
that a party that would be assisting shouli be fiercely
independent, play an independent role andfiee from
bias? That is question one. And dependiig on tlrc
answer that you give I shall ask you the second
question.

The Lecturer : One ofthe experiences that has been
very clearly pointed to is yes _ there is a need for being
unbiased and there is a need for being independenl
No. I - if we do not succeed in managing to instil in
both parties a feeling that we are on neither side we will
not succeed. Secondly it is very important that we do
not have'any interest in this particuiar situation. If we
had a very strong interest one way or another then it
would be that much more difficult to be unbiased in the
situation. So yes I think it is a necessity.

There was the other question which you also
brought in another word and that was independent.
And here of course I would say that in this situation
we are fortunate enough to be able to be independent
Economically we rely upon no power in this wlrld, For
our freedom at the present we don't rely upon any
other power in the world. For our decisioni in our
foreign policies we do not rely upon any other power
in the world. Bur we have like Sri I_ankaio tate a tot of
concerns one way or another balancing here and there.
That's most certainly the case. But we are independent
fortunately.

I
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Major General W. R. Wijeratne: Your Excellency,

the second qwestion is - I believe we 'ye heard amongst

the majority of the public, and in Parliament and I
believe it is there in the Armed Services as well that
your participation is not independent and there is a
tendency for bias. How could you qppease this
situation?

The Lecturer : I have several times been in a
situation where I have asked on what grounds is that

statement made? And I will respond again here - on

what grounds was that statement made? Some people

will claim - no we are not independent we are basically

the stooges of the United States. Some people will claim

- no we're not independent we are the stooges and we

run the errands of the UK. Some people end up saying

- Oh yes - when they don't - first of all some people

say well we don't understand that India is an important
player in this region - and then the next thing is that we

are hit with the fact that yes we are running the errands

of India. Now Gentlemen, we are a Sovereign Nation.
We have been a Sovereign Nation since 1905. We

unfortunately had to go through five years of
dominance and occupation by the Germans. But we are

a strong participant in the World of Nations, in the

United Nations. And in the United Nations you can

take a look at otr record and we stand independent in
our decisions. When it comes to the United States -no

- we are certainly not the stooge of the United States'

First of all I don't think they need us - not at all.
Secondly we don't need them as such. We have an

excellent relationship with the United States. But we
have said no we do not want to have atomic weapons

on our soil. Population has said no thank you. Many
years back - this is 30-35 years back that was big in
discussion. Of course the Americans would like to have

it - you have the Russian border just nearby. But we

said no and the Americans said, yes okay we
understand. We don't need to run errands of other
nations fortunately. When it comes to UK that is
basically out of the question. We have always had a
very goodrelationship with the United Kingdom. And
during the War days it was extremely important for our
population and we are very grateful for that, But
secondly I don't think neither UK would ever think
about it nor do we see any use of running errands for
others in this matter. Only our record will show. So for
those who make those statements please take a careful
look and do the proper analysis of where we are

standing. But if there are no specific allegations it is
difficult for me because Ijust have to pick out the ones

people bring. When it comes to India - of course not.

India has got no interest in Norway. We would like
many other countries to be able to get into the Indian
market and work the Indian market - and so with Sri
Lanka. We have many business people who actually
come to Sri Lanka because they say yes that's a good

door opening into India - very useful. But n0 it's not

that kind of relationship. And then secondly the
relationship between Sri Lanka and India is of much
closer nature than India would ever think aboutbringing
somebody from the outside in to do that kind of thing -
not realistic.

Major General T. Paranagama: Your Exceilency,
I am General Paranagama. First I would like to add
something to what General Wijeratne mentioned that
is this being biased - I have before me an article that
was published in the Si l-ankan papers including the

Sunday Observer wherein it says - in 1990s the
Norwegian University of Tromso entered into an
agreement with the University of Jaffna for the
development of the Tamil Eelam areas. This agreemenl

was signed by Professor Thurairajah who built the

three storied air conditioned headquarters of the

Tigers. I don't know the correctness ofthis statement
but I would like to have some explanation from you on

that. Secondly from Gmeral Perera's introduction I
gathered that you have been in Sri Innkafrom 1978
and I believe you were the Director General of
Redbana from 1978 to 1982 or a little longer than
that. Then subsequently from I 996 you have been the

Ambassador. So you have had a long spell in Sri
lanka. Panicularly the time before 1983 in serving in
the North and the East you would have come across

the situation building up to ct conflict. Could you
kindly comment on that please?

The Lecturer: Let me take the first question first -
no body has managed to produce thatkind ofdocument
which you were referring to initially. Secondly I have

not been able to find it either, However it is correct that
the University in Tromso has got the very strong
Faculty bn Fisheries. This is the sort ofheart-land of
Norwegian fishing industry out in the sea. I believe
that there were contacts actually as early as in the early
'80s between the Universities of Jaffna and the
Universities in Norway I don't think at that time it was

there was no fully built up University in Tromso. I know
that there was somebody from the Tromso University
up in Jaffna looking at the possibility of cooperation
with the University of Jaffna of building up a knowleoge

centre in connection with fisheries. That is something

which they would have had to have Government
acceptance for doing. But I will certainly check it up
and I'll take contact with the Tromso University for
you. But as far as I know this is something which is an

element of a request on part of the Government in order
to strengthen the fisheries sector, We have that request
not only in Jaffna we have the same request in the

Southern part of the country and as late as one and a

half years ago we were explicitly asked by the
Government of Sri Lanka to participate in developing
or rehabilitating the fishery industry on the Jaffra
Peninsula. Unfortunately the Government was at thal
time not in a situation to be able to present plans which
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were realistic to implement so the issue is still being
debated and discussed.So activity on the fisheries
side we will certainly be interested in doing provided
there is in this kind of situation a request that has

clearance from the Government's side. The idea that a
Norwegian University in Tromso should actively
participate in anything that deals with a formal Tamil
Eelam does not sound to me very realistic. Then if it is
it's an individual in the system who does not at all
speak on behalf of the Government of Sri Lanka or
anything like that, Not at all.

The second one was - yes I was here - it is right -
I was here from 1978 ro 1982 - mid of 1982 and then
I came back as Ambassador in 1986. Did I sense - of
course a lot of my time also in 197 8 to I 982 was spent in
,the Southern part of the country - in the Hill country.
Also in rehabilitation work on the East Coast after the
cyclone in 1978. I was however actively involved in
connection with rehabilitation on the explicit request
of the Government of rehabilitating people from the
Indian-Tamil community or the Hill-Tamil community
who had fled their areas in 1977 at the riots at that time
and lived up along the road you had a lot of people
living on both sides of the road and doing sort of a
chena cultivation and the Government wanted to
resettle these people and one of the organisations they
asked was Redbana to assist in trying to resettle them.

Did one sense that something like 1983 and that,
kind of thing would come? , Sometimes when you come
in from outside you are slightly senseless. You don't
really understand the depth of the situation. I might
not have sensed it to the extent which I possibly should
have. But I know that towards the end - towards the
latter part of 1982 I ended up nearly being waylaid in
the very Northern part then in the jungles of Mullativu,
And I was of course told at that time what was then
going on. So obviously I should have sensed it but
I was didn't really sense that element except that yes

you felt that things were becoming difficult - you felt
that certain people were being restless - but not in my
case I must admit not to the extent that I maybe I should
have.

Air Vice Marshall Harry Goonetilleke: Your
Excellency since time permits us one more question,
this is about the proscription of the LTTE in the UK
only to be passed by the two houses - one has already
passed it - the other one I think is forth-coming very
soon but I don't know whether that is going to help in
the sense that I can see the resolve - this is my
personal view after having spoken to my Tamil

academic and intellectualfriends 
-there 

is a certain
hardening of their resolve especially amqngst the
Tamil Diaspora throughout the world of about half a
million saying that we shouldn't now let the LTTE
down we must do everything possible to keep them up.
So given the situation that Britain goes beyond the
passing of legislation and if they mean to apply the
new rule - if - then I foresee a position that the LTTE
has no choice other than to ditch your efforts at the
peace talks. So will that not push the clock back
irreversibly ?

The Lecturer: Thank you for raising the question.
First of all I think it is important from my side to say that
when it comes to the question of the banning of the
LTTE in UK- it was and it continues to be an issue in
which we had not and will not try to make any statement
or pressurise the Government of UK, We are and must
be looked upon as we said earlier as both independent
and unbiased. We have never made any presentation
on this issue. We will not make a presentation on the
issue. It can be - of course this kind of situation or this
kind of action can hit both ways and it has hit both
ways in the past. And we have participated on a global
basis in similar kind of actions which have strengthened
the resolve on one side - it might even have hardened
the belief on the other side that things are possible
without negotiation. So there is always that danger
with this kind of situation but we would never advise
our neighbours on an issue like that. Naturally I thinli
there were many who were wondering whetherthiskind
of situation would actually lead to the fact that LITE
would sort of pull out of any contact with us on the
issue. And our contact with them is only on the
question of actually getting down to the negotiating
table, That has not been the case. We have fortunatelr
now since the decision was taken. So we can say that
no that does not seem to have been the case so there is
likely to be an interest at the present from also the
LTTE's side as it is from the Government to try to get
moving into these negotiations. But it does not meatr
that it could not easily have happened. But in spite of'
that we felt that this is not something which we deal
with. We would be concerned about one thing and that
is that there exists somebody of the LTTE whom
somebody can talk to somewhere. That is of course
important. for the negotiations not because it's
important for the organisations.

Thank You.

The vote ofThanks was proposed by Brigadier Ranjan
de Silva.
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COST OF TIIE NORTH EAST CONFLICT

(Desueueueve Dn. Goor.ney GooNaru_lrre)
Working Governor - MARGA institute

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D PERERA VSV D.Litt, FBIM, President ARFRO

Gentlemen, this evening it's my pleasure to welcome Deshamanya Dr Godfrey Goonetilleke,
Governor of Marga Institute to address us. Dr Goonetilleke after a britliant academic career
entered the Ceylon Civil Service in 1948. Now I guess some of the younger people don't know
what the Ceylon Civil Service is because it was abolished some time ago. The best brains in the
country went into the Ceylon Civil Service. It is a pity - I am sure you agree, Docto1 that it was
abolished. Today the public service is in a bit of a mess as a result of not having people of this
calibre at the helm. During his Civil Service cereer he served in various capacities both in
Colombo in the Ministries - Prime Minister's ffice and in the outstations. And in 1960
I believe he took premature retirement to join or to form the Marga lnstitute. Marga is the first
research institute that was established in Sri Lanka and he has been there from its' inception
and today he is Governor Apart from his work in the Marga Institute he has won various
International and National awards - as I mentioned earlier he is Deshamanya. He won an
Eisenhower Fellowship in the USA which is one of the most prestigious Fellowships one can
have. He is also an Honorary Doctor of Letters conferred on him by the University of Colombo.
He is an author of several publications - I won't go through the list - some of you may have
read them. Anyway, he is a very erudite man and we are privileged to have him today to speak
to us on the Cost of the Present Conflict. Now there is a report which has come out from the
Marga Institute on this. Some of us hctve a copy. It has been analysed very methodically,
carefully and scrupulously if I may use the word-one of the things that I noticed was that they
recommend that the Defence Forces should be allocated usually about l.5%o of the country's
GDP. Now right up to 1983 we never had anything more than 0.5Vo of the GDP. In other words
we paid very little attention to the development of the Defence Forces. Those of us who werg
Service Commanders used to always fight for this but we were told there are other priorities for
the development of the Nation. Now Marga reckons that even a country like Costa Rica which
has no standing Army - which has no standing Armed Forces - spent a little over l.5Vo of their
GDP on arrangements for National Security. So that's an eye-opener. And I hope that at the end
of this conflict - we are all waiting for this conJlict to be over - that our Political Masters will
realise that National Security is of importance and make a more realistic allocations in the
budgets for the maintenance Armed Force. With that we now invite you Dr Goonetilleke to
address us.
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MrChairman, letme thankyou very much foryour
very kind words ofintroduction. I feel very privileged
to be invited to speak to you on this subject and I must
say that it's also with a deep sense of humility that I am
undertaking this task because I am aware that I am
addressing an audience which has a deep knowledge
and first hand experience of the conditions relating to
Defence and the Military Conflict in which we have
been engaged.

Ours has been essentially a technical exercise -an exercise trying to estimate what the cost of the War
is to this country. You might ask what is the purpose of
this study? How did we begin to get interested and
involved in this whole exercise? I must dcknowledge
here that the initiative to do this study came from the
National Peace Council. We, ourselves had undertaken
some work under the cost of the War. It was quite clear
that the estimates of the cost of War that were being
communicated by Politicians and others were very

impressionistic and there was no clear idea of what
should go into estimating a cost 

-the 
cost of the War.

Now the intention of the National Peace Council was of
course that a true understanding of the cost of the War
would be helpful not only in getting more knowledge
of what the whole process of the conflict was but also
would be helpful in alerting both policy makers and the
people about the need to end the War. I think that was
basically the intention of the National Peace Council
because that is precisety their objective. Now we as a
research institution and also as a National institution
concerned with the development problems of this
country undertook this task not with any particular
propaganda objective in mind. That wbuld not have
been correct. For instance if we tried to make out that
the cost of the War was very large merely for the
purpose of frightening the people about the cost of the
War then that could not be either an objective or
scholarly exercise. And we did not want to do that we
had to develop a very carefully substantiated method
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- methodology to identify all the costs of the War.
Now what we have done in this book is to interpret the
cost of the War in all its' manifestations. We have tried
to get as comprehensive an understanding of the cost
of the War. That's why you'll find rhar the title of this
book is Economic, Social, Political and Moral Costs of
the War. Actually that's the full title of the book. And
we go into all those aspects of costs that we have had
to bear as a result of the War. When it comes to the
economic costs - we hear for instance an estimate like
57c of GDP - that we are spending as much as 5Vo of
GDP. Now is that the toral cost of the War? That is the
expenditure of the Government on the War. There are
two aspects to that - first the whole of the 5Vo of
GDP-that is going as Defence Military expenditure as
well as expenditure on public safety cannot be
attributed to the War. There is a part of it which we
would have had to spend even if we didn't have a War.
And as Chairman said, really most countries spend
1.5 - 2Vo. We ourselves felt that we should work on a
normof l.5Vo of the total National income as an essential
expenditure for the defence and security of the country
on the Military establishment. And about0.57o - 0.6Vo
on the Police and public safety. So what we did was to
ask ourselves how much have we spent in addition to
that? Because what we have spent in addition to that
out of the Govemment budget is clearly an expenditure
that was incurred directly on conducting the War. Then
there is another part to that - I am saying this because
we have to be fairly clear about what we mean by cost.
When you ask what is the expenditure on the War ? As
far as the Economist is concerned all expenditure on
the War is an expenditure which does not bring any
output which can be counted as a positive value for
purposes ofNational income. So all goes as expenditure
and it is worked out in that way. But what is the
expenditure on the War that the Economist looks at?
For instance if there are salaries paid to Military
personnel and if those salaries go into the economy fbr
purchase ofgoods and for all other kinds ofeconomic
activities then that part really activates the economy.
So that is not a waste. And therefore, for instance for
the purposes of this study we separated the wages of
Soldiers that go into the rural areas. As you,d probably
know the wages of Soldiers that go into the rural area is
a fairly important economic input into the rural economic
activity. We have found that for instance apart from
the fact that the War has taken about 100,000 out and
given them employment the income from that does not
go as wasteful 

- it goes into the economy. So we have
got to when you say 57o of GDP is the expenditure that
is incured by Government on the War you have to
separate many of these things. First you have'to say
well part of that we will anyway be spending. Second
part of the expenditure that is incuned is not wasteful

- it goes as consumption into rural areas and it
supports a lot of economic activities 

- probably even
goes into productive activity - the savings of these

people. So that is the nature of the War. That's why
people sometimes say that the economy activates the
War and the War sometimes has the capacity to activate
the economy. As you know in the histoly of Europe
and America that after the Great Depression it was the
War that took the economy out of the Depression. For
the reason that it activated the economy in the particular
kind of way and gave full employment and all of that
happened. So there are people who argue-particularly
the people who have been talking about fighting the
War to the finish 

- have argued that Military
expenditure should not be considered wasteful. They
have probably a positive impact on the economy. So
we have taken all of that into account when we tried to
get the cost of War. We are trying to get the waste that
is incurred in conducting the War. Now in the case of
the Government expenditure we took l9g2 as a
benchmark. Because frorn 1982 onwards you can find
thatMilitary expenditure escalates and Military conflicts
escalate, and Military activities begin to increase. So
from 1982 we accumulated the cost of the War year. by
year asking how much did we spend which we might
not have spent on the War but have spent on positive
economic activities? And on the basis of that we came
up against with a very large staggering figure. Actually
that cost which one could define as a wasteful cost
was about 213 billion and that,s an enormous
expenditure. And mind you there is again a little bit of
explanation because some people might try to confuse
us by saying okay what was this 213 billion? you are
counting this from 1982 but there was inflation and are
you just lumping all of it together? No. We have _
taken this on constant prices 

- l99g prices it comes to
213 billion. So it takes account of inflation and all of
that. Then there is the initial expenditure on public
safety. Police would not have - may be that the police
would have had to expand 

- that's another matter -it's arguable. Today I was reading a memoir of a police
Official who says that one of the major problems is that
the Government did not realise that if the police had
expanded their staffas it should that a lot of the terrorism
and the violence that occurred in the l9g0s and so on
might have been better controlled. So expansion of the
Police Force 

- why it has expanded because of tlre
War and why it was necessary to expand it is an
arguable question. But as you know the police Frcrce
had to be expanded for security purposes, security of
Ministers, Politicians 

- and all of that had an additional
cost that we are incurring as a result of the War. Whar
we took there again was a norm and the expenditure
above the norm comes to about 40 billion. Now this is
not the only direct expenditure on the War. On the other
side is the LITE., the LITE is also spending on their
armaments and on all aspects of the War. Now we don't
know wh4t that estimate is. As far as the Marga Institu&
is concerned we have covered the Intemet, have looked
a[ some of the contributions that are being made by
expatriates, assumed a certain flow of remittance 
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of that. And we came up very broadly that the LTTE's
direct expenditure on armaments and all of those which
are comparabli: which are on the same items that the
Government spends - would be about 207o. Now this
is again an estimate and it can be questioned. But what
we came up with was again on the other side about40
odd billion has been spent which might have been spent
on positive things in the economy. And then there is
the expenditure on refugees and displaced pemons.
These are also expenditures incurred by the War -that comes again to about 40 billion, Now that's the
direct expenditure incurred by Government. But there
is something else that happened as a result of the War.
There was a loss of wealth - economic assets,
productive assets - factories, roads, the schools,
houses - all of that which have been estimated. There
was a committee - as probably some of you know
which did an estimate in 1993 on what the costs of
reconstruction and rehabilitation would be. And we
have taken those estimates and on that built up the
estimate of what we call the cost of assets lost as a
result of the War. And that again comes to as much as

about 137 billion. That must be now replaced if you are
going to restore the economies in that part of the
country. Then there is the whole question of the loss
of output. Now we looked at Jaffna, the Northern
Province and Eastern Province. They are both, largely
agrarian economies although they had a few industries
and so on. And we looked at the output - the product
of both the North and the East in 1982. Paddy, fish,
onions, potatoes, chillies - now these are the things
that were produced in the North particularly. Paddy
was in the Eastern Province but fish was both in the
North and the East. And the North and the East were
contributing quite a large proportion of our fish catch
before the War.

Then we looked at the loss ofoutput from 1982.
How much of output has been lost in the North and the
East? And we find a staggering figure. The GDP in the
North and the East was equal to about 9Vo of. the total
GDP in the country. Now that's a fair proportion because
if you look at the population in the North and the East
itwasabout l27o-137o if youexcludeAmparai. If thatis
the population and assuming an average which is similar
to that of other parts of the country you'll get a
contribution made by that part abolt9%o of GDP. Now
whathappenedfrom 1982 was there has been a loss
of 40Vo of the I 982 GDP. The per capita incomes of that
part ofthe country have fallenby 40Vo ofthe 1982 GDP.
Now that's an enormous loss. Of course the loss is
largely borne by the North and the East but it's a loss
to the whole economy because that would have been
normally a contribution to the total economy. The
reduction of the 82 output when calculated right up to
1998 came to as much as 273 billion rupees. That was
what was lost as a result of the War. Now mind you that
is on the basis that the North and the East were

producing a certain output in 1982 and there has been
a reduction of that. The rest of the country was growing,
the rest ofthe country was growin! at about 4Vo-SVo
actually abolt 4.5Vo. Right through this period there
was an average growth of about4.5%o in the rest of the
country. But the North and the East was not only not
growing, in reality its' output was being reduced. Now
what was tJrat loss, suppose, it had grown at the average
rate that the rest of the country grew. and when you
add that, it comes to as much as 392 billion rupees.
Now that's an enonnous amount.

We came up with a total figure of the loss of output
accumulated over the years of around 1,300 billion
rupees. Now 1,300 billion is almost equal to the GDP of
the country in 1998 prices. And that would mean that
one-year's total output and value of output seems to
be lost in the course of this period. Now into this go
certain other items. The loss of output is not orJy the
loss of output in the North and the East. There is a loss
of output for the South. The loss of output for the
South may be calculated merely for two or three things.
What was the loss in foreign investment ? What was
the loss in tourism? And these have been estimated
very carefully because we said that in 1982 we were
getting this number of tourists. And the plan showed
that by 1998 we would have topped a million tourists if
it grew at a very modest rate of growth. Actually the
million I think if it had grown at the trend rate it would
have it exceeded by the mid 1990s, It need not have
been 2000. But we gave a conservative estimate for
that a.nd worked on the basis of, supposing tourisrn
grew at that normal trend without the War ? What i; it
that we have lost in terms of foreign exchange? And
that again counts to a considerable amount. It's included
in this 1,300 billion. Then supposing foreign inve.-trnent
which was reaching around 130 million dollan in 1982,
supposing it grew to about 300 billion in 1995' which is
the trend - a very modest trend and all Economists,
World Bank, IMF say no, we could have gone, much,
further than that. Supposing it came up to 300 billion
then what has been the loss right through? So when
you look at this one staggering thing is that this War
has really cost an enonnous loss. But if you'd reflect
on how this affects us we don't really relate to what we
might have had. We relate to what is lost - what we
enjoy now and what we lose, So you find that the South
ultimately managed to have - 57o growth. The hardships
of the War did not strike them as much as it might have
normally struck. The hardships of the War were bolne
largely by North and the East. Because out of this 1,300
billion abost2l3 of the loss is borne by the North and
the East. Only 1/3 is borne by the South. That is b"cause
really we are still talking about the growth rate ihat we
had. And if we talk about the gowth rate that we had
well this is the loss.
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Then we tried to ask another question - we said
supposing you had no War and you had this tourist
inflow, you had the North and East growing normally
and you had foreign investment, just take those alone.
What would have been the rate of growth of this
country? It could have easily been in theregionofTTo
per year. And if it had been in the region of77o per
year then the loss is trebled. And in that about 2/3 of
the loss borne by the South and ll3 by the North. Now
that's the full scenario that you have.

Now once you've come with the economic cost,
we said well these are hard figures - we can talk about
it even for purposes of propaganda it is easier to tell
the people not that you want to stop the War but rather
to say this is what is there for us in a post-war
Sri Lanka. These are the rates of growth. These are the
standards of living that we can reach. Because we have
lost all of that during these 18 years. So that I think
there is an important vision that has got to be projected.
The vision of what the country could have been if we
had solved our problem effectively and did not have
this conflict.

But then came the question. How do we put a figure

- how do you put a value on the social political and
the human cost of the War? As you know if you take
the political and social cost - takejust the census in
security - don't take the casualties - the casualties
are among the highest in the world today. I think we
have one of the most brutal and most savage Wars in
terms of the toll in human lives. Now that's a human
cost. And what we tried to do here in the book is to
give some substance and definition to that. We asked
ourselves what is the human suffering cost by the War
in different situations? And we took about ten
situations. We took the situation of the families where
casualties have occurred. We took the situation of
homelessness as a result of the displacement resulting
from the War. We took the disabled as a result of the
War - the people without full physical capacity. And
what is done in the book is to try and get you some
human stories. Buthuman stories are analysed in terms
of the nature of the suffering that is cost by this War.
And the nature of the suffering seems to be such a

complex thing - mothers, sons, the disabled, the
homeless, children without education, women who've
lost their husbands - widowed. So that is the human
suffering. And they are all specific types of human
suffering. That type of suffering is there in human life
all the time. But what War does is it really brings all
those types of suffering and intensifies it both in
number and ip severity in terms of its depth. And that's
what we tried to capture in this part of the book.

In terms of the Political cost we have here tried to
get what has happened to our society as a result ofthe
War. Now that study needs to be developed much more.

Because first the Political assassinations, the Political
assassinations has caused major loss of leadership to
this country. Some of our best or most promising leaders
were left out. And that applies not only to the Political
leadership it applies also to the leadership in other
spheres. Today, I was reading about two young people
whom this Police Officer in his memoir says was
enornous loss and the names if I remember right were
STF people - Sahabandu and someone else. And how
many in the Army - young people 

-soldiers, 
Leaders

of the Army, Generals 
- all of them who couldh4ve

contributed to this - how do you finally cost - the
loss of leadership ? And the loss of leadership is
enornous. Today we are having problems in Political
parties because of the loss of leadership. If we had the
older leaders probably we would have had greater
stability in our Political lives. So all of that has to be
captured. The violence in our society. We have tried to
give a quick overview of that. The violence coming out
of desertions from the Army. I'm talking to an audience
who is probably fully aware of this. Because whatever
you may say one of the major factors in the
strengthening of the underworld, the kind of
criminalisation of politics, of Politicians is partly dueto
the nexus that now exists between the underworld and
politicians between people who have access to arms,
deserters and Politicians who are ready to use all of
that for short-term ends. We've done this monitoring
of election violence. And I in my personal capacity
have seen how this was shown in great intensity in
different parts - particularly in parts where there wae
access to this kind of human resource. Therefore.
violence, all of that are costs of the War which we hatc
got to look at every stage.

I would like to take you to some of the more detailed
parts of - the economic benefits of peace. Now when
we talk about the cost of the War we can't quitc
visualise the cost of the War unless we at the sarc
time visualise the benefits of peace. And what we tried
to do was to ask ourselves what would Sri Lanka be in
1998 without the War? And that's purely an economh
scenario. We tried to get out of the figures that we gC
out of the cost what would have come into the economy-
And on that we found that we would have got a
economy with a GDP which would have been a- least
40Vo more than what we have now. That means 4E
would have been available for both consumption and
investment. And that again is an important element
that we have got to take into account

We looked at the loss of human resources and
there we did a very careful calculation. We asked wlri
was the level of migrants 

- the persons who left as e
result of the War The figures are conflicting. But rrr
took a'very conservative figure of 250,000. Now the
families which went belonged to all classes but largely
the middle class. And really about llVo of that 250,0m
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were persons who belonged to the middle and upper
middle level of people in the higher skills. Now assuming
the income that they would generate in the country. the
loss of manpowerto this country again was in theregion
of about 17 billion coming out of the loss of human
beings who with their skills went out.

Now this is a question that one asks time and time
again. What would the state of health be if the War had
not been there? If all these funds were available how
much more would have gone into health? How much
more would have gone into education? How much more
would have gone to higher education? Those are
scenarios that can be spelled out. A lot of it though
they are speculative a lot ofit is grounded on very hard
facts. Because these are losses that you are now
converting into what is Iikely to have been possible.
Now all of that is there for us in terms of what the War
has cost the people of the country.

The question has been raised who benefits by the
War? Now these are benefits of peace. And even there
one must admit that there are groups that have
benefited by the War. The groups that have benefired
by the War are right down the line - you would say
that those who have power benefit by the War. The
War has brought power to certain groups. The arms
trade has brought income to certain groups. The
remittances of refugees have brought income to certain
groups here. There have been people who have argued
that the refugee would like the War to continue for the
reason that they would like to remain in those countries
rather than be deported if the War ceases. So if you ask
who are the constituencies which have benefited from
the War? They go right through our society. But I don,t
think that, it should be in any way an obstacle for us to
find a way out. It's an exaggeration to say that there are
constituencies who want the War to continue because
ofthe benefits they get from it and that they constitute
a major obstacle in the way of seeking peace. I think
that could be an exaggeration. I would like to see much
more substance to such an argument. In every War
there will be a War economy and in that War economy
there will be all manner of groups which benefit from
the War. From the persons directly - from the
combatants themselves 

- to those who are servicing
the War. But no one can say that the costs of the War
even to those people except for very few aren,t higher
than the benefits they get. That apart from the very few
who really benefited enormously from the War the
others who benefit from the War also incur huge costs.
There is a - some of you must have bee4 present
when the Canadian professional came here and made
his presentation on the War economy and who are the
interest groups who want to keep. a War going. He
gave us examples of situations in other parts of the
world like Africa, Latin America and so on - where the
War breeds a lot of interests and these interests keep'

on feeding the War and try to see that the War goes on.
I think a little of that would be true of Si LanL but it
doesn't seem to be from all the evidence that we hrve
that as a major part of our problem. I don,t think that
these interests are in fact standing in the way ofpeace
to the country. I think I will stop here. Thank you very
much for patiently listening.

Discussion

Chairman : Can I snn off by asking you whether
a study of the impact the JVp insurrection of ,19g9,

'1990 and '1991 has had on the economy ?

The Lecturer : Yes I could answer that. Actually
this was one of the things that we took into account
when we costed the losses to the economy in tourism
and so on. What we have said is that if you take the
period where tourism dropped after ,19g7, it cannot be
attributed to the War directly. That has to be attributed
to the insurgency. But of course the question arises
whether one would have had that kind of insurgency
and that kind of upheaval if we did not have at the
same time all the circumstances that preceded it coming
out of the ethnic violence and the Indo-Lanka Accord
and all of that. So it can,t be separated but we have
separated that because we have said that it came
directly out of the insurgency.

Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke: Docror,
I wonder whether you have taken into consideration
17 or 18,000 dead Soldiers, Sailors and Airmen who
have to be paid their pensions up to the age of 55 ?
average on an those dying on the battleftetd are about
30. So for 25 years. Whilst seated here I was working
out the cost of their pensions if they lived till SS. Even
to work at a - mean figure of Rs 5,000 it's probably
much more. 5,000 x 200 qnd that worlcs out to qbout
1.1 million or 1.2 million per month. Now that is 1ou
have to spend that for 25 years and with the 17,000
I think it runs into billions. I wonder whether that has
been taken into your calculations together with the
destruction to buildings in the North and the East ?
Now takefor example Chavakachcheri is a ghost town
really. And this is the second largest city in the
peninsula. To re-build Chavakachcheri will take years
and billions of rupees. Has that got into your
calculations Doctor ?

The Lecturer : The first one - I think that's a very
important point about the pensions. No, you see what
we have done here is taken the costs as incurred up to
1998. We have not projected future costs. But what
you made was an important point and in a study we
should identify that. That is a liability that we incur.
And if you cost it then in the correct way you will have
to discount the future spending. We can't just add it
on the current prices because it's being spent over
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25 years. And what we are going to spend 25 years

hence hasn't the same present value. But that's an

interesting exercise - I think it needs to be done -
how much of a liability there is of pensions as a result

of the War.

The second question you raised was about the

damage - yes. All the cost of the losses up to 1998' as

far as it was estimated by the committees that went into

the cost of reconstruction has been included. And we

have added on the basis of that estimated what it might

be up to 2000, but we have not taken the most recent

things. But that estimate up to 2000' is on the average

that this was the cost of damages up to 1998' and then

we project that up to 2000. Because we don't have

actual figures yet. But let me say this about the

estimates. If we are talking about loss of output -
when we say that North and East has lost output we

are saying that North and East has lost the output

provided that whole infrastructure remained as it was.

So in a sense we are taking the loss of income - we are

not taking the loss of wealth because what you lose as

wealth can be converted into what income it gained.

You see that's the Economist's calculation. So what it
is, is either you take the loss of wealth and you cost all

the assets or you take the income from those assets

and ask yourself what have you lost as a result of the

loss of those assets. So, we have done both in the final
tally - we have taken out the loss of assets and taken

only the loss of income. I think that, that's correct as a

method of calculation.

' Major General Y Balaretnarajah : By any chance

the conflict come to an end hopefully, what percentage

of GDP will be.qvailable for development ?

The Lecturer : From the Government budget -
today, we are spending about 57o of GDP on ttre Military
as well as on public safety. But if the War stops about

3Vo of thatwould be available. I am assuming that we

would continue to spend about 2Vo in any case. And

mind you if the War stops it is not as though you can

unwind the operations straight away. There would be

the whole business of reabsorbing these people. And
much of what is spent now would have to be spent on

reabsorbing them into civilian activities. - I wish, we

can really get together and do that project. That is if
the War stops particularly with regard to those who are

engaged in combat and the demobilisation role.
I personally feel that there will be a very easy and

smooth transition if it is worked out from now. Because

there are enough resources both from'abroad -
intemational resources and our own resources to give

the Army and the persons in the Army a good post-war

life - an economic, active life.

The Chairman : This is something we have

discussed a5out. We have a seminar on tomorrow. Just

a little technicality on Air Marshall Harry
Goonetilleke's question. I think Harry sdlary is up to

the age of 55 and thereafter pension. And so those

who died yesterday for instance will get their full
salary up to the age of 55 and thereafter the pension-

Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke: Yes. That's

what I meant.

Major General Mike Silva : With the continuation

of the War - there will be a recurrent expenditure.

Now if you consider that as a running ulcer on the

economy will the economy collapse. Question one is'
that.

Secondly, due to rising expenditure if the

favourable gap of 6Vo is neutralised and there is an

adv e r s e p e r c e nt a g e of ev en 3 Vo w ill it g radually b rin g

the economy down to a state of collapse? Because

from what I have read of this particular War one of the

- aims of the LTTE is not the physical defeat of the Si
Lankan Army which they can never do, but it is to
bring the country to avery critical, economic situation
Almost an economic collapse which Professor Peiis
has mentioned definitely about three or four month:
qgo to compel us to come to certain terms. Now my

que stion is if the Ec onomists find that the c ontinuation

of the War will have an adverse effect on the economy,

what plan or suggestion will they make to the

Government to stop the War ?

The Lecturer: You see the point about the cost of
the War- well, let's separate the two. One is the actual

expenditure incurred on the War. The other is the

possible destabilisation of the economy through other

means - like acts of terrorism, preventing tourisB

coming in, preventing foreign investment from coming

in etc. is a different thing. Now it seems to us - I mean

it seems to most economists who have looked into this

that the Sri Lankan economy has shown an enormous

resilience with regard to the War. Why is it that as thc

War expenditure escalated our economy in fact showed

higher growth? That happens in many economies. Thd
is because basically about 887o or more of the economy

was not seriously affected 
-production 

was not
seriously affected by the War. I mean we also had

changed the structure of our economy, we were

dependent on exports and we were exporting. Our

exports were rising during that whole period and we

were reaching4%o-57o.In 1999, it fell. But even about

that fall that occurred during the last three years I don't
know how much it can be ascribed to the War and how

much of it can be ascribed to the adverse conditions in
the World economy. Because there was a whole crisis

in the whole of Asia and East Asia in particular and we

got the spill over of that. And really what happened

during those three or four years was largely a result of
that. But that's another question and one could discuss

this.
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But your question about whether the War and the

cost of the War will lead to a major collapse there is

nothing in the present situation to indicate that, that

would happen. It was about four or five years ago when

in fact, Professor Peiris was rnaking these statements I
recall in our own group we were saying no don't say

that. Because the economy will not collapse because

of the War. That was an attempt to tell the war mongers

that the economy will collapse. That's not an argument.

It's not because the War is going to make the economy

collapse that you are really wanting to prevent the War.

You are really wanting to prevent the War because we

can achieve much higher rates of growth if you didn't
have the War. I think you could continue to achieve

this 4Vo-5Vo growth and go on in this way if you

contained the War as you have in the North and the

East. But if you have other ways - if for instance the

LTTE becomes conventionally much better armed and

they have an airforce and they bomb various places

and all of that kind of thing then you have a different
kettle of fish altogether. That is a different matter. So,I
would really answer your question in that way.

Brigadier Ranian Silva: Dr Goonetilleke, about

this growth of the GDP now you are referring to the

fact that during the period of this War there has been

growth and the growth has been estimated at around

4Vo or SVo. Thqt's what you say. How real is this
growth? I believe that ifa country has real

growth that should come out of agriculture and
industry. The more the growth factor emanates from
these two areas I think that is real growth. But if this

GDP rises due to other factors for example the

development of the infrastructure - construction of
roads, highways and super-highways and so on with

foreign assistance, foreign loans - specially foreign
loans - how real is this? I think this is the way our
growth is being reflected. our growth is not real in
that sense. So I don't think Sri Lanka has achieved

any growth as a result of the Wan Now may I arnplify

this a little more - now for example in India - now

India was also faced with a situation where they had

to have a large standing Army on qccount of the fact
that actually they waged three Wars - three
conventional Wars - in the real sense of the word
unlike us in Sri Lanka although we use the word War

there are several of us an I also agree with them that

we should not even use the word War to describe the

conflict that is taking place in the North and the East.

It's psychologically also very damaging - it's causing

long-term damage also. But in India there was real

growth as a result of the War situation, As a result of
the confrontationwith Pakistan there was real growth.

For example, any one of us here will bear witness to

this. Whenever we meet an Indian Officer he never

faited in his conversation to say that the Indian Army
is l00%o self-sfficient. Whether it is a piece of thread

orwhether it is a missile it is home grown, it is lbcally

produced And they took great pride in telling us that.

So there was that kind of impetuS stimulation of
industry in India caused by the War. Whereas in Sri
lanka what we see is a reverse process. We are Setting
more and more dependent on the outside world to
carry on with this conflict. What we can locally
produce we are not producing for very dishonest
reasons. For reasons which are very insincere and
unpatriotic. We are closingfor example our textile

factoies and importing textiles from China and Korea

and India and other places. Why? That is a very poor
reJlection on the kind of leadership we have at all
levels. Not only at the political level but also even at
other levels. So, I personally feel tlnt this growth that
you are talking about is not real growth- lnthe sense

that it does not produce a strong economy. Therefore,

feel that this conflict has weakened our economy in
that sense.

The Lecturer : I wish, I could agree with you.

Because if the argument that the War has weakened

the economy is a good argument to try and persuade

persons to look to a conclusion of the War. But I find it
difficult earcede your print. You see, growth is
calculated in terms of constant prices. You say if you
produce so much of industry today and you must
produce a higher quantity of industry tomorrow.
Because that is why the GDP is always given at constant

prices and that is real growth. Now the point here is

what are the components of that growth? Is it
agriculture, industry and services? Agriculture normally
in all countries seems to be growing not more than

2Vo to37o per year. And our agriculture has not grown

very fast except, the plantations picked up recently in
the last few years. Paddy has always been a little static

which is the largest. But agriculture seems to have been

growing at a rather slow rate. Industry has grown -
exports have risen and industry has shown 51o to 6Vo

growth right through. Now services is anothet very
important area because really we have grown in
services for the reason in modern services - we seem

to be exporting services now. All types ofservices seem

to be exported - even the computer people are getting

into this business and exporting their labour. So, my
answer is no. The growth that we have had is not
illusory. It is real growth. Only thing is whether it is
fragile. Can the economy breakdown? Are we over-
dependent on certain things? Even that doesn't seem

to be quite correct because actually our dependence

on aid has dropped. Aid now forms a smaller proportion

of our foreign exchange. We seem to be getting a lot of
foreign exchange out of our remittances. Now is that a

fragile thing? Will it suddenly stop? It Doesn't seem to

be because a lot of our people seem to be working
abroad and this is coming out of labour. So, my answer

to the question is - and I don't think we can really
argue that the economy is in a state of weakneSs and

that therefore really we must try and stop the Wai If
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you argue like that, I think those who are today arguing
for a Military solution can marshal a lot of facts to
show - look that is not the case. We have to of course
do much better but the fact is that we will probably be
able to get a 47o to 5Vo growth next year..So, that
argument will go on.

And then what Brigadier Ranjan was saying about
the nature of the growth, the composition of the growth

- he was using the word meaty - well no - it is as

real as the product is. This is production. This is not
something else. On the infrastructure really even if we
invest a great deal that does not go into GDP. What
goes into GDP is the value added out come of it. That is
the kind of services that come out of it like transport
and all of that. So, the calculation of growth that is
being done by economists goes to the Central Bank I
don't think that can be faulted. My plea is also that we
should look for - we should say that well - if the War
goes on and if it escalates this whole economy will get
destabilised. That will happen. We may not get foreign
investment, the tourist flow might again stop if some
major acts of terrorism occur in other parts of the
country. And those are much more serious.

Air Vice Marshall Pady Mendis: D r Goonetilleke,
may I say one thing -you know it's a long, long time
q.&q $.i.a.aa I retired, GI ya( know. But ilen at the time

I retired I seem to remember that of the total
expenditure of the Airforce something like 707o-80%o

was on salaries. That meant that for the Airforce to do

productive work with the resources given to it was

something like 207o. This was one of the problems

that in 197l, when the Services were first called upon

to fire their guns in anger we were unprepared - we

did not have the equipment, we did not have the

training, we did not have the people. I believe that

story can be said even of 1982/1983 when again we

were under-prepared, ill equipped and not ready to

.face the task, even today we heard comments about

demobilisation after the War Now my personal view is

that we should not demobilise. We should maintain

the strengths as we have and the stenSths today are

woefully inadequate. A 100,000 Armyfor a country of
17-18 million people with the diverse problems that

we have is not very much. The Airforce is only -
15-20,000 people. What are the Aircrafi and equipment

that they have? It is the Same with the Navy - We are

an island, We should have a proper sea-going Navy. A

blue water Navy that can protect and prevent
intrustions or smuggling of arms and ammunition
which the Tigers have been doing. Now we can't do

this by demobilisation. By all means there could be a

certain saving in costs ofthe expendable explosives if
there is peace - but you still keep an adequate stock

and you still keep adequate for training. But do you

really feel that even if there wos a peace that the

defence budget should or would be reduced to.

The Lecturer: There are two questions that you
are raising. One is of course the salary bill.'And the
salary bill on the defence budget is about half now as it
is. The rest of it are all kinds of other costs coming out
of services and so on. The question of course is whether
we need an Army as much as we have now in times of
peace. That's a question that one needs to examine
carefully. You must remember that much of this cost
includes home-guards and para-military forces. Now
much of that also will not be continued. Those will
have to be dropped. So, I think there would be a
significant reduction in the defence expenditure as a
result of the conclusion of the War. But as you say
demobilisation if it occurs the quantity will have to be
determined and a lot of the discussion that has been
going on I know informally has come to a conclusion
which says don't expect too much of savings from that
part alone. And I am also inclined to think that, that is
true.

Air Vice Marshall Pady Mendis: Where the
salaries are concerned , this is money that is given to
them so it helps the development of the economy itself
So salaries I don't consider to be a burden because
that is it's part of the economic cycle. But the thing
that worries me is the possibility of reducing those
numbers, Home guards are volunteers. I amnot talking
about them. I am talking about the Regular Army, the

Regular Navy and the Regular Airforce. The Senice
that has to stay on. It's like the foundation of a house.

You can't build a big house on a weak foundation.
That's what we have done and that's why the house i.'

crumbling. So, now we have had to reinforce and redo

part of it. So, let's not go back by weakening it.

The Lecturer: My answer to that would be that
I think you should take some norms from other
countries. Given the fact that - considering the kind
of problems of security that Sri Lanka may face overl
long period of time I think the expenditure on security
is inevitable. There will have to be some substantial

expenditure on security. But I gave a norm of abor
l.5%o-27o of GDP which seems to apply to many
countries. Not that you have to examine and see

whether that is the case. But you can't have an Arm5l

which is too large, you can't have an Army which is
too small. And I am not competent to answer thl
question really.

Brigadier Ranjan Silva: Dr Goonetilleke, q*
more question- Now you referred to the school S
thinking that's believed that you must have a Militus
situation as a stimulant to give a kick-start b a,
economy - or words to that effect, I would like n
draw Your attention to post-war Japan. Under
terms of the surrender - they were forced not
militarise. They were forced not to have an Army.
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Military hardware. Those were the terms of the

surrender They were told you can produce cars, but
you can't produce tanks or guns or any Military
hardware. And under those terms -battling on pure
economic lines they became the second largest
economy in the World. Second only to America. So, I
believe that you don't need a Military stimulus to give
a kick-start to an economy. So, I personally feel -
and that 's a very good example to prove that. So, I am

not a hawk - I am certainly a dove. And particularly
in our context our Military has worked this conflict
situation to debilitate the economy and it has
certainly not worked positively or in a constructive
way.

The Lecturer : In my mind there is no question

that War must not be regarded as a stimulant of the

economy. I agree with that completely. There are enough

economies which grow very high at very high rates

without having a large Military part. But I think we
need to make a distinction between how the War became

a stimulant in some of these other countries. I don't
think a Civil War can become a stimulant of an economy.

The Wars that were stimulant to on the Germany's
economy or the US economy were Wars which were

fought against each other. They marshalled their
economies, got all the Forces together. That was

another era. I think the Civil Wars have an enornous
drain - they are an enormous drain on a country's
economy. I have no doubt about that at a1l. And what
I'm trying to say is that if not for this War we would
have grown very much faster. And this War has actually
been the main obstacle to a highrate to growth in Sri
Lanka. That I have no doubt at all. But what am also
saying at the same time is we are not in a position to
say that the War will lead to the collapse of the
economy. That's not indicated at all. We might be able
to continue this over a long period of time at a rate of
growth of about 17o to 57o. And tha,t is the most horrible
prospect because that means that you would have all
the adverse consequences of War at a tolerable level
and people will not - unless there really are social and

political up risings against that. The economic factor
alone is not going to determine this. That is all If would
say.

Chairman : If there are no questions may we call
upon Brigadier T S B Sally to propose the Vote of
Thanks.

Honowrable Chairman, General Denis Perera,
Fellow Officers of ARFRO, l,adies, and Gentlemen. It
has been a most stimulating and thought-provoking
talk by Dr Godfrey Coonetilleke. And when we hear
what has been done - he has been the main instrument
of the report, on the book that he referued to, when we

think of him as the chief architect of the report we are
indeed very grateful and we have learnt a lot by mprely

listening to him about the cost of the Wan Generally,
we refer to the cost of the War in monetary terms only

- rupees and cents, but some of the facts that is
brought out here were very revealing. We in the
services right along use a very innocuous term for
appreciating a situation. We call them appreciations
and we spend a lot of time calculating the pros and
cons of the situation then finally 'we are trained in
the pursuit of our profession to work on an operation
depending on the requirements of the objective. That
is detail 

-meticulous, 
careful thought to all factors

like the resources that we have to allocate, time and
space considerations, even the weather they implicate
logistical questions attached to it and finally they
come up with a solution. The priority being the
objective that we have to achieve - And the important
thing here is that cost in terms of money - rupees and
cents never enters our calculations. For those ofyou
who have served and are still serving in the Armed
Forces I donl think it has been brought home ta us so

effectively as today and more so if you read the book
that Dr Godfrey Goonetilleke refers to, the other stark
realities of this War - the immense suffering tfuat
people in our own country, our little country h(Ne
undergone and will continue to undergo. In fact it's a
sad thing to think that even very learned people in
positions of eminence or prominence continue to call
this an un-winnable War That is self explanatory, it's
very depressing to hear sometinxes it provokes a sense

of utility that whatever we do is useless to no end.

Now we ourselves in ARFRO are just the opposite.
With Our Military experence is leftwe serve the objects
of ARFRO purely by using our initiative, our
organisational and other capabilities, our training
forWar orfor peaceful experence purposes. And it's in
pursuance of that, that people like Dr Godirey
Goonetilleke come and lecture to us so that we can
see the other side of the coin. So, that our knowledge
is complete.

Now many of us in ARFRO prefer not to use the

word War. That is purely technical if you go by a
definitionwhat aWar is, we prefer to call this a conJlict.
However, the use of the u,ord War purely on its,
brutality, on the horror of it, on its, scale and intensity
would be justifiable in the minds of many people. And
today Dr Goonetilleke has brought us the other side
of it - the economic consequences of this War as a
cost. The political and eyen the social destabilisation
that has taken place. This is a small country and even
to the extent that it touches on even what might be

tantamount to an ecological effect of this War because

our land is so small and it 's a cime to think of all that
is going on here. So, I can only thank Dr Goonetilleke
with all my heart on behalf of ARFRO for this most
enlightening lecture. We will profit from it because
our pursuit is that of peace and there are so many

factors that will stand out very, very forcibly in our
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minds. Next I must thank the Commanding Officer and
Staff of the 4th Regiment Sri l^anka Engineers for the

use of this mess facilities. We ourselves as only a
dclegated organisation we donl have premises of our
own and it behoves me to repeat our thanks to 4'h

Engineer Regiment for the use of these premises. So

fan, we havc managed thanks to the dedication of the

ffice Bearers, like the President, the Secretary and
the Treasurer doing the honorary work and subjects
that come to our mind purely using their domestic,

private, personql resources and premises as
address. So, we thank the Engineers andd,E
their special support. Also this should nat b-
- the Singals, for the use of their PA equipna*
Fellow Officers of ARFRO and Serving
three Services - a special word of thanks a
joining us and listening to this lecture so i
attentiv ely. Thank you.

4'h Engineer
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THE ROLE OF TIIE MEDIA IN A CONFLICT SITUATION

(Sureewn SeueoHnene)

Associate Director ofthe Regional Centre for Strategic Studies

Introduction by LieutenantGeneralJED PERERA VSV D.Litt, FBIM, PresidentARFRO

Today we have a lecture on the Role of the Media in a Conflict Situation. Now that is
a subject which should interest all of you and I hope that you will listen carefully and ask
questions at the end of it - 

panicular$ the Serving Officers because this affects you more than
the retiredpeople. Now asfar as I amconcerned, this business of censorship- Mediacensorship

- is an absurdity in the present context because information is instantaneous now. It was okoy
in the old days when information could be kept away from people, but today as you lmow there
is a world-wide-network of anything that goes on and information passes jolly fast. And if if is
not correctly conveyed to those to whom it should be conveyed then wrong impressions are
created. But on dhe other hand the Media also must act responsibly, particularly in a conflict
situation. Because there are certain elements in a conflict situation which need not be made
public. So the Media must make themselves responsible.

During the Second World War and thereafter in the British and the American Armies I
know, (those are the Armies about which we studied) perhaps the Indian Army also, people
joined the Services as War Coruespondents. They livedwith the Services and they knew what the

feel ofit is like and they became part ofthe organisation and therefore they did not let down the
side. They report what should be reported. They become familiar with the Officers and the others
andyouwillfind the books that they have published that they have done this rather responsibly.
Here in'Sri Lanka also long years ago I had advocated that we should take people from the
Media and put them in the Volunteer Force so that they will get to know what Military life is
like. But I don't think we have anybody who has joined the Volunteer Force as a Media
Correspondent. Well that is why we get some rubbish coming out sometimes.

Today we are privileged io have Mr Sugeswara Senadheera who is a Media expert but
at the moment he is not involved with any of the Media organisations in Sri Innka. That is why
we chose him also because he is an unbiased person. He is the Associate Director of the Regional
Centre for Strategic Studies, the Director being General Bannerjee who has spoken to us on two
occasions. Mr Senadheera is a broadcaster journalist. He was the first News Director of Sirasa,
YES FM and MTV He held many a senior Media responsibility such as Editor of the Independent
Colombo, Editorial Consultant of the Weekend Express, Business Editor of the Ceylon Sunday
Observet Colombo Conespondent for India, New York, London, Oman Observer (Oman) and
Kallege Times (Dubai). He also workedfor the Associated Press. He was Head of the Sinhala
Unit of All India Radio New Delhi for ten years. He also served in the Sri l,ankn Diplomatic
Service as Second Secretary first and then Counsellor - Information at the Sri Lanla High
Commission in Delhi. He is an old boy of Ananda College. He graduatedfromthe University of
Delhi. He is a Fellow of Woolsen College, University of Cambidge. His publications includc
President Jayawardena' s International Domestic Policies Under Seige - Mass Media in Si
Lanka 1996, So as you see from his CV he is quite an expeienced person with a wide range of
experience. And I am sure you are going to have an interesting lecture. And I hope you'll make
it more interesting by asking him some very good questions. Mr Senadheera.

Thank you, General - Gentlemen, as General Perera
described me, I'm ajournalist but a non-practising one
today. I am more onto research now as Associate
f,)irector for of the Regional Centre for Strategic Studies.
So unlike some journalists who join politics or various
lovements either free or mangled or whatever it is, I
& not an orator. I am a writer, not a speaker. So I wish
b read out portions from various papers I.have

presented at platforms in Sri Lanka and abroad on this
particular subject. First of all I'd like to say I agree to
some extent about General Perera's description about
media role. But my agreement is not a whole-hearted
one because I disagree where he said that certain
aspects of the conflict should not be reported. I'll go
into that later. But I fully agree with him about what he
said about the responsibility of the media personnel.
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The media's primary purpose is to inform. The most
important task is to inform quickly, accurately, with
faimess and presenting all points of view. The quest is
to report the truth. Now this quest can often hurt
inefficient Governments or armies with weak morals or
the extra-sensitive and gullible masses who prefer to
Iive in a cocoon. If they want to live in a wishful world
with their fancy dreams and unrealistic heroism, so be

it. Perpetuating lies and deception helps no one in the

final analysis. That's the summary of my paper
presented at a forum in Islamabad on Globalisation and

Media. I have taken that excerpt from that. But before I
go into details on the Press and its role in a conflict
situation I will briefly outline about the press in Sri
Lanka. Most of this was written for a foreign audience
and I am sure most of you are aware of these facts but
I will still go through it briefly. Sri Lanka produces six
Sinhala weekend newspapers, five English weekend
papers until last week until the close of the Weekend
Express and now it's four, two Tamil weekend papers
and about a dozen weekend tabloids with combined
readership of over one million. However, considering
the size. structure and the high rate of literacy rate
which is over 9OVo of the population of Sri Lanka the
number of daity newspapers published is not at all
adequate to cater to the wide range ofinterests prevalent

in the different strata in society. There are only four
Sinhala. three Tamil and three English Dailies published

in the country. It is apparent that while the few major
newspapers attempt to cater to a variety of interests
within the confines of extremely limited space, a few
others un-equovocally confine their news coverage and

feature articles to the particular political beliefs or
commitments. An analysis across the board with regard
to National Newspapers will clearly indicate that the
State owned Associated Newspapers of Ceylon Ltd.,
or the Lake House controls 58Vo of the news
dissemination in the country with three other major
groups - Vijaya Publishing {177o), Upali Newspapers
(127o) and Sumathiya Publications (4%) accounting for
1/3rd the latter - the independent media accounts for
1/3rd of the total. The overwhelming Government
influence in newspapers has come under sharp
criticism, as you all know. The Government control of
newspapers has led to inexcusable abuses ofpolitical
power and to restrictions on the supply of information
to the public. In Sri Lanka, the most powerful medium
of information dissemination is still the radio, because
radio broad cast is the accessible throughout the
Island. The first broadcasting station, Radio Ceylon,
was set up in 1926 and was renamed later in 1960 as Sri
Lanka Broadcasting Corporation. Though an
autonomous Corporation, supposedly, it functions
directly under the Ministry of Media and is heavily
controlled by the Government. In 1993 the Govemment
liberalised its regulations, it was not done by the
Chandrika Government of 1994 but it was done during
the early parts of Mr. Wijetunge' s interim Government.'

A Govemment liberalises regulation on broadcasting
and within a short span of three years five private
broadcasting stations have entered the field. In
accordance of popularity the private stations Maharajah
Broadcasting Company or MBC's Sirasa and YES FM
Radio, Asian Broadcasting Corporation, Sun FM and
Hiru FM, Isira Radio of TNL and the Capital Radio
which later became Sri FM after are on top. Today the
private stations enjoy over 607o share of the
dissemination of news through the medium of
broadcasting.

While the television was introduced in India and
Pakistan in the 1960s it came to Sri Lanka only in 1979.

Television pioneer in this country, Shan
Wickremasinghe established private sector
Independent Television Network Ltd. yhen President
J. R. Jayawardene liberalised regulations regarding the
visual media in Sri Lanka. konically Jayawardene himself
decided to take over ITN and place it under Government
controls in 1980 after realising the potential of this
visual media. The State television station, Sri Lanka
Rupavahini Corporation, was established through
Japanese funding in 1982. It had the largest viewership
of 7 million (about4.5Vo of the population). With further
liberalisation of media policy four more channels in the
private sector were introduced subsequently. While
the television pioneer Shan Wickremasinghe set up the
Tele Shan as a private institution, two more channels-
Extra Terrestrial Vision (ETV) and Maharajah Television
(MTV) were also established by private sector
companies. In 1995 the seventh channel, the Dyna
Vision was established. Subsequently Maharajah added
a new channel MTY namely Sirasa TY which has
become extremely popularwith the viewers. TheETV
was bought overby local entrepreneurE A P Edirisinft
Company Ltd., and launched another popular channel
Swarnavahini which is also quite popular il
dissemination of information today.

In Sri Lanka the media is an essential and centr{
component of contemporary culture. That is anofu
role of media. I increasingly find the media, specialSl
the electronic mediabeing invested with responsibilitb
for which they are essentially unsuited, or inadequard;r
suited. As General Perera said they write rubbish nrr
of the time. In our public postulation about medie *
lay great strength on their information and educatirr
functions. We seem to beiieve that the TV, radio d
video provide the total and final solution to all c
problems whether ethnic, religious, linguistic, econmft
or whatever. We think that we can teach people all h*
of skills and expertise overnight by the use of-\.c
media. We think the best of all possible worlds is
to dawn as consequence of the application of the mn
media. But this, I am sad to say, is only a dream -unintelligent dream at that. It is equally uninte
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interventionist. Each medium has its merits and its
weaknesses, demerits, its potentialities and its
limitations. We must learn to look at them from the
perspective ofour historical experience while learning
from othercourttries. When we come to othercountries,
the one thing that comes to my mind or your mind is
globalisation. Mass communication refers to a process
which professional communicators use media to
disseminate messages widely, rapidly and continually
to arouse intended meanings in large and diverse
audiences. And attempts to influence them in a variety
of ways. With the breath-taking shrinkage of rhe world,
the world has become a very small one. With the IT
development, with this breath-taking shrinkage of the
world which has taken place over the last five decades,
the welfare of ordinary men and women no longer
depends primarily on the actions of their own
Governments. It depends far more on actions and
decisions reached far beyond the frontiers oftheir own
States, by Governments or by International bodies
taking decisions collectively. Communication can be
an instrument of poweq a revolutionary weapon, a
commercial product or a means bf education. It can
serve the ends of either liberation or of oppression of
either the growth of the individual's personality or the
drilling of human beings into uniformity. The whole
human race is threatened by the arms race and by the
persistence of unacceptable global inequalities, both
of which generates tensions and which jeopardise its
future and even its survival. There is a danger
heightened by intolerance, national chauvinism, and a
failure to understand varying points of vieq as well as
by the fragility of echo system. Today the human race
has no choice but to adapt itself to the natural
conditions and resources of the planet, a challenge
requiring enormous transformation in our attitudes and
behaviour patterns.

The process of globalisation of mass
communication began when United States and other
Western nations developed the free-flow doctrine after
World War II. As viewed by supporters, the
unhampered flow of information would be means of
promoting peace and understanding, and spreading
technical advances. The doctrine had ties with other
Western liberation principles such as freedom of the
press and other such movements. However, critics of
the doctrine came to;view it as a part of global strategy
for domination of communication markets, and for
ideological control by the industrialised nations. They
give examples of BBC or CNN, how they make in-roads
to the Third World Countries where the information
flow is manipulated or managed by them. They saw it
as serving the interest of most powerful countries and
trans-national co-operations, and helping them secure
economic and cultural domination of less powerful
nations.

Globalisation has resulted in ripiA disseminatirn
of news, and thatbecame a major facro. in 6lspsntling
the Communist block and strengthening of the
Democratic world. The concept of global mass
communication has reduced the distances in the world
to such an extent that a person in the rernote parts of
South Asia can be enlightened about a suppression of
human rights in far away Latin America within hours or
days. This makes it extremely difficult for the dictators
or autocrats to cover up any courses of the underdog
from getting into intemational limelight and justifiably
gaining international sympathy.

In the globalisation process, information
dissemination is as I said managed by and large by the
US. Therefore, I would like to comment from an article
written by Mario Kuomo, a former Governor of New
York. He has written on press freedom and the strength
of the US media. After describing the media and its
limitations he says, "overall the press has been a force
for good - educating our people, guarding our
freedom, watching our Government, challenging it,
gourding it, revealing it and forcing it into the opdn.
Any curbs or limitations enforced on that information
flow seriously dilutes the protection of the press and
thereby weakens the fabrics of this society.,' He says
all the Govemments, from Washington, to Jefferson, to
Nixon, they have criticised US media,s role on several
occasions. He has given some examples here. The
officials have criticised. the Media as Nixonian. If
howeverhesidential labels are appropriate the Media
might just as fairly call its critics Washingtonian,
Jeffersonian or Lincolonian. Referring to three
Presidents of the United States. For example George
Washington called the Press "infamous scribblers."
Thomas Jefferson wrote "even the least informed of
the people have learnt that nothing in the newspapers
is to be believed." Theodore Roosevelt added action
to his vitriol. He had Joseph pulitzer, you must have
heard of the famous Joseph pulitzer after whom the
Journalism Pulitzer award was named. And this New
York World indicted for criminal libel after the newspaper
charged corruption in connection with the digging of
the Panama Canal. William Hall Taft found one paper so
bad as to be intolerable. He told his Assistant not to
show him the New York Times. .,I don't think reading
the Times will do me any good, and would only be
provoking me of anger and contempt." That is one
President. But the writer gives examples of the
importance and the strength of the Media. He says
"the truth is that criticism of the Press by its natural
targets Public Officials, Governors, presidents, however
illustrious is not necessarily good evidence of the
Press's imperfection. Indeed it can be argued that it is
the best evidence of the Press's effectiveness. The
Press's job is to find the whole truth, especially that
part of it which is forgotten, ignored, or deliberately
concealed or distorted by the public Officials.
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The better the Press does its job the more likely future
generations will be reading colourful condemnation of
reporters and commentators by today's politicians, and
the more likely that the historical record wil be truthful
and accurate.

We need to realise that although we try in our own
way to reach the standards set out by America by being
receptive to all of its inputs, American mediais different
from Sri Lankan media. The audiences differ and also
organisations and their interests differ. Every American
reporter works with the awareness that his or her
country is the super power. With interests and ways to
pursuing those interests that other countries do not
have. We learn reams about independence of the press
in America and admire it beyond words can say and are
at awe at its daring media on the whole. But on the
other hand, we need to realise that nearly every
American journalist reports the world with subliminal
consciousness. That his or her participation in
American power, which, when it is threatened by foreign
countries, makes press independence subordinate to
what are often only implicit expressions of loyalty and
patriotism, or simply national identification. But surely
this is not surprising. What is surprising is apart from
CIA use of journalists working abroad, the American
media inevitably collect information on the outside
world, inside a framework dominated by government
policy. When there are conflicts with the policy as was
the case in Vietnam and the media formulate their
independent views. But even then the coin is to have
those government policy if not actually changed
governmenf policy which is what counts for all
Americans, members of the press included. So the
American journalist also counts himself as a patriot
American national. One also needs to remember that
United States is a complex society made up of many
often incompatible sub-cultures. When they reach more
or less standardised common culture blocks like that of
South Asia, we see a clash of cultures and hardly reflect
our interests.

Globalisation of media can have its own detrimental
qualities. As the media grow in power and as they cling
to their self designation as a watchdog on the
Government and other self enhancive labels, they
increasingly indulge in what many people consider
irresponsible and un-ethical practices. In their mad rush
to meet deadlines and what they see as their prime
responsibility to let the people know, journalists have
been increasingly pushing ethics out of the picture
and enthroning expediency and self interest. Many a
critic would contend that partly due to globalisation of
the media ethical journalism in today,s world is really
on the decline. However, it may be the backdrop of
globalisation. It is impossible to prevent dissemination
of information rather free and restricted manner. The
only possible action is to divert energies and resources

to create a more just international information ordcr
under which the dissemination could be mininfisea tU
current rational economic theory is that only re-
distribution at the global level through thc
establishment of a system of economic managemcd
comparable to that, which operates within States would
be sufficient to remedy types of inequality which are
now being manifest. Similar approaches to mref
communication will be the ideal concept.

As I said, the media's primary purpose is to infam-
The most important task is being to inform quickty,
accurately, with fairness, and presenting all poins d
view. The first point I'd like to make here is that the rob
of media is not to be a part of a political or militry
strategy of a Government. However, if those strategb
are genuinely aimed at nation building, there is
obligation on the media to help that process. But the
media's primarypurpose is not to help in nation building
but to create or implement or sustain such strategies
through accurate reporting. Reporting the truth can
help to build confidence. It can clarify. The media has a
very important role to play in a democracy to provide
clean and accurate information. Only when the
information is accurate can a sound analysis be made-
Only with sound analysis can an effective policy be
evolved.

I'm going into the criticism on the media, about
their patriotic duties and how to balance patriotism witt
accurate dissemination of information. Not only the Sri
Lankan Army, but also the Indian peace Keeping Fore
(IPKF) with immense man-power made fatal mistakes
due to faulty information or filtered information fed by
the controlled media. A classic case of faulty
information leading to fatal consequences was India's
assessment of the strength and capabilities of the LITE
The assumption in New Delhi in mid 19g7, I was in
Delhi at that time as a Diplomat, and I used to go through
Indian reports on a regular basis because it was part of
my job, and picture painted was a different one. Thc
assumption in New Delhi in mid 1987 was that the LTTE
was an attack group of young boys in sarongs and
chappals 

- they can be tamed in 48 hours. The reason
why the Governments often get faulty information is
because when the situation gets hot they resort to
censoring the media. This has consistently proven ro
be counter-productive. Although there was no press
censorship in India at that time, the media took the linc
that they should not go against the Indian interest in
this case. They knew very well the Tigers were being
trained by India, if nor directly by the Military but oth€r
agencies. And the Indian press tried to play it down
They knew about that - they played it down. [,ll come
to that later in this because I have some narration on
that. Censorship has been imposed in India, pakistan
and Sri Lanka on various occasions. I feel on the
contrary let the accreditedjournalist go wherever they
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want. The Armies need not take care of the logistics of
the journalists. Let them fend for themselves. But don,t
stop them from going to the battlefront. Joumalists in
this Region have been only too content to take cover
under official bans and to pontificate f.rom their
air-conditioned cabbies so they are different from the
joumalists in many other Third World countries or those
who are covering Bosnia. They prefer to write their
stories sitting in their offices in Colombo because of
the ban. But if the ban is lifted they will have to, because
the competition will be wide open, they will have to go
to the front. Ifjournalists are allowed free access to the
battlefront they can see for themselves what is going
on. Accurate field reporting is crucial. Of course it can
hurt either the Military or the enemy forces in the short
term. But it imposes nations to behave more
responsibly in the future and it acts as a good deterrent.

Now I read some excerpts from a paper written by
the famous CNN Indian correspondent who was based
in Pakistan, Anita Prathap in one of the papers she
presented on media's role. One of the crucial advantages
of allowing media to report from the battlefront is that
then the Government can insist on dropping
unsubstantiated statements generally used by the
foreign media. Such as "Athulathmudali accuses India
of arming the Militants andcharges denied by Delhi" or
say "LTTE claims Airforce bombed civilian targets".
So this kind of reporting can be avodied if there is
access to the front. When the media is not allowed
access they will resort to he said, or she said, type of
reportage. It is only after the Indo-Sri Lanka Agreement
of 1987 that the foreign media, including the Indian
media, openly talked about the pre-accord Indian role
including the existence of Tamil militant training camps
in India. When the Media is given access in the long
run it puts the spotlight on the aggressor or the
perpetrator. The Media should get an opportunity to
see how the human rights are being violated in the
LTTE controlled areas. Or how the LTTE continues to
recruit child-soldiers despite U. N. representatives visit
and the assurances given to him by the LTTE leaders
like Thmil Chelvam and Anton Balasingham. Otherwise
there is very little to distinguish the victim and the
aggressor and affects responsibility. When both sides
realise that their action will be scrutinised it imposes a
fair amount of restraint in itself or it certainly helps in
limiting the damage. This is of course assuming the
Media plays a responsible role. It is not always true.
The Media does sensationalise and distort, and this
can hurt the authorities ofthe day. But when free access
is allowed, and if everybody's reporting that the LTTE
keeps the masses in those areas under a stern set of
rules found only in the fascist's dictatorship, and there
is one partisan newspaper or network reporting to the
contrary, it's easy for the authorities to isolate that
newspaper and take action. And besides, when most
of the Media is reporting what is going on and if one is

reporting differently, it is easy for the reader and rniwer
to figure out what is going on. Thereby rdjecting or
taking with a huge dose of salt what that newspaper or
network is reporting. And once their credibility is
undermined no one is going to take them seriously.

Let us take the Indian Media. There's no doubt
that the Indian Media is extremely free and vigorous.
But not necessarily impartial when it comes to covering
foreign policy and Military action. Sections of the
mainstream Indian Media often function as a virtual
extension of the Ministry of External Affairs. I have
come to realise this because when I was the press
Secretary of the Sri Lanka High Commission in New
Delhi from 1983 to 1988 I came across such reports,
especially the most distinguished newspaper of India
the Hindu. This newspaper has a reputation as one of
the leading papers in Asia and used to invariably report
a version of ttre Ministry of External Affairs, prlsented
as if it was the whole truth. Delhi Bureau Chief G. K.
Vettie and later K. K. Kattyal, they used to visit our
High Commission or we used to visit them. So either
High Commissioner Bemard Tillekeratne or myself used
to go and brief them. But despite all the briefing we do
in the afternoons, when we open the newspaper the
following day we see the Ministry of External Affair's
version. This serves the short term goals. But in the
long term where reality is this is no substitute for the
truth. Once India Today's Shekar Gupta revealed about
the Training camps that was in March 1987. He
published photographs of Tiger training camps in
Dehra Dunn and Gurgavan near Delhi and in South
India. Once they were published the newspaper
editorially denied the existence of such camps. The
Hindu became the laughing stock of the inner-circles
in Delhi. In the initial years of the Kashmir conflicr
there were no ground reporting of the abuses by the
Indian Forces. So the Indians had no clue about wh4t
was really going on and this only helped to reinforce
false stereotype notions. That happens in Sri Lanka
also.

The Government did not impose any censorship.
This was a case of self-censorship by the Indian press.
Because when it comes to foreign policy and Natiorral
Interests Section of the main-stream Media's response
is more patriotic than their professional attitudes. But
the lid cannot be kept down forever. Eventually when
the evidence was overwhelming, when the Foreign
Media reported extensively when Indian human rights
organisations catalogued the abuses in Kashmir there
was the amount of openness in the Indian Media too.
The most fatal consequence of this is that it leads to
the public forming opinions that are false. If there is
censorship that happens. So especially in the initial
years Kashmiris were seen as the pampered, because
the Kashmiris are given special privileges under the
Indian Constitution and subsidised food is given to all
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the Kashmiris. They are a pampered lot. That's a belief
among the people outside the Jammu and Kashmir
province. They saw Kashmiris as a pampered, spoilt
lot, mislead by the Pakistanis. And not the fact that
there was a genuine problem on the ground mainly due
to the way first the Indian Politicians and then the
Military treated the Kashmir population - the vast
scale of human rights violations and so on. The same
with the situation in Pakistan, so called Azad Kashmir
in Pakistan where even today many Pakistanis cannot
forgive India for partition of their country. The public
in West Pakistan were not fully aware of the massive
abuses in East Pakistan in the pre-1971 War by the
Punjabi dominated Pakistani Army. Most of us here I
think belong to a generation that had an opportunity
to live with and understand Tamils. Similarly pre-1983
Tamil adults have lived with the Sinhalese. But today's
generation is different. They have grown up reading
newspapers and magazines which paint a totally
different picture. The impression formed by the Sinhala
youths about Tamils and the Tamil youth about
Sinhalese is that they are hostile and aggressive. I am
sure that a Tamil teenager from Vanni arriving in the
South will be stunned to find that Sinhalese could be a
happy-go-lucky and an amazingly friendly race. But it
is here that I think the Media can play a powerful role in
confidence building. Reporting the truth about ordinary
people. Presenting realities on both sides, realities that
have nothing to do with the establishment. The Media
is invariably focused on Government versions. But the
Media could be a part of non-Military confidence
building measures if they focus their reporting trends
in society or developments in the business world, or
profiles of interesting personalities. It could promote
better understanding and foster healthy interests and
curiosity in each other's affairs. The Media can be a
powerful bridge if it can get away from merely reporting
official and political stories. What is sad is that the
Media is guilty of neglecting this aspect Between the
people there exists a powerful bond. Even amongst the
Tamils and Sinhalese the bond is there. Well, I was in
Jaffna when it was under LTTE Control.

I was there for four days as ajournalist. The first
two days I spent with a team of foreign journalists and
once I knew that I was quite safe after visiting the
Kondavil LTTE Head Quarters and meering the LITE
leaders Anton Ralasingham and Tamil Chelvam, in fact
that was the first interview given by Tamil Chelvam
after he became the Political leader of the group, after
Gopalaswami's oust - or Mahaththaya's assassination
or execution, Tamil Chelvam was appointed as the
Poiitical leader and I got the first interview.'I did not
know about Tamil Chelvam until I was introduced
because we have never read anything about that. So I
published that in the Sunday Observer. That was the
first interview. So I found that Tamils, even the younger
generation which was fed with information to shoW

that Sinhalese are a hostile, aggressive race, but I found
the younger generation was quite friendly towards
Sinhalese. The bridge can be narrowed easily if we play
our role <specially the Politicians, I think the political
solution cannot be ruled out. Sometimes we feel that
there is no possibility of a political solution, once we
see massacres of innocent civilians in the so-called
border villages, bordering the North and the East. Or
attacks like Dalada Maligawa or the Airforce attacks
on the civilian targets. But this can be narrowed and
the bridge can be built. Furthermore, Tamil insecunties
have not been adequately covered by the Medit.
Sinhalese as often described is a majority race with a
minority complex. That is due to the fact that though
the Tamils are the minority in Sri Lanka across Palk
Strait there is a massive Tamil population, five times
that of the Sinhalese. So we have a minority complex-
But we should try to understand our minority problems.
Media has a responsibility to educate the Sinhalese
about the fact that the insecurity feelings of the Tamils
in Sri Lanka is many times more than the insecurities of
the Sinhalese. The Media can highlight the insecurities
ofTamil people and of the need for certain reassurances
from the Sinhalese. The Tamil fear of war or another
backlash was not covered in the Media the way it should
have been. Lot of the time officials act in ignorane
because the Media perpetuates what thby believe. It is
not an alternative source of credible and varied
information as it should be. Some newspapers play irre
role of guardian of the unity and territorial integrity of
Sri Lanka. But there is a major flaw in the mainstream
Media. It ignores Sri Lanka's own North and Eastern
Provinces. Ourpeople don't know what's actually going
on there. We try to protect our territorial integdty
without informing the masses about the actual
happenings in the North and the East. The Government
in Colombo may not be able to do much but surely the
Media can fill this huge vacuum. Lack of information
creates a sense of neglect and isolation and the best
way to bridge this is for the Media to appoint more
correspondents in the North and the East and appoint
at least local stringers to report on feature stories and
enhance understanding and broaden perspectives.

Shall I stop now or open it for discussion? Because
I have a paper. a newspaper report which I have u ritten
immediately after one of our debacles. This was in ',18

November, in September after we lost certain territories
in that year. But immediately after when the press

censorship was imposed this was written. I was a
member of the Foreign Correspondents Association at
that time and " the Foreign Minister Lakshman
Kadirgamar told us that press censorship was not a
good thing. In an interview with us he expressed the
view that the Media curb should be removed as early
as possible. That was in 1998 but it lasted three years.
The Government imposed the censorship in Uilitary
news as the Operation Jayasikuru faced heavy
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resistance. And Security Forces' death toll increased
to an alarming level. The Defence Ministry circular

without referring to the War merely stated that
regulations have been made by Her Excellency the
President prohibiting the publications and transmission
of sensitive Military information. That is all. We were
not told what was sensitive. The Secretary to the
Defence Ministry Chandrananda De Silva added that
the curb on news publications was applicable to both
local and foreign newspapers, publications and the
electronic media. We in the Media have had to deal
with many competent authorities while reporting the
War. They range from Sarath Amunugama, Manel
Abeyratne to Ariya Rubasingha all civilian bureaucrats.
But for the first time a Military man has been the scissors

- MajorGeneral Jaliya Nammuni, Deputy Chief of Staff
of the Army, (that was Sanath's predecessor, had been
appointed as Competent Authority or the censor to
implement the regulation) The Free Media Movement
also expressed concern over the appointing of a Military
Officer to oversee the censoring of Military news. The
Defence Ministry release said that if any media
institution violated the censorship..., of course this an
old hat need not read about that part... Deputy Minister
of Defence General Anurudhdha Ratwatte's explanation
was that a Military person would know what should be
censored better than a civilian officer. Media Minister
Mangala Samaraweera however told us a different story.
He acknowledged that the censorship was more a
Military decision than a political one. Its views on press
curbs became apparent when he said the age ofinternet
and the instant censorship is somewhat irrelevant.
However he added that under the conditions of war
such measures would be required and the censorship
would be lifted the moment the need ceased. I think I'll
cut down now rather than going on and ask questions.

Discussion

I t General Denis Perera : (A clarification), You

said you disagreed with something I said - that was
with regard to certain Military information being
publicised. What I meant was when it comes tofuture
plans - that can't be publicised because it is secret
'information. That is dangerous.

The Lecturer: May I reply to that? My view is that
it has to be the Media's responsibility. It should not be
forced upon them, it should be the Media who should
decide whether this is sensitive or not. It's because our
Senior Media personnel, I know that our Media are
acting in a responsible manner. But we do have at the
helm of affairs in most of the organisations, we do have
senior responsible editors and news editors. So they
will scrutinise and whet the final versions before it goes

into print. They will know what is sensitive and what is
not. A Military person, or a Politician, or a Bureaucrat

should not tell the Media person what is sensitive,
what is of National importance or what is,not.

I'll give you another example of the IPKF issue.
Although they had Intelligence bureaus, roves quite
active. But apart from depending on the information
given by them, they went by and large by the media
reports on IJITE's strength. And the General Harkirat
Singh, he was there and when I met him in Delhi, he
told me they thought it will be child's play, taming the
LITE. Because they thought they could just drop para
troops and capture Jafftra in six hours. That was their
initial target. And they did not make any preparations
until October 10ttr - the capture of the eleven sea Tigers
including Pulendran and the subsequent suicide in,
the Jaffna. At the time of Brigadier Jayaratne who was
in control in Jaffna, he was theJaffnaCommander, those
Tigers took cyanide capsules and died that led to the
war between the IPKF and the LTTE, But they were not
prepared. One Junior Captain said, he told me in
confidence that I have seen these people being trained
and we can take care of them he said.

Lt General Denis Perera:That's notwhat I meant.
What I meant was that impending operations, if you
give the Media information of what is going to take
place, then the whole operation is jeopardised.

The Lecturer: I fully agree with you. Yes. That is
the Media's responsibility. We are a responsible Media.
In the Sri Lanka I said there are senior people who will
be able to judge what should be published, what should
be given to the people. But what is the classified
information and what is not should not be decided by
the Military Officers. The Media should be totally,
absolutely free to publish whatever they think...
because we have to inform the people. Only if we inform
the people they will know and when the history Ls

written, finally I am sure the truthful version will come
out. So we cannot lie to the masses.

Lt General Denis Perera: you donl have to lie. You
have to only don't say what you shouldn rt say.

The t-ecnrer : Yes. That is true. Mthholding certain
things from the public is necessary.

General Gerryde Silva: /wouldlike to addto some
of the, observations here, both by the Speaker and
General Perera You see I don't thinkyou can leave i1

to the Media to decide- They have very little
knowledge of Military affairs. That is my personal
experience. For instance you cannot publish details
ofthe order ofbattle. And as General Perera also said
certain operations donl finish in say 24hrs /48 hrs.
There is a continuity that has to go on. And sometimes
information that has been passed on by the Media
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compromises our plan of action - say for instance
you take in the Eastern Secton For instance several
times in Thoppigala and Bakpitiya jungles,
Kanchikudichiyaru, operations that we had planned,
the moment it came out in the media, the next moment
we found the LTTE reacting against all that we had
planned. This is why I personally feel you cannot leave
the ftner details to the civilian media who know very
liltle of Military matters. In fact they do not know
ranks - even today they think a Major General is the
biggest General. And they donT know of a Four-star
General. They feel even ranks like Major Sergeant
Major and a Major General they're sort of equated.
So my personal feeling is that the local Media, the
civilian Media hardly has any knowledge of Military
affairs to leave it to the Media to decide on what to
report or not. There has to be guidelines and I think
we, the Military should do it.

Then your matter about the IPKF and their
attitude, their psyche which they had about fighting
the LTTE, it is quite true. Now I was the Security Forces
Commander in Jaffna when the IPKF came in. And
when the surrender of arms was announced there was
immediate reaction long before fficial reaction to it
was made. And I was told that at Atchuveli there were
at least 50 LTTE cadres waiting to surrender with
weapons. But again by the time we asked Colombo
and IPKF asked New Delhi, it was late afternoon and
by the time we went there our Maior General Harikirat
Singh and Brigadier Fernandesz depury, wanted me
to take them in my helicopter to Atchchuveli because
I was going to meet these people. And then he
summoned one of these chaps who earlier were waiting
with their weapons but,by then they had hidden their
weapons. So this young boy came forward and he had
his cyanide capsule round his neck and the moment
Major General Harikirat Singh saw this he said Gerry
are these the boys, are these the terrorists you are
fighting? Little boys. You're right there, this was their
psyche and they thought they can take Jaffna in 72
hours. And of course, there was one instance where
just 2 LTTE snipers shot 17 notjust para-troopers, say
even the Officers, when the advance took place from
Pallali towards Jaffna they all ran back because they
picked out the Officers. 17 Officers were killed in the

first few minutes and the troops ran back to Pallali.
These were not reported. But because they went in all
their glory, in their slouch hats, their regaliya and
their badges of rank. So it was very easy for 2 snipers
to pick them out and others high+ailed it back. So
this psyche that they had about the LTTE that they
were ftghting boys and baby brigades I think is quite
right.

The Lecturer: Yes. About the first point again, I
agree with you. Sensitive, Military information about
the troop movements or planned operations should.

not be published. And I must say that it is the Military's
job to keep it classified. To keep it secret. ff a Journalist
gets hold of it it's a different matter. But he should not
publish it. He should understand that. Now that is where
rapport is required. A rapport between the Defence
Correspondents and the Military Officers handling
publicity or dissemination of information. Some sort of
training is required about weapons. Now I'm aware of
the ranks but I don't know about the weapons. That's
my weakness. So I have had to always ask Sarath, those
days we used to call Sarath, the Deputy Speaker, Major
General Munasinghe, or Jaliya or whoever was handling
the Media. So it is necessary to have a rapport and also
as I said training of different correspondents in
collaboration with the Military and the Information
Department. This is somerhing lacking. But still it
should be the Media's job to decide what is to be
published that is my view. But I am a Sri Lankan, and I
believe that the war has to be fought. So it is essential
that we as Sri Lankans give whole-hearted support to
the Military and that it is unpatriotic to reveal certain
information which could be useful to the enemy. That
is true. But certain Politicians trying to depict a picture
of LITE getting information from the Media alone is
absolute nonsense I must say. In Parliament several
Politicians said that the LTTE is getting information
from the Media - but it is an absolute untruth. The
LTTE has a very good intelligence net-work and they
don't have to depend on the Media person r.o get
information. And they don't have to wait for *he

following day's newspaper to get new information.
They don't have to wait for Iqbal Athas' column on
Sunday and wait for six days to plan their operations to
get information. I am sure again and again they have
proved their intelligence' strength. So I don't think the
version given by the Politician is correct.

About your second point, I would like to mention
that only last week I read General Dipender Singh's
book in fact he mentioned about you also. So he himself
has given how he had gone on a patrol with six soldiers
to capture a group of LTTEiers how they came under
rocket fire and so on in the book. So that also proved
the point that the truth has to be told. If the truth is
given they would not have faced such a situation.

General Gerry de Silya: You're right that thc truth
is always easier to report and in any case like'r,sy
said in the long run truth will prevail and people wilt
know the situation. But one other observation abqut
the Media getting information from the LTTE. When
I was both in the East as well as in the North, I used to
get calls from Media personnel saying is it true this
has happened. They have theirlinks to the LTTE. They
have their information sources. And long before we
have reported to Army Head Quarters, it,s but in the
papers.
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The Lecturer : Now what I said was not that the
Media getting information of the LTTE. Of course it is
our duty to get information from every source. So if we
have an LTTE source or ifl have, as a Journalist, when
I was a Journalist yes, I did try to contact I-llTEiers,
and on some occasions I succeeded, some occasions
not. When the Chogm conference was held at the Thj,
the LITE person came to the Taj information centre
and distributed material to the foreign correspondents
in the Taj Hotel in Colombo. Then the war was on. that
was not a peace period, it was at a time of war. What I
said was the Politician's version that the LTTE is getting
information from the newspapers. That is not true.

Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke: Mr
Senadheera, getting away from the Military and the
Media, on a different note. Today we see a lot of hype
on these five Commissions to be established.
Opposition Parties have decided . that it is one of the
pre-conditions for Governance to prevail. Now the State
has been receptive to three of the Commissions, ie: the
Judiciary, the Elections and the public Service, a little
lukewarm about the Police Commissions, but the State
has not said anything about the Media Commissions
that the JVP has been talking about, which is also now
gaining country-wide acceptance and which is also a
part of the Opposition. What are your views in this
regard.

The Lecturer: Well every Government is - we,ll
start with the l97O-77 Government of Mrs Bandaranaike.
On the advice of Dr N M Perera and Felix Dias-
Bandaranaike Media curbs were applied. And way back
in 1964 the first attempt was made to take over the Lake
House group. That was the first direct threat to Media
freedom in Sri Lanka in 1964. Bur the United National
Party and the Opposition managed to get some members
of Parliament of the Ruling Party to cross over and that
Government was defeated in 1964 so the Bill could not
be passed. But Mrs Bandaranaike's Government, after
coming back to power in 1970 took over the Iake House
in1973. So this went on with every Government. TheJ
R Jayawardene Government which promised Media
freedom, one of the first Acts after coming in to power
in 1977 was to take over the Times of Ceylon Group.
BeCause Anura Bandaranaike was the Chairman of the
Group and it was taken over by the Jayawardene
Government. Subsequently he took over Shan
Wickramasinghe's own ITN - his own relation's....
Sun was taken over by the SLFP in l9j 4 -it was sealed.
Not taken over. But it was made free just prior to the
election of 1977 . And in 1977 one of the main reasons
for the defeat or routing of the SLFp was thb propaganda
carried out by the Sun newspaper. From March to July

- four months of campaign against the SLFp was a
result of the SLFP strength coming down to 8 or 7 or
something. Well, every Government is like that. I can't
believe in the UNP's Media policy. UNps Manifesto

says that they will make Media free and broad-based.
even the Chandrika Government Manifesto said that
broad basing Lake House was one of the promises in
her Manifesto. And the same promise is given by the
UNP. But they will not implement this. I am sure
the Governments are Vary of Media freedom. That
when there in the opposition. Mrs Kumaratunga,
Mangala Samaraweera and S B Dissanayake were at all
our meetings 

- Free Media Movement, Foreign
Correspondent's Association, meetings, And when the
meetings, and public rallies were organised by the Free
Media Movement (I was not a member because I am
not a Politician. I am an impartial Journalist) When
Sunanda Deshapriya and Victor Ivan organised rallies
under the banner of Free Media Movement to oppose
the United National Party Government, these three
persons were in the audience always. They attendgd
those meetings. But they have gone back on their
promises after coming to power. B ut the
Government will be forced I am sure at,' this juncture to
accept this - appointment of a Media Commission,
they might go back on the police Commission rf they
can come to a compromise with the JVp on that. But
Media Commission I am sure they will if they have to
survive with the JVP support they will have to agree to
that. And UNP cannot also oppose. that move because
they are in the Opposition...

Brigadier P Pannipitiya : . . .M r Senadheera, I would
like to know 

- in a conflict situation as a
psychological operation how best could you use the
Media to win the hearts and minds. Because everybody
the Army wants, the public, Terrorists also need the
public for their recruitment and go forth. How best
could we use the Media to attract the normal public
towards us, or rather win the hearts and minds of the
public through' the Media?

The Lecturer: Some attempts were made I remernber
by Brigadier Wijeratne when he was Jaffna Civil
Administrator. Because he invited Colombo based Tamil
and Sinhala and English newspaper correspondents as
well as Jaffna Based 

- Uthayan, and other newspaper
correspondents were invited for a briefing. And he took
pains to explain what they were doing for the civilian
population. At that time I was working for the Sunday
Observer. But I found out that sister newspapers like
Veerakesari, Uthayan and EpDp's Thina Murassu,
newspapers gave adequate publiciry for his drive of
setting up food distribution centres and health centres,
clinics and so on. Those things were properly explained
in the Media and I think that helped them ro iee the
Military's role. But in any case once a proper
administration is set up in an area it is essential to get
the publicitydivision of the Military to liase very closely
with the Media personnel in that region. There is no
point getting down Colombo based correspondents
alone. But ofcourse now Veerakesari and Thinakural
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and several Tamil newspapers, Thinamurusu also are
being sold ih Jaffna so that's also necessary to get
down Colombo based Tamil correspondence more than
that there should be a direct link between the Jaffna
based newspapers of course they were only one at the
moment, and Jaffna Only Nimala Ranjan had some Head

Quarters. Nimala assassinated by _certain groups.
Thinamurusu also are also necessary to get
correspondents. But a direct link between course they
have only based correspondents. access to the Military
Ranjana - was but other Journalists based in Jaffna
also I'm afraid, I don't know the situation in the last
two years, but prior to that they were not getting
sufficient co-operation from the publicity wing of the
Military. I have written an article sometime ago. Security
Studies in South Asia - this is a book published by
RCSS on security studies in Sri Lanka. In that I mention
need for security studies, so this falls into that category
where.the study's research must be made and build
that research.

Brigadier Sanath Karunaratne: We are talking of
whot we've got to do towards the journalist. That is,
giving the information and giving accurate
information etc and we are talking about the
journalists blaming the Military for not diverging
certain classified information at certain times. And
the Military is governed by certain rules - maybe the
'Military Act or maybe certain of the Country laws.
But I see today among the journalists'they do not
understand their responsibility. There is a code of
ethics gazetted way back in 1981. But very
unfortunately I have found myself most of the guys,
most of the journalists who are in the field, are not
aware of this code of ethics. So you can't expect them
to adhere to the code of ethics if they don't know about
this code of ethics. And I have found myself that it is
not up to the mark or up to the required level. So all in
allnowwe are inthe process ofwiththe Editor's Guifu,
we are in the process of preparing a code of ethics and
the set of rules and regulations for the Military
journalists. What I want to frnd out is if a journalist
makes a mistake, is there any organisation to take
any kind of action against that gentleman, or
lady? But I see everyone is just left free. They give all
kinds of information, they give all kind of information
to the enemy, and this can endanger the lives of the,
soldiers, not only the soldiers, even the innocent
civilians and government property. And at the time
the war break$ out Soldierb have to bear the brunt.
And I thnk that is very, unfair Recently also there
were certain things we requested the media personnel
due to the nqture of the equipment, not to divulge the
information, but very unfortunately, (I do not know
some must have read that in the papers.) but the
correspondent has said that Brigadier Karunaratne
stated that due to the sensitivity of the equipment not
to divulge the information, but anyone who is looking 

"

at the internet can see the characteristics of the
equipment. Yes, now, as a matter of faqt until ther
Pokhra explosion took place no one knew that India
had the nuclear powen No one was talking about it.
No journalist was coming out with that And in the
Kargil war we saw how responsible their reporting
was. Do you think that our journalists are also
adhering the those same principles? Of course we are
talking about the right to information and media
freedom. But is there a set of rules governing the media
personnel? Is there any organisation which will look
after the situation, if they make a mistake? They makc
mistakes, they keep on repeating mistakes and making
the same mistake over and over again and
endangering maybe the future of the country.

The Lecturer : Well, orie example is sitting right in
front of you - myself. I made a mistake when I was
Director News, Sirasa. We carried an item (nothing to
do with sensitive Military information) that when the
emergency which was limited to North and the East it
was extended to cover the whole island. I got the news
myself, I received the information from a member of
Parliament - I can divulge the name also Vasudeva
Nanayakkara, he called me and said there has been an
extended emergency to cover the entire island. So I
called somebody and I wrote that down for the English
bulletin myself and passed it on to the YES FM bulletin
and called the Sinhala translator for the Sirasa, not that
I didn't study in Sinhala-I studied in AnandaCollege,
my Sinhala is excellent and that's my first language.
But my handwriting is very bad so I asked somebody
else to write this thing and pass it on to the announcer.
The translator translated as andiri neethiyainstead of
hathisi neethiya. And it was announced and I was
listening to the radio in my cubicle in the office and
within seven minutes I corrected and we repeated the
announcement every five minutes that me hathisi
neethiya panawa thibenne mulu divayinayama
avaranaya vena-lesa, andiri neethiya panawan netha

- and we kept on repeating that announcement every
five minutes for the next hour and after that hourly. But
two hours later the CID took me to the CID head
quarters, kept me for two days at the head quarters.
And produced me before a Magistrate on the second
day at 8.00 pm so that I could not be bailed out. Because
the Magistrate did not have a fdcility at home to provide
necessary documentation, and I was sent to Welikada
for a day and on the third day I was produced before
the Magistrate at Gangodawila and I was released. And
immediately with that the Governement which promised
to restore media freedom, they used that opportunity
because Sirasa News had become extremely popular
and nobody was tuning in to SLBC at that time -Sirasa News became the most popular news bulletin in
the country. They wanted to have some pressure and
suspended the news licence they had given to
Maharajah Broadcasting. And on the third day when I
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was released, I-took the blame and resigned from the
post so that the Government could not continue to
suspend the news licence. So the Government was
forced, because of my resignation accepting the
responsibility the Government,was forced to release
the licence and even today the Sirasa_ I started
the news, I set up the news bulletin there, but I had to
leave, I took the punishment because of the fault fc
which I am responsible. So the punishments are therc

- and way back in 1953 when philip Cooray in the
Daily News made a mistake, he was called before the
Parliament and sent to prison for three days by the
Parliament. There are many instances. When another
newspaper inadvertently published a caption of Nancy
Sinatra as Foreign Minister Hameed, there were two
pictures, one was Foreign Minister Hameed and the
other one was Nancy Sinatra 

- but Nancy Sinatra,s
caption was there and along with the Foreign Minister
there were a few ladies also. So the Minister thought
this was a serious matter because people might think
that he was having fun with Nancy Sinatra. So he wanted
the Parliament to take action and the journalist was
punished. Called to parliament and he was punished.
But apart from the parliamentary privileges there is a
body as you are well aware the press Council of Sri
Lanka is there but not activated. That,s why we need a
Press Commission with adequate powers. Once the
independent press Commission is appointed that can
take care of these things. And what is essential is, the
Press Commission will also depend on the personalities
appointed to man those Commissions. So if the Chief
Justice is a person who is ready to say yes for anything
or Police Chief or Army Chief or the Editor of a
Newspaper is a yes man, then nothing can work. But
you can take adequate steps by developing a close
rapport with the media. I know you have taken steps
because you are accessible always. And the
accessibility 

- another problem is _ at a time of a
crisis it is very difficult to get through to a person at
the Information Department. So accessibility is
essential. If you don,t get the information from the
Department of Information we have to contact our
sources and get information which may not be really
accurate and to check that also we will have to contact
Military spokesman. So unless the accessibility is there
personal understanding and trust. I will give you
anotherexample I said I went to Jaffna during the LTTE
control. The only problem, the only fear I had was if
there was a major battle or confrontation when I was ifr
Jaffna, then the LITE will forget that he is a Media

person 
- he is a Sinhalese for them j if there is a clash

during that time so then anything could happen to a
Sinhalese. So I went to General W anasinghe personally
and asked him - General, f am, going _ the,s the one
who approved my trip) _ I asked frim ao you plan to
have any operations in tle next three days? I,ll bq in
Jaftra and I'll get held up there. So he toldme - No. We
don't have any operations for the next seven days.
And it's a tnrst 

- he knew that I was not going to wdte
that there won't be operations for the next seven days
and it's a complete trust between the journalist and a
Military Officer. So that sort of understanding has to
be developed.

Brigadier Sanath Karunaratne: yes, I agree with
you to a certain efient, but do you think that that type
of qualitative people are there everywhere?

The Lecturer: That, s where you have to ask the
Editors to appoint a Defence Correspondent and have
a close rapport with the person - which should be a
24-hourrappoit. We have a handful ofnewspapers 4nC
a hand full of electronic media institutions and so you
can hand-pick 12 people. Or you can ask the Editors
and Media Heads of those institutions to hand_pick
people and you can appoint a Military person to deal
with them on a day_to-day, hour_to_hour basis. And
they will be meeting often, there,ll be some close
personal rapport and so with that trust can be
developed. I developed this trust, and rapport with
General Wanasinghe because he was in NDC when I
was a diplomat in Delhi so we used to meet very often
so that continued for years.

Brigadier Sanath Karunaratne: yes, I agree with
you. Now we are trying to do this. We are trying to
accredit the Defence Correspondents, train them, g)ve
them a separate identity card. And we have already
started that process. We have conducled one course.
Butfomoutely or unfortunately some people who are
thinking they are meastos or ncy be due to some
othcr reason thzy did not anend this course. Now if
you read last Sundoys,4the Divayina Newspaper the
so-calkd.US Conespondcnt_he is avery*dl knorn
person to me _ and he has criticised this entire
proceis. Sowhere dowe stand? Someone can say yes,
that is danocrocy. In democracy you can crgue against
that- But whcre do we stand and where can we draw
the line? And everyone, when something is started
ttere are a lot of people to citicise and they want to
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have their own woy. Therefore the only way to
overcome this problem is to introduce a code of ethics
Recently someone else was pointing out a fact _
someone was asking me, what is the qualification one
should have to become a journalist. Then I said well,
he must be an educated and responsible man and all
kinds of things I gave out. Then he said no _ he must
have a telephone and a VHS camerct. I asked him why
are you telling me that? No it is the Sirasa TV and the
Sirasa radio 

-they are making the announcemem.
So if that is the criteriafor us to select a jowrnalist,
I agree there are a lot of good people. I am a year old
in this appointment 

- there are very responsible
people. Like in the Army I agree there are Generals,
there are Brigadiers, rhere are Colonels, Captains,
there are Lieutenants so the seniority goes d.own. But
I do not see 

- no one is giving any kincl of guidelines
to these juniors and they are just reporting and they
call themselves journalist. There should be some kind
of organisation in a country like Sri Lanka _
although we are a very democratic country, we are a
third-world country we have a lot of limitations. So
why not use that opportunity? And when I asked
someone, he said the Lake House did not come to that
particular meeting as the NGOs are notfunding. Now
that should not be the bottom line. And there should
be some organisation to check the media personnel
also of their responsibility whether they are adhering
to the norms or the code of ethics in the profession.

The Lecturer: yes. I fully agree with you. Our
joumalists are not professionals. In Sri Lanka journalism
is not a professional trade. It's very unfortunate. This
is something that has happened in recent years _ the
last 20 years or so. prior to that we had a very high
standard. We had people like D B Dhanapala, then
Editors like Tarzie Wirtachchi, Denzil peiris, piyasena
Nissanka, Martin Wickramasinghe _ they were the
Editors. But today it,s different. But now Working
Journalists Association I understand is taking some
steps and the Government is also going to assist and
the Information Department is planning to set up a
media institution to train journalists. About the
qualifications, what you said is correct _but the
advertisement might say you should have a video
camera and a camera and a pen that that is sufficient.
Basically, yes. But the selection _ there is a selection
procedure. This is to call for applications. Now you
called applications for the Army _ earlier it was the

GCEs. It came down to the gth Standard, now it,s the
5th Standard. But in politics and journalism there is no
qualification criteria as such. But only a person who
can express himself quite expressively and who has
access to information will get a job. So that way... but it
is essential 

- it was the responsibility of the media
institutions - They had the training facility prior to
that either in Sri Lanka within the establishment or they
used to send junior editors sub editors and deputy
editors abroad for training prior to the .60s. This was
discontinued in the mid .60s. 

So that was the kind of
journalism we had those days. It is essential that media
institutions, the Information Department, and the
Editors Guild get rogether and address this issqe, I
fully agree with the Brigadier's views that journalism
Iacks professionalism.

Chairman: Thank you, we'll call it a day and I invite
Air Vice Marshal Harry Goonetilleke to deliver the vote
of thanks.

Ladies and Gentlemen, it is my pleasure and
privilege to deliver the vote of thanks to our Guest
today on the occasion of his lecture on the media. In
this uncertain political climate that we are existing
today, It was only a month ago on the 6th or 7th of
July with,emergency regulations of 17 years having
been laid to rest, so in these dfficult times I think for
the media it is a really dfficult job _ infact this is the
time now when a lot of things are happening in the
country on the politicalfront where the media has got
to keep the people informed of what is going on. It,s a
question of what can you tell the people? From the
discussion that we had today the Mia.litary has one
objective, the Government has another objective of
course the LTTE does not publish their views here,
(they publish it the inrernet abroad. If the Military
wants, if that had been at the receiving end they can,t
talk too much about debacles and the Government
will not concern too much about what Military
accepts, but they are worried how they will affecr
governance and their popularity and so that makes
the job dfficult, and of course if the LTTE has e success
we try b keep it down and of course they play it up
abroad as I said through the internet. So in this
situation the Media we have to recognise has a very
very dffiiult job. And itb a question of what to publish,
because three d,ffirent organisations have three
dffirent agendas. So you have to please everybody
and so as a result the truth gets distorted somewhat.
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And in fact coming back to what happened recently
two weeks ago. 20 milbs north of Colombo, we btow
what happened there and there is no need to go into
details. Do we still know exactly what we really
suffered? I don 't thinkwe have been told exactly what
has happened. Now take for instance what happened

from the airport 
- in fact the internationsl community

- the insurers had to come and tell us that you didnT
lose 3 air-buses you lost 4! Because they brought ttp
another one. That is because they had to takc care of
the civilian aspects on the Air Force side - thcse are
military aircrafi, they are not insured. And of course I
know th,ere was residual damage 

- nobody seems to
know about that residual damage. But I think the
people have a right to know exactly when you talk of
even a damage to an aircraft it means millions of
rupees to repair that aircraft. So as Tax-payers they
should know the truth I fully agree with General Denis

Perera that you don't go into operational details and
details of equipment and force strengths anh so forth.
Those have to remain operational secrets. But other
things I think people have a ight to know. Anyway,
we had a lively discussion, in fact this is one lecture
that has gone beyond seven o ,clock and that was
only because the enthusiasm ofthe Speaker and also
the enthusiasm of the audience 

- so all that remains

for nu is to thu* thc Speaker for his willingness io
slure his time with us-...

...Mr Senadhcera for coming here todoy. And it
Jinally remains for me to thank the CO of the Fourth
Engineer b Re giment Colonel Barney Soysa for making
these facilities available for us as he always does _
from month to monthfor all our lectures, not forgetting
the Commanding Officer of the Signals Corps for the
PA equipment of recording of the lectures _ Thank
You.
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PROSPECT OF NATION PLUS STATE APPROACH IN
SOLVINGETHMC COMLICTS

(Meron GeNnnal W R WueyenArr.{r USp)

Major General Wijeyaratne who was General Officer Commanding the 3 Division in the Eastern
Province of Sri Lanka in Dec. 94 was invited to address and International Seminar an Terrorism
at the Defence Services Staff College in Bangladesh.
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INTRODUCTION

For the past several years ethnic conflicts have
been the world's most common form of collective
violence and a major cause of the steadily increasing
refugee problem. The South East Asian region has been
no exception to this monstrous development, affecting
its stability and its very existence. Ifwe are to glance at
the ethnic storms that have been devastating the region,
one would find out the mayhem that has been left on
its trail. The agonies of nations have increased
manyfold, and they appear to be helpless to ward-off
this pestilence.

Ethnic groups in the countries of the region which
seem to have co-existed for years in harmony, are today
literally at each other's throats, shattering the peace
and quiet of their countries, by man-made violence,
that has reached Himalayan heights. Apart from the
inhuman crimes that man has committed against man in
the name of ethnicity, the heavy burden on the state
created by thousands of refugees socially dislocated
as a sequel to such conflicts, is an area that brings
about traumatic memories and conditions which cannot.
be ignored.

AIM

The aim ofthis speech is to highlighr rhe prospecrs
of State plus Nation approach in solving ethnic
conflicts, with special reference to South Asia.

DEFIMIIONS

In dealing with this subjecr let us initially have a
closer look at the terms used regularly by scholars.

a. Ethnic GrouB Anthropologists currently
assume an 'Ethnic Group' as a historically formed
aggregate of people having a real or imaginary
association with a specified territory, a shared cluster
ofbeliefs and values connecting its distinctiven6ss in
relation to similar groups and recognised as such by
others.

b. Ethnic Conflict. Is a violent conflict between
or among groups who differ from each other in terms of
culture, religion, physical features or languages.

c. State. "State" is primarily a politico_legal
concept whereas the "Nation,,is apsycho_cultural one.
A Nation may exist without a State and a State may
exist without a Nation.

d. Nation. "Nation" is a term referred to the
population of a country who believe that they share
common characteristics of which more often than not
are language, religion, culture. By the l7g9 French
Declaration, it was accepted that the sovereignity
resides essentially in the Nation i.e. the people. In other
words the Nation has a right for self determination.

e. Nation - State. The European heritage of the
term "Nation - State" refers to a situation in which a
Nation has its own State. In other words the Nation _
State is referred to a Nation with political soveriegnity.

PROBLEMS AREAS OF SOUTH ASIA

South Asia is already the arena for considerable
ethnic unrest, as seen among the Tamil and Sinhalese
in Sri Lanka, Assamese and Bodo in northeastem India
Chakma and other tribal people in Bangladesh, Muslirns
and Hindus in India, Burmese and ethnic minorities
such as the Karen and Mon in Myanmar. Because of
the over whelming social and economic change in South
Asia and the complex mix of ethnic, caste, religious and
language groups, we can anticipate a continuing
escalation of conflicts over access to political power
and economic opportunity.

CONTLICT IN SRI LANKA

The multi-ethnic Nation of Sri Lanka has 72%
Sinhalese, l87o Tamils including Indian Tamil labour
and1%o Muslims as its major communities along with
Malays and Burghers.

Ethnic conflict between the Sinhalese and Tamils
started purely as a domestic problem in June 1956, over
Tamil protests against the declaration of Sinhalese as
the only official Language by the then government,
and was countered by Sinhalese violence. This resulted
in the communal oriented Federal party of the Tamils,
campaigning for a federal form of self governmenL
Subsequently the then Prime Minister olthe counrry
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and the leader of the Federal party signed a pact and
redressed the grievance.

Due to this pact being subsequently abrogated
and the unfavourable developments that followed, (i.e.
politics being mixed with religion and language) the
language question grew into a national.question and it
was evident that a Tamil militant movement was growing
and July 1983 saw ethnic violence erupting in Sri Lanka.
From that day up to date the ethnic violence continues,
with what was an internal issue, escalating into an tndo

- Sri Lanka problem, and now a regional problem, with
international implications.

It is necessary to mention here about the Indian
intervention where India committed herself by signing
the Indo Sri Lanka Accord to ensure the unity and
integrity ofthe Island. and to ensure fair and equitable
treatment of the minority. Unfortunately this accord
was not successful, the IPKF that was to oversee the
implementation of the accord, got entangled in the
conflict and had to return to India.

Wanton destruction of life limb and property
continues unabated in this ethnic conflict in the North
and East of Sri Lanka, Notwithstanding 3 attempts of
brief and unsuccessful "cease fires". The demands of
the LTTE are self determination, merger of the North
and Eastern provinces, and a separate state.

The incumbent Government of Sri Lanka which
was voted into power with thepromise of a negotiated
and peaceful solution to the conflict, has already begun
that process.

We are aware that similar crises prevail in most
South Asian countries. These conflicts by nature have
tended to last longer than wars between nations. They
also have the potential to put one country against
another because of inter state racelreligious affinities.
As in the case of India/Pakistan where three wars have
been fought-but the problems remain unresolved. In
the cases of Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal the spill
overs of respective ethnic problems were felt beyond
territorial boundaries. This shows that ethnic
disturbances of one country could activate politicaV
social turmoil ih a neighboring country especially if the
problem is one of common affinities.

Ifethnic conflicts are to continue the outlook for
the region seems sad and bleak. They have been
dividing communities and couldvery well divide regions
and turn people against each other.

It would then be prudent for us to find a way out
from this dreadful plight. Continuous fighting and the
use of violence do not bring solutions. The remedy is
for negotiation by aggrieved parties a sine---qua-non.

Governments both national and international have an
obligation to play a forceful leading role in shaping,
implementing and adopting preventive responses to
conflicts in the region.

From this we could foresee the formidable
challenges that lie ahea{ fu &ose who have to get
involved in negotiations. It must be remembered that it
would be wise forevery Crovcrnmentinthe region, that
believes they have a problem brewing, Io take adequate
pre-enptive steps, to mediate and find a solution than
allowing the problem to get deep rooted. It has been
seen and experienced in our region how these failed,
and therefore lessons should be drawn from them.

WHY VIOLENCE?

The question now arises - "what was wrong ? or
what went wrong ?" - Nations are breaking in "Nation
making". Should it be the order of the day ?. We see in
the region that ethnic groups seem to be impatient,
demanding more power, more freedom and more
identification, recognition and self respect.

How have these conflicts come about or
originated? Are they due to unresolved political,
socioeconomic problems that continue to seriously
affect the nations?, or are there "unseen hands" at
work ? what are the impacts of violence? what is the
outcome of these conflicts on the internal and interstate
relations in the region ?

FOSSIBLE APPROACHES

In multi-ethnic societies one discerns two
simultaneous and ongoing processes ofnation building.

The formation of'an inter-ethnic composite of a
homogeneous national personality with a secular
outlook through the state apparatus.

The transformation of an ethnic group in a multi-
ethnic community to a nation.

Therefore there is a need to ensure that multi-ethnic
grcups within a nation are satisfied with regard to their
sovereignty in every possible way and thereby retain
the integrity ofthe state. Secularism practiced in India
may be an answer. Yet the environment may not be so
conducive in another state. Hence nation plus state
maybe amorepragmatic approach in viewing an ethnic
conflict in finding solutions. In other words recognising
the rights of ethnic groups in a multi-ethnic society,
anddevolution of powerby way of constitutional means
to an extent to reach some-where short of self
determination may be necessary in order to meet
national goals i.e. integrity of the nation. These limits
may differ from country to country. It is therefore vital
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for such societies to find ways to pre-empt conflict
situations rather than finding solutions, once such signs
appear.

LEADERSHIP

In a multi ethnic nation a mindful government may
have to adopt pre-emptive measures, in order to avoid
conflicts. Aim should be to contain but not allow
disintegration. If we were to have a cursory glance at
the political histories of most South Asian countries,
we would observe that the norms of governance
violated, causing some what conducive atmospheres
for ethnic conflicts - to the extent that short term
political interests have been given priority along with
selfinterests, over nation building. It could aiso be
stated that myopic political thinking and action, has
been masquerading as proper government.

20. Caution could be exerciseed in the handling of
the under mentioned aspects:-

a. Eratic Governance.
b. Socio-economic and socio-political reasons.
c. Nature of the states system under its power

structure in ethnic terms,
d. Perspectives/strategies ofleadership to cope with

the demands of ethnicity.
e. Implication of external pressures/pulls in such

processes.

Let us also see, how governments could do better,
with regard the response to conflict resolution. We must
understand that a primary requirement for governments
both at the national and intemational level would be to
maintain a definite obligation to assume and forge ahead
on the leadership required. It is the government only
that understands the causes and allied involvements
of the conflict, more than a third party and therefore a
forceful initiative must be and should be that of the
government.

When preparing to take on the challenge of ethnic
conflict management, the government must be very well
prepared and focus its attention to the deep rooted
cultural, economic and geo-political issues, and the
claimed iniquities and injustices, as possible pre
requisites. It is also felt that some of the causes of the
conflict though deep rooted, may virtually be
unsolvable, but strong endeavours should be made to
conflict reduction. Ifwe are to take the case of Sri Lanka,
points of importance in its reduction of the ethnic
conflict could be, resolving constitutional questions
where grey areas involving language, religion,
devolution of power and social reforms arise, We must
also remember that a more practical goal would be to
achieve conflict management or reduction than
resolution, using skilled persons who have an insight
and determined interest in the task.

'2i. In this context it would not be incorrect to
suggest to affected governments that perhaps the
pressing concern should not be to define what rights
the minorities should have. but that decency in relation
to minorities, is the quality required to be displayedby
the government.

GT]IDELINE PROPOSAIS

I would also like to take this opportunity to proposc,
that the undermentioned guide lines could also be
considered by governments in all aspects of dealing
with ethnic conflicts.

a. Strong and dedicated commltment to a
negotiated political settlement,

b. Specific cabinet portfolio be established wilh
the express responsibility of integrating
defence, ethnic affairs and national developmerl

c. Over coming mistrust of each other and oth€r
phobias.

d. A national plan/agenda/programme to be made,
with priorities.

e. Educating relevant authorities/public on
requirement for peace.

f. Consideration for third party mediation if
required.

g. Readiness with alternatives.

h. Formulation of an integrated National policy -
Think Tanks - Civil/Military.

i. Monitoringmechanisms-whenapplicable.

ACCORDS

Conflicts in Cyprus, Northern Ireland, Bosnia, Sri
Lanka and India. have been endeavored to be..settlef
by accords but the conflicts have flared up again. Sorre
of the reasons that could be adduced for the failure of
these accords to achieve desired effects could be
summarised as;

a. Intractability of the ethnic problem.

b. Short comings in negotiations and
implementation.

c. Necessity to bring authoritative persons from
all aggrieved parties together.
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d. Requirement to
communications.

maintain proper

e. Inability to establish trust.

f. Imposition of the accord on aggrieved parties.

g. Intransigence.

In most situations ethnic conflicts end only through
the subjugation or expulsion ofone group, by the other,
a situation that, is likely to leave the looser dissatisfied
and determined to resume the conflict when the
opportunity presents itself in the future.

CONCLUSION

In the South Asian region on account of the
ongoing ethnic conflicts, the out look appears bleak.
These conflicts are dividing communities, and tend to
divide regions and the world as well. The polarisation
between the North and South could widen because of
these conflicts and must be therefore resolved in the
name of sanity and National Unity.

The political leaders of the region, need to know
and understand in earnest, more about the causes of
ethnic conflicts and how alternative steps could be
taken to mitigate the tension. They must also be
intelligently aware of the pros and cons, the cost and
benefits of any attempts to resolve such tension by
military means. The establishing of a central regional
ethnic resolution centre, therefore is a proposal that
should be seriously considered. it is my belief that
research and studies done in such centres would offer
wider prospects and knowledge to all persons in the
field of ethnic affairs, and also the knowledge gained
could be communicated to our political leaders, to assist
them in the decision making process.

The Nation plus state approactr to the problem
may be a reasonable assertion, for contending parties
in achieving sovereignity whilst retaining integrity of a
state. Nevertheless, circumstences, envfuonments and
external influences may deter such humane solutions
and there is a need for tlrme of us in the third world
countries especially to effect safeguards to prevent
such an atrnosphere.

While bipartisan peae initiative are required for
negotiated solutions to conflics, that sometimes have
even defied solutions, caution must be taken against
tendencies by politicians, to use these initiatives for
niurow political ends. It is also an important aspect of
the conflict resolution, that citizen participation,
through which the shaping of events and even
pressuring the Government is made possible.

It would be the vital task of our leaders of the
region today, to take intelligent measures, to enlighten
members of their Government and society, that there is
a requirement to rise above petty chauvinism both in
the majority and minority communities, and prepare the
ground for appropriate and acceptable solution to the
conflict. Leaders have to continue efforts to reduce/
eliminate ethnic tensions/violence, through fair and
impartial social justice that are progressive, reasonable
and acceptable political policies, combined with the
resolute enforcement of the rule of law, where people
could live without fear.

All these I believe, is a matter for :trong
Governmentresolve -

VOUIAIRE - "If we believe in absurdities we shall
commit atrocities"
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INDO.SRI LANKA RELAIIONS IN THE PRESENT CONTEXT

(Dr. K. Soonrynxenayat)

Introduction by Lieutenant General J E D PERERA VSV D.Ur, FBIM, Chairman ARFRO

Dr Sooriyanarayan is presently at the Peradeniya University as avisiting ltcturer.He is going to
be here for six months, or he has rather been here for some time and on his present contract he
is going to be here for six months. He is currently writing a book on the Challenges Facing the
Upcountry Tamils in Sri Lanka 

-mainly 
the estate population. Professor Sooriyanarayan had

his early education in Kerala, he took his Bachelors qnd Masters Degrees from the Bombay
University and the PhD from the Indian School of International Studies, New Delhi. The Doctoral
dissertation on Singapore and Malaysia 1957/1965. Dr Sooriyanarayan has considerable
teaching experience in India and abroad. He taught in the ffiliated colleges of Bombay
University, was a reader in South East Asian history at the Malaathwatha University and was
Head of the Department of History North Eastern University in Shillong. He joined the Centre
for South and South East Asian Studies, University of Madras in 1977 as the Founding Dirbctor
and retired from the University service in 1999 as Senibr Professor and Director His foreign
assignments include Vsiting Professo4 University of Califurnia, Columbus College, University
System of Georgia. He has lectured in several universities in the United States, Canada and
other countries of South Asia and South East Asia. He has a large number of publications to his
credit. He has authored and edited seven books. Three monographs, 25 contributions to edited
volumes and 90 articles in leading research journals. He is also a regular contributor to the
Hindu and the Front Line. We are very grateful to himfor having accepted our invitation today
and I am sure we will have a very interesting lecture to listen to. So may I invite Professor
Sooriyanarayan to address the audience.

Friends, may I at the outset express my deep sense far as India - Sri Lanka policy from 1983 to 1989 is
of appreciation to the organisers of this function for concerned Tamil Nadu was a major factor to which I do
giving me this opportunity to come here this evening not agree, but I will start with these two quotations.
and share some of my thoughts with you. For those of The first quotation is taken from a lecture which
us who belong to the teaching profession - speaking J. M. Dixit who was India's Ambassador in Sri Lanka
is not the difficult task but to be brief and beautiful is and while he was in Service here, he went to the United
an arduous one. I am reminded of an anecdote which a Services Institute in Delhi what is popularly known as
former British Prime Minister James Calleghan the USI and gave a lecture on India-Sri Lanka policy.
mentioned in the course of his visit to India a few years And the main thrust of Ambassador Dixit-s argument
ago. The Yale University in the United States decided was that New Delhi had to take into consideration the
to honour one of its distinguished Alumni who was feelingsofthepeopleofTamilNadu.Andlquotehim-
awarded a Nobel Prize. The Chairman of the University To quote Dixit - The first voice of secessionism in the
and the Faculty invited the Nobel Laureate to come to Indian Republic was raised in Tamil Nadu in the mid
the University and address the Faculty and students. '60's. This was exactly the same principle of Thmil
The Nobel Laureate was wondering what he should ethnicity, Tamil language. So in a manner our interest in
speak on. Finally he decided to pick up each one of the Tamil issue in Sri Lanka, Tamil aspirations in Sri Lanka
letters which constitute the name of the University, was based on maintaining our own unity, our own
weave around that theme and speak. So he went to the integrity, our own identity in a manner in which we
University and spoke on Y for you, A for ambition, L have been trying to build our society. tur"6 o1 \ir
for liberty and E for energy and spoke for more than an premise Dixit stated that if New Delhi did not supput
hour. At the end of the lecture one of his professors the cause of the Sri Lankan Tamils, the Tamils in Inrtir
wenthp to him and said "I'm happy you did not go to would feel that we are not standing by our own Tamils
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology." I was And if that is so then in the Tamil's psyche, in ttc
speaking to Air Vice Marshall, Harry Goonetilleke as to Tamil's sub-conscience the questio, *or" is there any
what I should speak on. Finally he suggested that I relevanceorvalidityofherbeingpartofalargerpoliticC
should speak on Tamil Nadu and the ethnic cohflict in identity, if her deeply felt sentiments are not respected-
Sri Lanka. I am conscious of the fact that India, SoDixitsaidthatitwasacompulsionwhichcouldnot
especially Tamil Nadu, looms so large in the intellectual be avoided by any elected Government in the countr5L
horizon of the people of Sri Lanka. I may start my The same conclusion is reached by somebody who b
presentation with quoting two people, irreconcilable in opposed to Dixit in all senses of the term, namely it wr
many ways, but come to the same conclusion. That as ' K M de Silva formerly a person in the Peradeniyt
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University and well known Academic in Sri Lanka. For
entirely different reasons Professor K M De Silva also
dwelt on the linkages between Tamil sub nationalisms
in India and Sri Lanka and pointed out how they posed
a threat to the security of Sri Lanka. In his book
Managing Ethnic Tensions in a Multi-Ethnic Society,
Sri Lanka 1880 to 1985 Professor De Silva (Ethelton)
And I quote him - The increasingly turbulent politics of
Jaffna Peninsula began to be treated as an integral past
of the internal politics of Tamil Nadu. The DMK
effectively checked from pursuing its separate goal in
India took vicarious pleasure in giving encouragement
and support to separatist tendencies amongst the
Tamils of Sri Lanka. Professor de Silva added - once a
separate movement emerged among the Tamils in Sri
Lanka, it was fostered, nurtured and protected in Tamil
Nadu. So two people ideologically very distinct as chalk
and the cheese, coming to the same conclusion that
the major determinents of India-Sri Lanka policy was
the politics of Timil Nadu. I submit that the explanations
offered by Ambassador Dixit and Professor de Silva
are over-simplifications of acomplex issue. I will deal in
the beginning itself what my conclusions are.

My conclusions are: (1) In the broad canvas of
India-Sri Lankarelations spanning from 1947 when India
became independent to the present day, the role of
Tamil Nadu was peripheral in the making of India-Sri
Lanka policy. I underline the word peripheral. In fact on
major issues affecting India-Sri Lanka relations the
interests of Tamil Nadu were sacrificed by New Delhi in
the name of good neighbourly relationd with Colombo.
(2) Despite geographical proximity and close cultural
linkages the Sri Lankan Tamil nationalism had an
autonomous momentum of its own. The two political
movements, 1 - Dravidian Movement in India and the
Sri Lankan Tamil nationalism took diametrically
opposite courses. In India it started with a demand for
a separiate State when the DK and the DMK demanded
a separate State. And this demand for a separate State
in India died a natural death from 1967 the DMK or the
AIDMK is in power in Tamil Nadu. From 1919 they
share power in the centre. Whereas in Sri Lanka, it
started with a consensual Politics. In 1948 the Sri Lankan
Tamil political elite shared power with the Sinhalese
political elite. It was only from 1956 that the differences
widened and the Tamil nationalism in Sri Lanka in many
ways was a reaction to the actions of the Government.
So in other words in one it started with a separate State
but it has been domesticated today. The DMK and
AIDMK not only are power in Tamil Nadu they also
share power in the centre. The same people who used
to burn the Indian National flag on every conceivable
occasion, who used to tear the Indian constitution on
any demand that they had, today have absolutely no
compunction in hoisting the National flag from Port St
George's on Independent day. Here as I pointed out to
you the consensual politics gave way to competitive

politics, to conflagrational politics to conflictual
politics. The third one is thar the decision in 1983 to
pursue a mediatory oblique militant supportive policy
towards Sri Lanka was not done in Madras it was done
in New Delhi. It was New Delhi's decision to pursue a
policy of mediatory militant supportive policy. Fourth,
the volatile politics in Thmil Nadu can be explained only
if we keep in min4 the competitive nature of Tamil Nadu
politics between the two Dravidian parties, the DMK
and the AIDMK. And if we do not keep this competitive
politics in mind then we will not b€ able to explain this
phenomena. The f,fth one- while the Liberation Tigen
of Tamil Eelam (LTTE) especially Prabhakaran, was
willing to take help from all quarters, even from the
devil to pursue his ultimate goal of a separate State of
Tamil Eelam, the decision as to what policy he should
follow, the decision as to what strategy he should adopt
was decided by him and him alone and not by Tamil
Nadu or by New Delhi. Hence in New Delhi at tle time
of signing the Accord went very awry. Then over the
years especially after 1986 the Tigers as we know have
assiduously built up a vast network throughout the
world. It has become a trans-national corporation and
the role of Tamil Nadu as a back yard for the Tamil
militants today is very, very minimal" From this, I am
not saying that he would not like to get back Tamil
Nadu as abase, he will try to re-activise his friends, the
political organisation and try to win back Tamil Nadu to
his side. But the basic fact is that after the assassination
of Rajiv Gandhi we, the people of Tamil Nadu as well as

the political parties in Tamil Nadu have not recovered
from that catharsis I do not think that it will be very
easy for Prahbakaran to re-build his forces there.

As we all know historically the Mahatma Gandhi
who in 1927 came to Ceylon to popularise Khadi and
prohibition and that was the occasion he sa:d that
Ceylon is India's daughter State. We know the benign
cultural interaction which has taken place between the
two countries. For example the efflorescence of
Therawada form of Buddhism in Sri Lanka during the
Anuradhapura and the Polonnaruwa period has much
to do with contacts with Buddhist centres of learning
in Southern parts of India. Because by that time
Buddhism had died in the Northem parr of India. But
the general impression in the public. there along with
salvation also came invasions from South lndia. The
minority complex of the majoritv community where they
do not look at the Tamils as a minoriry in the island but
as a part and parcel of the 65 million Tamils in Tamil
Nadu etc. created widening schisms between the two.
But I would like to underline the fact. to harp only on
invasions from Tamil Nadu, there are also occasional
invasions in Parakramabahu's time, there were
invasions of Hindu in South India. To harp only on
invasions fromTamil Nadu and not to acknowledge the
cultural indebtedness to Tamil Nadu is to say the least
as Professor K M de Silva does a partisan view of
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Ir.rj".y.. India also gog involved into rhe quagmire of
Sri Lanka because many of her decision_.ui"., did not
know the complexities of Sri Lanka. And I would like to
give you two illustrations about the profound
ingnorance ofthe Indian policy makers about iri Lankan
affairs. And both these are given in Ambassador Dixit,s
book "Assignment Colombo,,. you know.very well that
Romesh Bandare was a Foreign Secretary of India
during the Timphu talks and after and he became the
Foreign Secretary when Rajiv Gandhi was the prime
Minister after Mrs Gandhi,s assassination. In the
course ofhis tenure as the Foreign Secretary the Indian
Foreign Office prepared what is called a ntn-paper 1a
non-official paper) giving points how the ethnic issue
can be resolved. And Bandare gave this non_paper to
Ambassador Dixit. Dixit at that time was the High
Commissioner here. And requested him to hand this
non-paper to various people involved. Ten days later
Bandare comes to Colombo and asks Ambassador Dixit,
Dixit was popularly known as Mani, he asked me
whether I had informed the moderate Tamil leaders with
the contents of the non_paper which you have
conveyed to the Sri Lankan Government. Iiold him I
had not because I had no such instructions. This was
his (Bandare's) vague knowledge about Tamil
leadership found expression when he said, ,.Mani, 

as
soon as you reach Colombo hand over the documents
to Chelvanayagam.', I (Dixit) pointed our thar
Chelvanayagam had died nearly two decades ago. Not
two decades, it was one decade ago. That was Bandare,s
ignorance of Chelvanayagam. I pointed out that
Chelvanayagam had died nearly two decades ago and
handing over the papers to him would not be possible,
because heis dead. I said perhaps he meant thai I should
hand over the paper to Dr Neelan Thiruchelvam.
Baldare was impatient he said, Give the papers to
Selvanayagam, Thiruchelvam whosoever it is all these
South Indian narnes are very confusing. I assured him
that I would carry out the instructionslpeople who do i
not know whether the Tamil leaders are alive or dead,
or what their name is, you can very well understand
how they can mess up the matter. That is how Thimpu
where the recalcitrant Thmil militants were frog marched
ended in adisastrous period. The second inciient is far
more interesting. When the IpKF came to Sri Lanka and
it was very apparent that the Indian Armed Forces will
be compelled to disarm the LTTE forcibly. There was a
meeting in Rajiv Gandhi,s (primeMinister's ofifice where
lndia's top architects of Sri Lanka's policy were present,
Foreign Secrerary, R A W Chiel i B Chief, 6efence
Secretary and others. And Rajiv Gandhi turned to each
one of them'and asked them it is apparent irrui*" *ru
have ro confront the LTTE trow ton! will it rake ? And
this is what the Chief of our ArmeJ Forces told Rajiv
Gandhi. The second incident pertains to General
K Sunderjee Chief of the Armed Forces. What was
General Sunderjee,s assessment of the fighting
capabilities of the Tigers ? According to Dixir, deneral

Sunderjee Gee told prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi _ b
(Sunderjee) went on to say that if the fTfE decidb
take on India and the Sri Lanka militarily IndianArd *
Forces would be able to neutralise them mLilitarilywiili
two weeks. So there need not be any serious worryc
this score. We know how long was two weeks. HowA
the IPKF misadventure and how the IpKF,s actir
brought the hitherto enemies together. BrougI
Premadasa and LITE together. We 

-att 
know the fu

how Prernadasa gave fresh air to somebody *t o *-
bottled up in thejungles of Vavuniyaanano* tfrepff
had to withdraw withoutaccomplishing anytt i"g. .)U
not only that, you know what trappenA topremadare
also. What I am trying to poini out is that mary
architects of India-Sri Lanka policy did not 1ns\y rtr.
complexities of Sri Lanka and did not also tlc
complexities of Tamil Nadu. That is why I say tblr
came to this sort of assessment. That the villain d
peace was Thmil Nadu andTimil Nadu,spolitical leades
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To give you certain illustrations whereThmilNaftb
vital interests were not taken into consideration. Thc
first one was the Sirimavo Sashthri pact. As you are

l11are 
these people were rendered ,tut"l"r, in l94g ad

'49. As far as Mahathma Gandhi and Jawaharlal Neku
were concerned being products of the National
Movement they took great interest in the problems of
communities that were brought. As you aI tnow tc
making of the Mahathma took ptace in South Africe
while he was fighting for the Indian indentured workers
Throughout his life Jawaharlal Nehru maintaineO aU
loldP S Senanayake, John Kotalawala, S W R D
Bandaranaike, these people have lived in Sri Lanka fa
two or three generations, they have contributed so
much for the economic prospirity of the countr;r. It
was their sweat and toil which turned the malaria
infested forests of Sri Lanka in the central part ofthe
island into calpets of green which attracts us even
today. And therefore Nehru told them, ,,you give them
citizenship." you owe it to them. Those who ivanted to
voluntarily come back to India, India will take ihem as
Indian citizens.,, Whereas the Sri Lankan prime
Ministers maintained except for an absorbable minimum
the rest as the responsibility of India. So the question
y_:rt ol for a long, long time. T\en 1962 happeneO.
When India was attacked by China, Jawaharti Netru
died, Lal Bahadur Shastri had the feeling tt uiu," ur"
getting antagonised by all our small neigtbours. Evon
our smaller neighbours do not trust us. e-na tnis feeling
was fully exploited by Mrs Bandaranaike, not really
Bandaranaike, her adviser, one of your abt.ri Jrpto*ut"
Shirley Amarasinghe, went and told tal Sahaaui Shastri
You have taken l0 million people from pakistan in 1947.
This is only a very small num-ber. Why didn,t you take
them as citizens of India ?', And then th" irh;;;
Sirimavo-shastri pact was signed Uut ttre feopteconcerned, namely the plantation workers, theii views
Were not taken into consideration, they were turned
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into merchandise to be divided between the two
countries,in the name of good neighbourly relations.
The point that I am trying to make is that the Sirimavo
-Shastri pact was a bad precedent, :rs far as India's
policy towards Indian communities abroad were
concerned. But ifyou can take from Sri Lanka why not
from other countries? The second thing is also went
aginst our nationalist heritage. The third was that when

it was done - Tamil Nadu's interests was taken into
consideration - Kamaraj the well known Congress

leader, C N Annathurai, C Rajagopalachari all of them

were opposed. If as Dixit and K M de Silva says that we
have to take into consideration the interests and feelings

of the people of Tamil Nadu we would neverhave signed

the Sirimavo-Shastri pact. In other words what I am

arguing on this occasion is that Tamil Nadu's interests,
the feelings of the people of Tamil Nadu are expendable.

What is important is good neighbourly relations
between India and Sri Lanka. The second one took
place when the Maritime agreement was signed 1974
and' 7 6.'74 in the Palk Strait, 76 in the Gulf of Mannar.
There are documents, I have done extensive research

on it, but the sum of what I am trying to say is that there
is evidence to show that the Island of Katchchativu
was a part of the Zammdera Rajaram. There is absolutely
no evidence to prove that Katchchativu at any time
was a part of the British when Ceylon was under the
British rule. But again in the name of good neighbourly
relations the Maritime boundary was demarcated in
such a way where the Island of Katchchativu could fall
on the Sri Lankan side. In fact Sri Jabota who was the
Director of the Legal Entreaty Division has written -
When you draw the Maritime boundary the principal
of equi-distance was adopted. The principal of
equi-digtance was adopted, but when it came to the
Island of I(atchchativu, the median line was deviated
so the Island could fall on the Sri Lankan side. The
rights as hitherto enjoyed by the Indian fishermen were
protected under the Act whenthe 1976 agreement those
rights were also given again. Here again our present

Prime Minister Vaj Pai who was at that time a member of
the opposing party - opposing it, the Tamil Nadu
political party was opposing it, but the Maritime
agreement was signed and the island was given. Each
as Dixit and K M de Silva claims that it is Tamil Nadu
which is the determining factorin India-Sri Lanka policies
that Maritime boundary agreement should not have
been signed. And we still have the problems relating to
the fishermen. The third point that I would like to make
is that if one looks at the political developments in the
North and the Eastern part of the Island as well as the
Southern part of Sri Lanka one has to distinguish
between rhetoric and reality. The rhetoric is what the
politician'uses to satisfy Tamil chauvinism, Tamil
linguistic feelings, but one has to distinguish between
rhetoric and reality. When Chelvanayagam started
propounding the Federal party, there were some within
the Federal party who wondered why not Tamil Nadu

and the North and the East of Sri Lanka come together
and become an independent unit. That is Tafnil Nadu
separates from India, the North and the East separates
from Sri Lanka and they together constitute an
independent unit. In the late '5Os and early 1960's
Chelvanayagam visits Tamil Nadu, has discussions with
the DMK leader C N Annadurai. And Annadurai
frowns upon that proposal. He doesn't show even an

iota of interest that Tamil Nadu and these Tamil parts of
Sri Lanka should come together. Then Chelvanayagam
comes back to Sri Lanka and makes a statement. If we
have to fight we have to fight only on cur strength and
should not depend on Tamil Nadu. But the rhetorical
level - in Tamil Nadu they will say the North is
exploiting the South.In Sri Lankathey will say the South
is exploiting the North - the rhetorical level. But the
reality of the situation is that the political ambitions or
the political aspirations that Chelvanayagam might have
had at a particular point of time was not welcomed or
encouraged by the political leaders in Tamil Nadu.

I'll give you two illustrations of what is called the
World Tamil Conference. There was one which was
held in Madurai in l98l - when M G R was the Chief
Minister- There was another big one when Jayalalitha
was the Chief Minister in 1995. Now this was a platform
which was provided for the Tamils in different parts of
the world to come together, express their feelings how
Tamils can be promoted in different parts of the country.
In 1981 Conference in Madurai, Amirthalingam was
present, I was present at the Conference. And
Amirthalingam is a great orator, more so in Tamil than
in English. And he spoke about how the Tamils are
being discriminated, how the Jaffna public library was
burnt and all those things. Then M G R spoke. And
when M G Ramachandran he publicly. criticised
Amuthalingam for bringing another country's internal
matter onto the platform. He said let's not misuse the
World Tamil Conference to discuss the internal affairs
of another country. Interestingly I wrote a paper and
presented it at the conference. This was on problems
relating to the plantation school education in Malaysia,
which was an Academic paper. tsut my paper was not
accepted for presentation because MGR had givgn
instructions that no papers should be accepted which
is even mildly critical of the government of another
country. Take the case of 1996 - Jayalalitha's cut out
sat out on the city of Thanjaur most of the Sri Lankan
Tamil representatives were not permitted to come to
Kanjawu/Thanjaur - the few who came were also
deported. So on the one hand you have the rhetoric,
the other hand is the reality where they want to come.
I don't know how many of you are aware of the fact
that the TELO leader (Tamil Eelam Liberation
Organisation) Kuttimani, in 1976 he was detained by
our Navy for smuggling and was kept in the jail. Then
Colombo requested - those days Karunandhi was the
Chief Minister - Colombo requested that Kuttimani is
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wanted in Colombo for criminal acts - I think it was a
bank robbery and Karunandhi handed him over. If there
was so much of Tamil patriotism how can Karunandhi
hand over a TELO leader back to Colombo ? At that
time they caught him as a smuggler. They did not know
that he was a Tamil Militant leader. And when MGR
came into powerhe handed overKuttimani to Colombo.
In 1982 there was a famous incident in pondi bazaar
where two Sri T.ankan Tamil youths came by motor
cycle and shot at each other. They went to the police
station and they came to know that one was Uma
Maheshwaran, the other was prabhakaran. Colombo
immediately announced a big award for the Tamil Nadu
police and requested the Tamil Nadu Government -
that Prabhakaran and Uma Maheshwaran should be
handed over to Colombo because both of them were
charged with murder, all sorts of crimes spelt out in the
Sri Lanka Penal Code. By that time there was a bigh
hullabaloo in Sri Lanka - some of their leaders came to
Tamil Nadu and said if they are handed over to Colombo
they will not be alive - rhey will be rortured to death.
So New Delhi was in a qtiandary as to what to do. Then
New Delhi adopted what is called .dever',-tactice. What
is considered to be clever at that time. They said that
they had committed offence in Madras, we,ll try them
according to the Indian Laws. At every level I had one
of my friends, a clever lawyer appeared for both of
them, got them released on bail. They jumped bail and
came back to Sri Lanka. you will recall when Rajiv
Gandhi's assassination took place a lot of people were
asking New Delhi to ask for the extradition prabhakaran
from Sri Lanka. Those were the days premadasa was
talking to Prabahkaran. So if the request had been made
Premadasa would have given the same reply as New
Delhi gave to Colombo in 198 I . So the request was not
made at all. When 1983 took place and the Thmil refugees
started coming to India- that was the time when New
Delhi adopted this militant, supportive, mediatory
politics. And I must tell you, because I have done a lot
of research, a lot of people who were involved in it -the decision to provide military aid to Tamil Militants
was not taken in Tamil Nadu it was taken in New Delhi.
Those who say that Tamil Nadu is the villain of the
drama should realise this fact that the decision to
provide military training to the Tamil Militants was taken
in New Delhi by Mrs Indira Gandhi and parrhasarathi.
So the refugees used to come to Tamil Nadu, they used
to be taken by truck to Kerala and from Kerala they
used to be taken to the Northem parts where ihe training
was given. Not only that, when our Chief Minister M G
Ramachandran came to know this he was shocked. He
was surprised. He called rhe New Delhi officials and
asked What is this you are doing things concerning
Tamil Nadu without consulting us?

In the next three instances that I will describe I will
mention how the competitive Tamil Nadu politics has
to be taken into consideration. you have to

out-manoeuvre, out-score Karunandhi who was in the
Opposition. It was not the love of the Tamil Militants
which governed the policy, it was how to take away the
winds from the sails of the DMK I'll give you one
illustration 

- at the end of July Karunandhi who was a
member of the Legislative Assembly at that time and
Anbalagan his deputy who was a member of the
Irgislative Assembly, both of them resigned their seats
in the Legislative Assembly saying that New Delhi as
well as the Tamil Nadu Governments were not doing
sufficient for the cause of the Tamil Eelam. So as a
protest we resign our seats. The question ofbye_election
came - we held a bye-election. In the bye_election
Karunandhi and Anbalagan take up'the issue of support
to the Tamil Eelam and that cause. Then MGR may
have been in a quandary. So what he did is he did not
hold the bye-election at all. He postponed the elections.
It is not only in Sri Lanka do the elections get postponed

- some of them can learn all these things from the
Indian side. So he postponed the elections. Then he
said in orderto out-manoeuwe Karunandhi herequested
all his followers to carry black flags for one month. So
women will be in black sarees and men will wear black.
And black is the sign of protest. The aim is not
supporting the Sri Lankan Tamil people. The aim is that
Karunandhi should not exploit the situation to his
advantage and emerge as spokesmen. Those were the
years when M G R's relations with Indira Gandhi was
slightly troublesome. So he addressed this. He did not
want to antagonise the centre. The Central Govemments
used to have holidays on the second Saturday. Every
second Saturday is a holiday for the Central
Government. So MGR will call a hartal or general strike
on a second Saturday. Because the Central Govemment
ofEces are not affected on that day. Karunandhi will cali
for a strike on the schools. MGI{ will give a holiday to
the schools. So every action he does he out manoeuvers
him. And if you do not keep this fact in mind we wiil not
be able to explain this to you. M GR as some of you may
know was born in Kandy in the early y"*, *". rpont
in Kandy. As one who grew up in Kandy he shoulcl
have been sensitive towards the problems of the up-
country Tamils. But never has he expressed some
sympathy for the up-country Tamils.

Every Militant movement has its own patron in
Tamil Nadu. So the TELO had the DMK, because
Chelvanayagam's son was Karunandhi,s friend. So
TELO was patronised by DMK. The left groups - EpRLF
came closer to the United Communist party of India.
The PLOTE initially was with MGR but later on these
differences arose then prabhakaran carne closer to MGR.
So each one had his own political patron in Thmil Nadu
who will try to bail them out. So after the Madurai con_
ference when Prabhakaran attacked TELO and
Sabharatnam was killed in Jaffna, MGR did not criticise
that because Prabhakaran went and told him TELO is
supported by rhe DMK. So MGR took it as a DMIV:
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AIDMK rivalry rarh€r- TEI.() irsef has forgotten that
the LITEhas attackedftem. Today you know that they
have an electoral understanding with the LITE. public
memory is very very short. I can site innumerable illus_
trations where the competitive nature of Tamil Nadu
politics will alone explain MGR,s stance. And take the
cases of Bangalore's SAARC summit where Rajiv Gan-
dhi pressurises MGR to bring prabhakaran to Bangalore
to meet JR. Prabhakaran realises at that time, given pres_
sure fromNew Delhi MGR will sign with Delhi and will
not support him. He doesn't go to Bangalore, but he
decides to leave Tamil Nadu andcome back to Sri l,anka.
In order to pressurise Prabhakaran the then police Chief
Mohandas takes away all the communication equip_
ment, arms and all other various groups. prabhakaran in
a moment of despair at that time says if our communica_
tion equrpment are taken away our struggle will not
continue for 24 hours. Then he goes on a hunger strike
in Madras. You know what has happened to those who
had done hunger strike against prabhakaran in Jaffna.
ButTamil Nadu's situation he knows hunger strike will
pay him so he goes on a hunger strike. Communications
equipment are given back to him. Arms of the other
Militant groups are also given to him. Then he comes
back to Jaffna and if was from that time they built up
their intemational network. I,ll put January, l9g6 as a
tuming point in LTTE,s history where he comes to real_
ise you can't put all your bad eggs on theTamil Nadu,s
basket. You've will have to build up your international
network Then they go in for those shipping lines, the
number of ships that they own. They start investing in
Canada and various other places. So it was this com-
petitive nature of politics which finally brought a lot of
trouble wirhin Tamil Nadu. Though MGR supported the
India Sri Lanka accord during the IpKF timi what was
happening? Explosives were going from Tamil Nadu,
the wounded guerrillas were being treated there. Just
Iike the Ho Chi Min rrail in South East Asia there was a
Prabhakaran trail. Whether explosives, medicines, what_
ever you name it - their uniforms and all were going from
coinbature. From the arid area of coinbature through
the fertile Kaaveri delta, come Vedaranium and then go
there. The appeals made by IpKF to the State Govern_
ment in Tamil Nadu, to the Central Government, to the
Govemor in Tamil Nadu, that Tamil Nadu should cut the
umbilical cord which sustains the LITE was never
reached. And the culmination was finally the assassi_
nation of Rajiv Gandhi where the LITE woman guerril_
las. Like Vanko's ghost in Macbeth these wili haunt
India for ayery, very very long time. One wrong step
f!| 

!at<e 
- this is like if you want to justify one lie you

will have to tell a thousand lies. So or" *rorg rt"p
Ieads to another wrong step. Just as the Russians got
suckedin Afghanistan - Americans in Vietnam, the IpKF
soldiers also got sucked in the jungles of Vavuniya.
And I think unless we draw lessons from this all of us
have commit mistakes. Unless we do not repeat these
mistakes like T. S. Elliot's words .,We 

had the experience

but we've missed the rneaning those prophetic words
will come true. I have a lot of thingp to spy but I must
allow time for dicussion and questions.- ilecause Sri
Lanka and India are not just two countries. The palk
Straits have never been a barrier - it's a bridge. And I,m
always fond of the saying that we are like Siamese nrins_
what attracts one, will affect the other. Those political
forces who jump in the cause of LTTE in Tiamil Nadu
whether Nedumaran or Weeramani and all, whenever
they_constested an election on the LTTE platform, that
is if Tinmil Nadu would support a case of Tamil Eelam, all
of them would have lost their deposits. From that you
know tlat the support of the LITE is only confined to
miniscule minority ofTamil fanatics. And both the DMK
and the AIDMK have learnt a bitter lesson. But we
mustnot allow the DMK and theAIDMKto once again
jump into competitive politics and supportpolitics. For
that will depend on how the scene in Sri-tanle witt
emerge. I have always been saying this, but mine will be
the voice of an academic who is a visionary. The salva_
tion for Sri Lankaconsists in Ranil Wiclaamasinghe and
Chandrika Kumaratunga coming together, give a devo_
lution package to the Tamils and talt to praUtrataran if
he is willing to talk jointly. If he is not willing to tatk
tackle him jointly. Unless Sri Lanka does this I think we
may have days which are going to be very difficult. As
far as India is concerned the separate states for the
Tamils alone is an ideology, which is detrimental to our
nationalist's ideology. Because India is a multi racial,
multi ethnic, multi lingual - a stateexclusively meant for
all groups. Well even the Thmil Muslims have no place.
It is an ideology, which I doh,t think any sensible politi_
cal leader in India will agree to support. So, LTTE ideo_
logically represents a threat to Indian unity also.

. .- 1 "o*" 
to my last part of it. In many ways, nation

building in India is also facing a tot of afficulties in
Kashmir, in Nagaland and all. But there is one success
story. As far as India is concerned, that success story
relates to my state- the state of Tamil Nadu. Whereas I
mentioned to you, we started with a demand for a sepa_
rate state, demand for a Dravida Nadu where the DK
considered August I 5th 1947 not on the day of deliver_
ycg_but or the day of enslavement where they hoisted

t" blr"t nag. But they started Imsing supporr tn Lg4g
the DK split and the DMK 

""-J ioio exisrence.
Annathurai started realising that despite all Ore limita_
tions that the constiufion had, it p j"iao an opporu_
nily for a regional party to come into power. AnA tnat is
what happened in 1967. And ften they realised that.
even within this timited mnstiartional power, you can
promote and maintain &e Tamil identity. So, lg67 on_
wards they got domesticated into this. If not, as profes_
sor K M de Silva said they were checked and they were
banned and thereforc, they were forced to give up the
demands for seperation . The Indian.political system
provides space for minority groups to maintain their
indentity. From 1979 as I mentioned till rhe DMK.
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AIDMK started sharing power at the centre. And when
you. start sharing power at the centre your regional
aspirations and national aspirations havl to work to_
gether. In other words, in the Indian situation the politi_
cal system had provided for a situation where multiple
identities can coexist. you can be a Tamil and yet be an
Indian. I have always maintained that the greatest day
since India's independence was the day 

-when 
Deva

Gouda became the prime Minister. Not Lecause Deva
Gouda is a great statesman. Deva Gouda is from the
state of Karnataka who cannot speak a word of Hindi.
The Indian political systm accepted the person as prime
Minister who could not speak the language of the ma_
jority and no eyebrows were raised. If tomorrow Saan
Mar a tribal leader from Meghalia becomes the prime
Minister no eyebrows will be raised because the Indian
political system is tolerent enough to understand that
only by compromise and co_operation by giving
tolerence to various linguists Ath;l Behari Val eai ttre
present Prime Minister is a Hindi fanatic. He will never
speak a word of English. Today when he calls us_ the
Indians, he switches over to what he calls Hinglish_

Ito9i y"f of speaking Engtish. But rhen he speaks in
English. They know that if you want the support of
linguistic minority in the south, you have to compro_
mise, yorr can't afford to have a Hindi fanatic. you have
to be a religiously tolerant state. So, today the BJp is
undergoing a crisis within the people whl wanted to
make it a Hindu Rashtra today ari slipping into the
background. Because rhey knowyou havlio iate 

"or_cessions. So, if Tamil Nadu is a success story of nation
building in a mulri erhnic, multi lingual, mulii religious
society, see what has happened in Sri Lanka. Exactly
opposite. Where the English speaking Tamil elite were a
part of the consensual Government in tq+S, you did not
provide for their language rights in 1956. .ihey 

asked
for federalism. Their federalism was negative. In I 972
constitution enshrined a unitary state iria majoritarian
state.and the minority claims were discarded. tgZZ, tINp
manifesto the problems of the Tamils who were listed in
the UNP manifesto. But when J R came to power the
thing was forgorten. Initially they canied on tireir strug_
gle through non-violence Sathyagra. Later, militancy
crept into the scene, and militancy emerged as a
Frankenstein. And today many of them even though
their leaders have been killed by the LTTE. Do they
speak for the LTTE. So the two systems are two contra_
dictory not parallel developmenis of theirs. anO I tnink
that unles we become mori tolerant url"r, w-- p"*"rr,
unless we lo-ve our neighbours South Asia i, joing to
have very difficult times.

I have taken a lot of your rime, but I am wiiling to
listen to your comments and responO to yo, questiorr.

.- - Chairman : Before we started I askedthe professor
if he would say something about ,lr, ,rrrrri ,iruorron
in South Asia. He said No it wiil come ,", i" i""iiir',

If you want to ask any ryestiur ot d-
tion in South Asia, you ruay do so otdLi
Just don't concentrate on the ptfitana
given his views andfor some ofyouvtot

background to what Tamil Nadu,s piln
lem that we have on our hands. Its ryt

service at the time this staned otdrww

Discussion

Major General Mike Silva: Sir , nyryt
ion of our situation with which quirc ajw dt
disagree but I firmly believe in is ttw in aq
a democratic country. ony ittdividtdoretc
viduals have the perfect rtght to ,"q1alr- ni
what they think is good for themsclva_
allowed.That is why itb called a denwtdt:
Howeve4 no individuat or group af
use unauthoised violence to pursue wl6 *rf
Now in Siri Innka, lots of people in *i L*
ou-t1ide who talk of our problem owing ,o w*)
of Prabhaharan, what he wants .ra.*A U
want andwhat we should do to himod
not done to him. I believe that prabh&sa
perfect right as a citizert of Srl lankan
but no right whatsoever to raise his hotdh
ized violence. Now my attitude is this, tw*
manage this unauthorised violence? Onty h
and his followers have a rtfle in thcir hottt* A
in their hands. And those weapons are rurt &
I^an ka. I t's an el e mentary we apon. Eve ry singte a
ynto-a few years ago I think were impnd ftJ
I-anka or smuggled into Sri l^onlca. ttow we b
depend on India, pakistan or qny our
prevefi practleal, physical smuggling into Sri tfl,
It's only if we have tried our very Ueit andfdld*
w.e can ask them for help. But my questiot, i,
single Government in power in Si lanka hasfaild,L
put that entire responsibility onto the amei srt*:d
and ask them why have youfaited or not t*cecdl
preventing smuggling of weapons into Sri Lnka. hl
only base and foundation of prabhakarans pM
Thank you sir

The Lecturer : I fully agree with your analysis but, fu
problem is that he's realized thai violence onlypayr.
The secsnd one is that violenee has also harmed tb
Thtnils There are many who would say that more Thffi
have been killed by prabakaran, than perhaps mayte,
more Thmil leaders atleasthave been killedby prabalrra
than by the violencc, you know the first violence did
not take plaee ifl the Tamil areas in Sri Lanka. The finr
attempt at violence took place arnong the Sinhalese.
And you know what happened between 'g7-'g9. So vio
leRee has crept into the whole system as such. In the
Indian situation were one successful experiment of tack-
ling violence struggle was in the case of punjab. After
the attack on the Golden Temple and othertemples the
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Sikhs were treated very very badly. Some of them took
away their turban and cut their hair and took away their
beard. But finally the war has been won. The war was
won because of the policy adopted by K p S Gill, the
Police Chief in Punjab, who provided protection for
every political party to have a normal function _ every
political parry, not the ruling parry ar.home. Initially
some of them were bumped off, but gradually people
started listening to political meetings and when the
election was held, election voting percentage was very,
very high. And today the only Kalistani,s left are not in
India, they are in the United States and England. Here
the Diplomacy of making friends has not succeeded
after 1985. Infact I know for a fact that the local Govem_
ment elections were held in Jaffna peninsula much
against the wishes of many people in Colombo . But it
was held, and that election led to huge turn out _ 66
percent. How did Prabhakaran react ? He bumped off
the first Mayor, Sarojini yogeswaran. He killed a sec_
ond Mayor Sivapalan. So, reintroducing the democratic
process which in other words should lead to a demo_
cratic alternative to the LTTE is something that
Prabhakaran will not permit. But then it has to begin.
How it has to begin, when those who have suffered in
the hands of the LTTE themselves speak for
Prabhakaran, then what do you do? The other thing is
that the basic comparison between India and Sri Lanka.
Even Kashmir. Lot of problems were there, still prob_
lems are continuing. Kashmir is confined to Kashmir.
We in Tamil Nadu do not feel the impact. Whereas here
you know very well. He can strike where everhe wants.
As I said- I repeat what I said-as a sympathetic Indian
observer I feel that the two great political leaders of Sri
Lanka must come together to talk to them, to even be
willingto talk to them. If we are not willing to talk to
tackle it jointly. Because competitive politics affected
them much during the present scenario, somehow I feel
has dangerous potential. please do not mistake me, I am
assessing.

Major M P Katchativu, SLA : My question is re-
garding the Katchatchevu Island. There is wide spread
speculation the BJP Government is going to change
their standfrom the specially from the Sivasena parry
ongof their coalitionmembex And second one the rea-
son is that Congress I gave away the without consult_
ing the national consenus . Specilally they did not
consider the DMK 's views. Sir what is your opinion
about it?

The Lecturer : See, there are two aspects to the
question, one is the legality of the agreement. Though
personally I'm opposed to the ceeding of the Island
and the fishermen's right, there is a sanctity about the
international agreements. However wrong it may be.
So we can't abrogate an international boundary agree_
ment. We went to war with pakistan three times but in
the agreement was not abrogated. So there's a sanctity

about the international boundary agreemenl If ure ab
rogate the maritime agreement with Srl lanka as
Jayalalitha when she was Chief Minister earlier said
We'll take it back by force." Then India,s image will
take a nose dive because we have maritime boundary
agreements in Myanmar, with Thailand, with Indoneis4
with Sri Lanka, with Maldives etc. So we can't abrogate.
But at the same time we must protect the legitimate in-
terest of the Tamil Nadu fishermen. Because the 1974
agreement says we have to. What right they had will
continue. So, though the agreement was signid in 1974,
Sri Lanka did not have much of a Navy. So tfrey used to
come into Sri Lanka, Just as your fishermen go into the
Maldivian water everday to catch tuna. Fishermen
throughout the world are not respecters of maritime
boundary lines. Wherever there is fish, they wiil go.
Just like a magnet attracts iron, they go. So you have to
protect.

Then the other one is that the Sri Lankan Maritime
boundary line is rich in prawns. I was told that a kilo of
tigerprawns in Madras gets about Rs. 500. So, prawn is
more on the seas. So these people come and catch the
prawns there. Then during the ethnic conflict_you know_
it was Palk Straits thar the Tamil militants ani the retu_
gees used to come and. So it got entangled in the ethnic
conflict. The fishermen do not stop just around
Katchativu. They come in. They come even up to Delft
Island. So the Sri Lankan Navy has a problem. How
does the Sri Lankan Navy know that thii sarong Fish_
erman is a LTTE fellow or a fisherman. So they esk him
to stop, he doesn't stop, so he is killed. He's frerJ at
he's killed. And when he,s killed, passions rise high in
Thmil Nadu. If we do not find a solution to this problem
it will strain the relations between Sri lanka India" Tiunil
Nadu and New Delhi.

So I have suggested two solutions to this. One is
to take into consideration the security sensitivities of
Colombo because Colombo is genuineiy concemed that
is the guises of fishermen, things do tome and other
things in 1976 there was an agreement in the gulf of
Mannar and the Raj bank. Raj bank is near Kannialumari
where the Sinhalese fishermen, not Thmil fishermen,
Sinhalese fishermen used to come to the Indian side to
the Raj bank. So the lgTlagreement specified that we
will phase out the Sri lankan fishermin fishing there.
For 3 years they were allowed to fish in Indian-waters
an{ 

9a1ctr 
so many tons of fish. So the agreement pro_

vided for Sri Lankan fishermen to fish in Indian watqrs.
So you use the same. you permit duly licensed Indian
fishermen to fish at 3 nautical miles and 5 nautical miles
in the Sri Lankan territory and it should be guaranteed
that they are doing it only for peaceful purp*". should
be ensured by the Sri Lankan Navy and the Indian coast
guard so they do not come up Delft Island. And you
already agreed with this because India has made these
concessions in the 1976 agreernent.
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The second one which I have suggested is that,
there is absolutely no historical claim. As far as Sri
Lanka is concerned I've talked to several people in Sri
Lanka and not even one of them have given me the
reason. And I believe that the only argument that is
given is an ecclesiastical argument, that the priest who
goes and does a service during the St. Anthony's festi-
val in Katchchativu at the end of March goes from
Jaffna. So what I have suggested is that you have the
case in India, where in Bangladesh, there is a place known
as Teenbiga. Teenbiga is Indian territory but surrounded
by Bangladesh, so what we did was we have given
Teenbiga on lease in perpetuity to Bangladesh. Sover-
eignty is with India, but it is leased to Bangladesh in
perpetuity. So you follow the same example, yet
Katchativu is barren, there's nothing there. Give it on
lease in perpetuity to Sri Lanka. Two suggestions which
work within the, but the problem is that New Delhi does
not want to be open, because New Delhi has gifted it
any way. So unless you find a solution with keeping
the consideration, the sensitivities of, security sensi-
tivities of Colombo which is genuine, and also the
interest of the Tamil Nadu fishermen, we have to work
out a solution. I present a scenario: peace comes to
Jaffna, peace comes to pass, what will happen to the
fishermen Sri Lankan Tamil fishermen, today, who are
not allowed to fish there, will not permit the Indian Tamil
fishermen to fish there. For the prawns, the two fishing
communities will fight. Lot of Tamil Language, Tamil
natronalism, orTamil identity when it comes of prawns.
So, I have suggested that the best time to settle the
problem from the Indian side, is now. We must be
sensitive to the security interest of Sri Lanka, but at the
same time Sri Lanka also must be sensitive to the fish-
ing interest of Tamil Nadu fishermen.

Major General Mike Silva: This is an opinionwhich
my good Tamil friends, both educated and uneducated
Tamil friends actually express but unfficially. What
they say is, if Prabhakaran genuinely wants Elaam
would be a democratic state of Elaam not a military
dictatorship. He knows perfectly well that the people
of Elaam or Jaffna, emotionally, the vast maj ority would
like to have Elaam but the democratic state of Eloam,
not a military dictatorship ruled by one man. Now,
what they say, and I believe and agree with them, is
that Prabhakaran, if he really , genuinely wants it, he
will not get rid of the leaders of other Tamil political
parties, specially people like Uma Maheshwaran, who
was quite popular And, what, when we say let us ne-
gotiate with Prabhakaran, as you, yourself said, pro-
fesso4 let us as leaders get together, call Prabhakaran,
we are taking for granted that Prabhakaran doesnl
want war But in actual fact, some of us believe that
Prabhakaran exists on the war That if war is stopped
with Elaam, he has no chance in a democratic gen-
eral election. So, it is no case of negotiating with
Prabhakaran, infact, if we negotiate, the principle is

you ne gotiate with your enemy from a point of streagrt
and not from a point of weakness. We as militgry havc
still not controlled Prabhakaran. So, finally, I belicvc
that all these appeals to international organizatiorts
etc. is just by the way, that the basic bottom line i*
etc, th"atwe have to neutralize Prabhakaran's militarl
capability and only the Sri Lankan government
through the armed services can do that and so far; wc
have not succeeded.

The Lecturer : On this, I was very careful with thc
word that I used. To talk to Prabhakaran, if he is willing
to talk, and talk to Prabhakaran jointly, if he's willing to
talk, then I added, otherwise tackle him jointly. I did not
say that he is willing to talk. That requires another lec-
ture on LITE strategy. It's true that the sustenance is
war. I do not want to comment, because you are all morc
speciaalist, you know far more than I do, so, I do not
want to comment, but except one, I consider the fall of
Mullativu to be the greatest debacle for the Army.

Rear Admiral Terrence Sunderam : professor, now this
is a question regarding India and it's role in South
Asia. Now India is entitledfor a global role, but I pre-
sun e, to meet this she has tofulfil two conditions : one
is to have a dynamic economic growth and two is to
establish a regional background in South Asia which
is conducive for this. Now India is on a dynamic puh
of economic growth, But Indian's hegemony and domi-
nation are not viable provisions for this. What are your
views on this ? Thankyou.

The Lecturer : Given the asymmetrical equation of the
South Asian countries, and the manner in which India,s
population will strengthen economic power is more than
all the other neighbouring countries put together, so it
creates a sort of, and most of them have relations only
with India, what relations have Sri Lanka got with Bhu-
tan ? Under the major aspect of your foreign office in to
keep Indiain mind and how to build aequation with her.
At the same time, there had been occasions when the
neighbouring countries have ganged up together
against India. Take the case of Mrs Bandaranaike's ini-
tiative on the Indian Ocean a zone of peace when, in
1974 the first nuclear explosion took place, no longer is
the Indian Ocean a zone of peace, our neighbours said
that we do not want the outsiders to be replaced by
India. Then came South Asia as a nuclear-free zone. So,
question on neighbouring countries do not want India
to become nuclear. So, while India must be sensitive to
the fears, feelings, misgivings ofthe neighbouring coun-
tries, same time the neighbouring counrties also must
be sensitive to India's security. I give you one illustra-
tion, to illustrate, that gratitude is not very important in
international relations, You know very well, April 1971
what happened. Mrs. Bandaranaike asked foiextemal
help from five countries. But the country which readily

. responded, was India. By the end ofthe year what hap-
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pened ? The Pakistani airplanes were getting refuelled
in Colombo and going to Bangladesh. So theattitude is
not, that's not character.

Air Vice Marshal Mendis : No, pakistan also came to
our assistance and Pakistan helicopters were also help_
ing.

The Lecturer : That was after April 1971. But the first to
respond was India from Bangalore when the air force
came then the Indian navy came and safe-guarded Co-
lombo. Anyway, Pakistani helicopters also came, but
that does not minimise the role that India played in .71.

But what happened at the end of the year ? So we have
to be sensitive to, and we say it is common problem in
nation-buidling, we must help one another.... and, I,m
one of those who agree that India must be very very
sensitive to neighbouring countries like Nepal, and Sri
Lanka.

General G H de Silva: Prufessotr there are vaious views,
one is that suppose the LTTE takes Jaffna, that wiil
destablise Tamil Nadu. And it may be the militarisation
of Tamil Nadu and from ihere it could spread to the
rest of India Do you subscribe to this view ?

The Lecturer : Suppose they go one step further and
declare UDI" You will have the first Tamil state not in the
country where larger number of Tamils, but outside. So
it may act as an idealogical magnet for certain elements
in Thmil Nadu. Certain elements.... but as I pointed to
you, those elements, they do not even win one seat in
Tamil Nadu. The Indian political system is far, far more
resilient than what many outside observers believe, you
recall Celine Harrison writing',1960s - India the most
dangerous decades". It is the middle class which is nec-
essary for a vibrant democracy to survive. It is not there
in India. Then came afterNehru who, after Nehru's de-
ludes, India survived. Our political system is far, far
more resilient than many other neighbouring countries
and I'm hopeful. For the LTTE once again using net-
work in Tamil Nadu, that should be dangerous. I think
that would be a threat. So you mentioned about interna-
tional co-operation. International co-operation Colombo
will be able to get provided the Government provides
the packages to the Tamils that is acceptable to the Non
LTTEers. Otherwise it is going to be very difficult. Now
the argument is that in August '94 she came into power,
now it is 7 years - what has happened ? It,s strengthens
the LTTE argumenr. I'm not a spokesman for thq LTTE,
but you can't trust these Sinhalese Government. The
United States will declare an organisation, a terrorist
organisation if it hurts them. If it doesn't hurt them,
they will not, We have to be very, very clear in our

thinking..We have to find convergene of intprest. Their
interests and our interests should 

"onr"rgi. 
Ifthere is

no convergence of interests it can end with, you know,
one statement. Thank you.

Chairman : So may I call upon Commodore Ivan
Attanayaka to propose the vote of thanks.

General Percra speaker Dr. Sooriyanarayan, ladies
and gentlemen, It is indeed a pleasure and a priviledge
for me to propose the vote of thanks to our
distinguished speaker Dr Sooriyanarayan for his
address on Indo-Sri l-anka Relations in the present
Context'. I must thank professor Sooriyanarayanfor
having found the time to be with us this evening and
we are privileged to listen to a very, very erudite
presentation. Many of us present here today would
have met Professor Suriyanarayan sometime during
your career Those of you who have not, would have
heard of him. He has had a very distinguished and a
unique career. As you know, heb the Director of the
Centre for South and South East Asian studies,
University of Madras_ He is the Director of philosophy,
South East Asian Studies, Indian School of
International Studies, New Delhi. He is also avisiting
Professor to the IJniversity of peradeniya, (Jniversitv
of Georgia and University of Calfurnia, IISA. He has
been invited by the Bandaranaike Institute of
International Affairs Colombo, Department of
International Relations, University of Colombo and
the MARGA Institute. He's also being invited to the
D efe nc e S e rv ic e S t aff C olle g e Well in gton, India whe re
many ofyou have been to and also by the National
Defence College, New De:lhi. Hence, much was
e xp e cte d from P rofe s s o r S o oriy anar ay an t o day. An d
he certainly didnot disappoint us. The level ofinterest
evoked by his address can be gauged by the number of
questions that were raised and the lively discussion
t hat fo ll ow e d. On b e half of all of us p re s e nt here t o day,
I say thank you Si6 for a very informative, erudite and
a lucid presentation. I also thank the Commanders of
the Army, Navy and the Air Force for the co-orperation
and the support they so wiltingly extend to the
Association of Retired Flag Rank Officers and for
encouraging their Officers to at end. Next I thank the
Commanding Officer of the 4th Engineer Regiment

for making available these facilities and also to his
staffi or the meticulous attention to details. Tb Signal
Core our gratitude for providing the sound system.
I^adies and gentlemen, I thankyouforyour presence
and wish you a very pleasant evening. Thank you.
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POST CONFLICT ARRANGEMENTS F1OR THE MILMARY

(Suggesrions by the Association of Retired Flag Rank Offiers)

INTRODUCITION

The "Peace Process" is on everybody,s mind. The
current 'ceasefire' hopefully will be effective and will
be prolonged. The Prime Minister has categorically
stated the 'Peace Talks' will commence soon.These are
indeed welcome measures where everybody looks
forward to a united Sri Lanka, where every citizen will
have equal rights in a democratic society.

The process that is set in motion is in the hands of
politicians. To link politics and forgiveness, a quality
most essential in the peace process is unusual. These
two words are rarely used in the same context and some
would say they can never be joined ; yet. without
forgiveness, hurts go unchecked and we recycle

. failures, resentments, bitterness and mistrust in our
lives. Without forgiveness, there can be no real peace
and no lasting reconciliaticn.

Our association comprises officers who have retir_
ed from service - some with combat experience, but all
with knowledge and experience by virtue of their
qualifications and experience in high positions in the
military. We are well versed in what in military parlance
is called "man management,, and are aware of thi pitfalls
that can arise if this aspect is neglected. All troops,
whichever side they belong to are human beings and
expect to be treated as such and not as mere .puppets'.

They must therefore be kept informed of allitages in
the peace process. We believe that in the post conflict
stage, there will be three phases conceming the military
and we recommend the action necessary in each phase,
in this paper.

COMBATANTS

Whilst the peace process is in progress, two of the
most affected parties will be the combatants on both
sides. It is they and their comrades in arms, who have
either died in combat or have been disabled in the
eighteen long years they have fought for the causes
they represent. Government forces no doubt have
fought and are fighting to maintain the territorial
integrity of Sri Lanka, whereas the militants have also
fought for a cause in which they believe or are forced
to believe. Both these parties will perhaps be confused
and perplexed whilst the peace process is in progress.
They are the most important segment of society to be
considered in the peace process. An uncertain state of
affairs is dangerous and can cause further
conflagrations, therefore it is absolutely essential that

they be educated and instructed on the .peace process'
and this is best done not only by *ay of instructions
from superiors but also by way of printed literaturc
being given to each individual to make certain he/she
is not made to feel that he/she will be discarded as no
longer required once peace is established. Until
"Peace" i.e. 'a no conflict' situation develops the Armed
Forces cannot be depleted orreleased from duty. Their
deployment ofcourse depends on the ground situation"
They must consolidate, because after the rapid
expansion of the Army, it has had no opportunity of
consolidating, building up espirit de colps and carrying
out systematic training with great adherence to basrcs
both operationaly and administratively.

POST COMLICT PHASES

We envisage three phases as stated earlier and
endeavour to set out some factors to be worked on.

TIM FIRST PHASE

Education of the combatants and assurances of their
employment:

As stated earlier, the education of ALL combatants
is absolutely essential so that the euphoria that may
arise in the nation will not bring about disinformation
which can translate itself to cause disaffection amongst
the combatants. The .status quo, of the government
forces must not change and eternal vigilance must be
exercised. Simultaneously the militant must be assured
of employment in the .,forces,,, ,police, 

or in any other
capacity, so that he will be gainfully employed and not
lured into building up a rebel force once again. A process
of categorizing the ,militant, 

forces *uri"o*-Ln"" u,
early as possible.

Monitoring the cessation of hostilities :

This is a subject which perhaps will be discussed
and determined in the ,peace Talks,. In their wisdom,
the negotiators and the govemment might require an
international group or a grcup of local eminent persons
(such as retiredjudges, retired senior military and police
officers, retired diplomats and persons repuied forlheir
independe4ce and integrity free from po[dcd influence)
who can fulfill the role of monitoring. Their terms of
reference should include :-

t,
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a. investigating and reporting to the government
any violation of the cessation of hostilities

b. ensuring that the authorities concerned are
facilitating the return of all displaced persons of
all communities to places from.where they were
displaced.

c. ensuring that those charged with safeguarding
detainees are carrying out their duties judiciously
and provision is made for visits by relatives.

d. visiting prisons and detention camps (if any) to
ensure the facilities provided are adequate.

Such committees can be established under the
provisions of the Public Security Ordinance (Ch 40) of
9 November 1985.

The de-commissioning of ALL illegal weapons :

This process must commence in this phase and
the military can be employed under the supervision of
local or foreign authorities to carry out this task. Retired
Military orPolice officers can be commissioned to carry
out these assignments, which should include disarming
militants (not by force but by persuasion) and all other
bodies who possess any arms illegally. The
announcement of a 15 day amnesty for returning
rrnauthorized arms is a welcome step, but should be
followed relentlessly to get all illegal arms surrendered.
Very severe penalties must be stricfly enforced for failure
to comply with the surrender of arms. No exceptions
should be made. Perhaps special courts will have to be
established to expedite the process.

Rehabilitation of Displaced Persons

The Armed Forces can be usefully employed to
assist in this process. However, the Govrnment must
appoint "Task Forces" comprising senior
administrators, engineers, architects, town planners,
local government officials, health authorities,
educationists and police to carry out this task. The
Armed Forces could assist in the logistics of this
operation by providing such facilities as transport and
protection from theft. The "Task Forces" must be held
responsible for this operation and the Armed Forces
should be merely an appendage to assist in the
operations. 'Task Forces' must not 'pass the buck' on
to the Armed Forces, as we know from experience to
happen when difficult situations arise.

De-mining and establishment of a "cordon sanitaire"

These are purely military tasks which will perhaps

have to commence immediately peace is established or
even before, depending on the conditions ofthe Peace

Talks. Army sappers are trained in mining d&aft
but they must have adequate equiiment end
information on the location of mines. SimultaneorslSre
"cordon sanitaire" must be established by a 'maritime"
Force, primarily of Navy, supported by air
reconnaissance and coastal surveillance whilst ground
troops must be located in possible landing places. to
prevent the illicit entry of arms, ammunition and other
items which can be illegally used. This 'cordon sanitaire'
will serve the long term need to protect the E.E.C.

Pacification and establishment of law and order :

This is primarily a Police task and the Potice -urt
train 'task forces' to carry out pacification prograrnmes.
Confidence building measures must be adopted and
law and order strictly enforced without fear or favour.
The Armed Forces too can assist in the pacification
and reintegration programmes and also train local
'neighbourhood watches" "home guards" etc., to
ensure security from criminal elements, who will no
doubt grow in the post conflict era.

Publicity:

All these measures require wide publicity in Sri
Lanka and abroad. However, ttre credibility of the media
must be re-established as there is a weakness in Sri
Lanka's media to provide misinformation - perhaps as a
result of long periods of news censorship and the
predisposition to be politically partisan in their
reportage. Govemment information in particular should
be such that it is credible and not politically inclined as
it has been for sometime.

THE SECOND PTIASE

Threat Perceptions

The National Security Council must, together with
advice from the 'think tanks' carry out an assessment
offoreseeable threats to national security. Contingency
plans to meet such threats and unforeseen natural
disasters must be worked out und an assessment made
of the counter measures necessary and the wherewithal
of personnel and equipment to meet such
contingencies. One permanent feature is the need to
have eternal vigilance over the area of ocean given to
Sri Lanka as its 'Economic Zone' under the "Law of the
Sea". This will be a perennial requirement, which
hitherto has been ignored or neglected.

Security Sector Reforms

Having assessed the threats, the re-structuring of
the Security Sector has to be considered. All tasks
envisaged must be evaluated and the Armed Forces
should be allocated at least L57o of the G.D.P. for them
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to carry out their responsibilities. A further 0.5Vo of
G.D.P. shouldbe made available for the maintenance of
law and order. Any stinting on these allocations will
only weaken the Security Sector leading to a breakdown
in law and order and perhaps to a rebellion once again.
The short sighted policies of the past must not be
repeated. The defence of the realm is of prime importance
and it is the responsibility of the state to ensure that all
measures are taken to fulfill this objective. The public
must have an opportunity of expressing their views on
the defence ofthe country and the requirement for law
enforcement..It is therefore desirable that a Public
Commission comprising knowledgeable persons on
military affairs and national security are entrusted this
task within a time frame of about six months. The
absorption of 'militants' into the ranks of the Armed
Forces and Police and the re-employment of some excess
armed forces persons in the Police must be considered.
The reorganization of the Volunteer Forces and a new
concept of their terms'and conditions are amongst
priorities to be considered. Examples of integration of
rebel forces in other counffies, particulaily South Africa
must be studied and used if necessary. The allocation
of the Police to an Interior Ministry is a welcome step,
as in a democracy Police should not be considered a
part of the Defence establishment.

National Service

Another factor to be considered is the
establishment of a National Development Service under
the Manpower Mobilisation Act of 1985, wherein all
youth of given ages can be required to spend sometime
(ideally one year. between the ages of 19 and 25) in
National Service (non military). Our association has in
1999 submitted recommendations for this scheme to
the President and the then Leader of the Opposition.
The President agreed to appoint a 'Task Force' to work
on this proposal, but the 'Task Force' has not been
appointed as yet. We trust the new government will do
so. The purpose of the scheme is to:-

a. inculcate discipline and national integration

bring about a social leveler and identify
suitability/aptitude of youth for various
professions/ vocations and channel them
accordingly

build up self reliance, selfconfidence and team
spirit and encourage the learning of Sinhala,
Tamil and English by all youth.

The military can assist in the running and
administration and discipline of youth camps. They
can conduct training in physical fitness, basic drill,
sport and outward bound expeditions. Instructors from
other disciplines such as Language Teaching,

Agriculture, IT etc. erc., will also harc n tc
training the youth. This subjea rn be
required. A pilot projecr should oilrrrEmE
funds obtained from aid agencie.s to pmccd
project which willbe very costly.

taining and Employment of nfut
formation for UN. Peace Kee'pmg oFft

A group of the Armed Forces musr bt
for United Nations Peace Keeping opcm*-,
developing nations have personnel of rlpir
forces specially trained and deployed fr rb
increasing demand for U.N. Peace Keedog
It is envisaged that the United Nations will lqui
peace keeping operators in the futurc.Tbcy c
source of Foreign Exchange earnings.

PIIASETIIRE

taining, Deployment and Stationing of lho+n
be rostered carefully and an island wide covcrrgr h
rapid deployment is necessary. Military b.scr d
establishments on a provinciaUdistrict basis $,ill c*
cantonments to be established and families fo b
provided with quarters. schooling, medical and &
welfare facilities. The establishment of c:rnr@G
will give a sense of security to the local innaUm,
provided good public relations are fostered Ooc rqr
in establishing this rapport is for the military s
spearhead local organizations in "environmdd
protection and development". This is a national care
well espoused under the aegis of the military. tt rritr
also enhance military-civil relations. whilst ensuring
the protection of the environment, which is aNatiood
Security requirement. The military can also be gai,rfuIly
employed in local development projects.

Provision of Military Needs

Self sufficiency of the Armed Forces should bc
encouraged and employment found in indusury and
agriculture for those disabled persons. Military farms.
garment factories for uniforms, ammunition
manufacturing factories, footwear and equipment
making factories should be sstablished and run by the
military for the military. Ord4ance factories like in India
and Pakistan on a smaller scble should be established-
Some disabled persons can be gainfully employed in
these establishments.

Vocational Training and Career Guidance for
those personnel required to leave or desirous ofleaving
military service must be provided in liaison with relevant
ministries and the private sector

b.
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Welfare of Thoops and Families

The Welfare of Troops is a command responsibiliry
and must be exercised by commanders at all levels.
There is no requirment for other organizations to be
involved in the welfare oftroops, because it provides
opportunities for indiscipline and unholy alliances. The
"Seva Vanitha" organisation can provide welfare
facilities to families and hospitals. Psychiatric treatment
may be required by some in a post conflict syndrome.
Experience in other countries has shown the need for
this facility both for service persons and their families
and this aspect must be planned and catered for in all
phases of the post conflict situation. Some require
urgent attention, whilst others develop various
syndromes over time. Specialists should be employed
ds consultants to the Armed Forces to meet this
requirement.

TimeFrames

The phasing ofthese post conflict activities cannot
have definite time frames, but they have been evaluated
in an order of priority, so that planning and preparation
can be undertaken. Some of the phases may overlap,
some priorities may change but the important element

is the knowledge of a sequence of activitir- D L
organizations and individuals know what iS cnviqee
Otherwise chaos will prevail, rrr"sur will take cfiuEP
and indiscipline will spread.

Conclusion

These recommendations are for the consideration
of the government and the armed forces. They are
badgered by day to day problems and probably do not
have the time to consider the matters referred to ln this
paper. With ourexperience and knowledge of military
affairs we consider the above plan ofaction a necessity
to avoid chaos and uncertainty which can ensue in the
future. Various countries have had immense post
conflict problems. In the United States of America.
50,000persons died during the VietnamWarand almost
another 50,000 died after the withdrawal from Vietnam.
These deaths were caused by self infliction or murder
and due to disturbed minds. Having such examples'
from a highly developed country, it behoves us to
prepare ourselves thoroughly for the post conflict
situation, because if we are unprepared mayhem will
ensue sefting the nation back once again - from thq,
frying pan into the fire.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION WART'ARE

(Mer.GeN. W. J. T. K. FEnNfi.{Do MIEE, MIERE, MBIM, psc, te)

Introduction

Conceptions of National Security can and do change.
A series of new threats to national security have devel-
oped with our transition to the Information Age New
technological developments and an increased reliance
on computer-based technology will cause a shift in con-
ceptions of national security for all societies. Nations
face the danger of having their information infrastruc-
tures destroyed, altered or incapacitated by new offen-
sive technologies. Accordingly grand sffategies must
integrate these new threats and vulnerabilities into their
general framework.

Definition

One of the problems with Information Warfare (IW)
is that there is still no proper definition. This can be
attributed to the fact that. this kind of warfare is rela-
tively new Further the term IW has many difterent mean-
ings. On the one hand, there is the military aspect to it
and on the other, IW is also used to describe the "war"
on the Intemet.

A technical description of Information Warfare was
given by Dr. John Alger I I], at a seminar on Information
Warfare. He described IW as :

Action taken to achieve information superiority
by affecting adversary information, information based
processes, and information systems, while defending
ones om inforrnation, information based processes and
information systems.

This definition can be used for both the flelds
mentioned above, whilst the following definition cov-
ers "only" the military component:

Action taken to achieve information superiority
in support of national military strategy by affecting
adversary information and information systems while
leveraging and defending ourinformation and systems.

A practical description

In his book 1n/o rmationWarfare, Winn Schwartau
[8] describes a different way to define Information War-
fare. He does not try to define all levels of IW in one
and the same description, but he has split the definition
into the following three classes :

Classl : Personal Information Warfare

The first class describes attacks against an indi-
vidual's electronic privacy This includes the disclosure
of digital records and database entries wherever infor-
mation is stored. The average person today has little
control over the information stored. We cannot control
the amount of information conceming us even if it is
correctornot. According to a "USAToday" poll,78%o
of Americans are concerned about the loss of privacy
tSl.

In the past, a spy had to tap phone lines and had to
use miniature cameras and microphones to get desired
information about a person Today, he still has the capa-
bility to use these utilities (these are more miniaturized
and easier to use than ever) but most of the information
about a person will be available in existing databases.
To blackmail someone, it is no longer necessary to sur-
vey him/trer for months. Today's Information Warrior
gets the desired information with the help of a compu-
ter over the telephone line.

Do we have to be concerned about information
that goes public To be honest, most of us do not want
our credit card bills, bank account numbers, financial
transactions, medical history , prescriptions, criminal
offenses, iurests, court records and other information
printed in the newspapers, spread to our friends or dis-
tributed over the woild on the iirternet. Worse, if some-
one provides private information, who says this infor-
mation has to be true ? You can spend a lifetime deny-
ing published information where no one takes the re-
sponsibility for the integrity of the data.

This is the first approach to class 1 warfare, but it
can easily become worse. As can be seen in the movie
The Net, we rely strongly on the information about us.
If someone is able to edit information in law enforce-
ment databases, how would you explain to a police
of'ficer that the credit card you used is not stolen, that
your passport is not faked, that you never smuggled
drugs and did not kill three people and that you are not
wanted all over the world by Interpol if the computer in
the Criminal Investigation Department, which you called
because someone sold your house during your holi-
days, says so.

Put together, we can say :

* Thousands of databases hold together the
digital images of ourlives.

E
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* Computers constantly exchange information

about each of us.

* Available information does not have to be cor

rect.

* Getting erroneous information corrected is al

mostimpossible.

Class I Information Warfare does not seem to be a po-

tential threat but can easily destroy someone's identity
or even link it to class 2 or even class 3 Information

Warfare.

Class 2: Corporate lnformation Warfart

This class describes competition, or better said,

today's war between corporations around the woild.

It is easy to imagine that a company could invest $

I M in a system that allows them to break into a competi-

tors database and copy research results worth over $15

M. To make sure that the competitor will not be the first
on the market with the new product, they could also

destroy the original database on the sly and make it
look like a possible accident with a virus on the main-

frame.

This description of corporate information warfare

is not new. This kind of " espionage" is well known from
the cold war days when Russian and American spies

tried to gather information about each others nation.

Today, corporate information warfare has a new

dimension. Not only can one corporation try to get the

research results of a competitor, states too get involved

in .this "game" It is possible that a state encourages

students to study abroad ( eg. in the United States) and

asks them to keep an eye open. not only to the lectures

at the University but also to work as intems in US cor-

porations and give the information back to their gov-

emment.

Class 2 Information Warfare is not only about the

acquisition of information, it is also possible to spread

information. real or fictitious The possibility that a drug

competitor corporation (or a foreign government with
its own chemical production in their country) spreads

the information that the widely used ABC drug against

asthma by the US corporation X causes significant lung

cancer, the doctors will probably stop with the prescrip-

tion of ABC until a study will be published. This study

could be fake and part of a whole campaign of well-
designed disinformation. The damage is made and mil-
lions of dollars for the X corporation is lost until they

can prove (if they can) that their product IS OK.

This previous exaryle rses a&ug manufrcurer.
In today's worl( matry 1roces rc osrrdled by
computer chips. It wmldbegm.'ri.?61 nCre
facturer to claim that ttc wih!, rod ctfo ty thcirm
petitors does not wort as it fuld- Wdd yo buy a
car with an airbag whcn ir ra pHiff in tb mnpa-
pers that the chip that cmEols fu drbag dG not
work properly in 4Gf, dall rc ? Itrow will fte m-
pany prove to thc omtray ?Ym cmot t€st tte sys-

tem easily by yoursefffu a malfimctiu- you have to
uust fte menufrcfirrcr. If a corporation looses fre trust
of their custorners, they also lose millions of dollars.

C:lass 3: Global Infonnation Warfare

This type ofWarfare works against industries, glo-

bal economical forces or against entire countries or
states. Not any more is it stealing research data of a
competitor but it is about the theft of secrets and then

tuming this information against its owners. In this class,

you call multiply the power of class I and class 2 war-
fare by a large factor and still not be able to imagine all
the damage that can be done within global information
warfare. Here, money and personal are not the critical
factor. Today third world countries are spending bil-
lions of dollars every yearin airplanes, bombs andbul-
lets. What if a country decides that they will spend only
a tenth of its yearly expenses for second wave weaP
ons, on the purchase of third wave weapons. As an

example, a dictator in the South East could invest about

200 million dollars ayearin third waveweapons andbe
able within about three years to damage Ore US indus-
try and government in an unimaginable way. Inrelation
to traditional weapons, Infortnation War fare opens'
new horizons' of cost effectiveness for terrorists' ot
enemy governments. Class 3 warfare enables attacks

over ten of thousands of miles with dramatic eftect.

With the weapons described in the following sections

of this paper, the said dictator would be able to crash

Wall Street, shut down the banking system of the US;
where, the last wall street crash will look harmless in
comparison to the effects that would follow.

The Military view of Information Warfare

Third wave technologr in second wave weapon systerns

Information Warfare is omnipresent in today's news-

papers. Several new, minianrized weapon systems regu-

lady coming on stream can be read in today's newspa-
pers. By 2010. the US Army hopes to digitize the battle-
field [ 12] and link every soldier and weapons ; system

with wireless links. The report about the ? 2lst century
land warrior, out of the Marine Officer training camp at

Fort Quadico. showed the new battle gear for the SO

called cyberwar as ;
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A lighweight helmet with mounted display, night
vision sensors and flat video panel (all voince acti-
vated), Integrated Headgea4 Body Armor with ruom
for a computer in the lumbar area which gives friend
or foe indentificaiton capability to the soldier detects
mines and chemicals and has a built in GpS. The
weapon is equipped with a thermal stght that is able
to send still-frames back to higher commands and is
connected (radio) to the helmet monitor that allows
the soldier to aim at a trarget without having to ex-
pose his body to the enemy.

If this sounds quite like ..StarWars,,, 
the technique

is available and this equipment will soon be present on
the battlefield and will help to reduce casualties. Never-
theless, this is not a part of Information Warfare.

c31

At the head of the information army, there is the
C3I -Command, Control, Communications and Intelli-
gence. Its often called C4I today, by adding Computers
into the term. At this level, decisions are made and the
money flow is controlled. C3I is a small group with
specialists dedicated for each area of interest.

SoftWar

This kind of warfare matches the definition of In-
formation Warfare only in a global way. The aim is not
directly to achieve information superiority, but to ma-
nipulate the enemy ( or one's own population) with false
or adapted information. The TV is used to shape the
other Nations/opponents will, changing their views of
reality. A "morphed"TV program that shows the enemy
troop leader or politician making unpopular announce-
ments to alienate them from their troops/people could
be broadcast. This kind of warfare is mostly used in
combination with'Jamming".

Another way to "fight" the soft war, is to use it in
ones own country. An incident in the gulf war could be
mentioned here. In a world wide broadcasted news
block, CNN showed a woman who described how the
Iraq soldiers were carrying important equipment, as new
born babies out of Kuwait hospitals. Later, it was dis-
covered, that this woman had connections with the
Kuwait Embassy in Washington DC. The interview was
therefore a set up [2]. A controlled media can and will be
used to broadcast material for pulposes of manipulat-
ing public relations

Available (or possible) IW weapons

ComputerViruses

" A virus is a code fragment that copies itself into a
Iarger program, modifying that program. A virus executes

only when its host program begins to run. The virus
then replicates itself, infecting other programs as it
reproduces." [7].

Viruses are well known in every computer based
environment, so that it is not surprising thaithis type of
rough program is used in Information Warfare. It would
not be dfficult for a terrorist organization to insert com_
puter viruses into the switching networks of a coun_
try's phone system. Since today's telephone systems
are switched by computers, introduction of a virus could
cause massive failures of the system.

Worms

" A worm is an independent program. It reproduces
by copying itself in full-blown fashion from oni 

"o-pu_ter to another, usually over a network. Unlike a virus, it
usually doesn't modify other programs." [7].

Also if worms don't destroy data, they can cause
the loss of communication by eating up reiources and
spreading through the networks. Also a worm can eas_
ily be modified so that data deletion or worse occurs. A
networked environment like a ATM or a banking net-
work, can easily bebroken down by introducing a worm.

Tbojan horses

" A Trojan horse is a code fragment that hides
inside a program and performs a disguised function. It's
a popular mechanism for disguising a virus or a
worm"pl.

A Trojan horse could be camouflaged as a security
related tool forexample like SATAN (SecurityAdminis_
trating Tool forAnalyzing Networks). SA TAN checks
UNIX system for security holes and is freely available
on the Internet. If someone edits this program so that it
sends discovered security holes in an e_mail message
back to him (lets also include the password file? No
problem), the Cracker learns much information about
vulnerable hosts and servers. A clever written Trojan
horse does not leave traces of its presence and because
it does not cause detectable damage, it is hard to detect.

Iagicbombs

" A logic bomb is a type of Trojan horse, used to
release a virus, a worm or some other system attack. It's
either an independent program or a piece of code that's
b_een planted by a system developer or p.rogrammer,,
UI,

With the overwhelming existence of US based soft_
ware (e.g. MS Windows or UNIX systems), the US Gov-
ernm€nt, or whomever you woud like to imagine, could
decide thatno software would be allowed to be exported
trom that county without a Trojan horse. This t iaa",
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